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PREFACE

c ti

Johnny may be able to 'read, but can he write?

lilothas well as his counterparts could ten years ago, accordIng to
the qatIonal Assessment of Educational Progress. he results ofNAEP's
1979 -19$4, National Assessment of Reading and Literdture showyl that the
ability of 17- year -olds to analyze, interptet, and express their views
about written prose hadideclinedby apptoximately 20 percent,since 197.1.
Only 41 percent of the students tested in 1980 were able to compose
reasoned, thoughtful answers.

In their report of the study, Reading, Thinking, and Writing (avail-
able fibm NAEP, Suite 700,'1860 Lincoln St., Denver, CO 80295)-,:the NAEP
researchers recommended that the curriculum be restructured sp as to

cal skill . Testing programs, they suggest should rely more heavily on

provide opportunities for students to devtlop and practice analyti-
cal

questions. Teachers in all subject areas should incorporate writ-
ing into their programs on a regular basis, and students should have
many opportunities to write at length for,a variety of purposes. Since
using writing aoiivities is time consuming four teachers,.administrators
.should provide ingtitutional support in the form of released time, teach-
ing aides, or smaller classes. ,

Obviously, if such an approach is to be effective, it must be insti-
tuted long before Johnny is 17. Indeed, innovative 'teachers have effec-
rively used writing activities wiih,children as ypung as 4 or 5. Stu-
dents who enter high school without a solid basis in Writin g are
seriously handicapped. Writing must, begin in the elementary school--as

1 early as possible,'arld as often aspossible.

However, as the editors of this volume point out, few elementary
school teachers have had exPlicit ,instruction in using writing, with
young children, nor do many new teachers or teachers-in-training have
much opportunity to observe the,effective use of writing'in the elembn-
tary 'grades. Teachers may also be handitapped bythe scarcity of models
for igsorpdrating writing into subject areas other'that ,language arts.

This book' is designed to provide elementary school teachers with
information, suggeaions, and models.for using wtitin'fin the social
studies, from eatly,primary to middle grades., We hope that it will be a'
useful resource for teachers who, are aware of the importance of writing
in thinking, learning, and living.

James Y. Davis

Associate Director .

Social Science Education Coaortium, Inc.
ERIC Clearinghouse:for Sodial StudieSi

Social Science.Educatton,

*v
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PROLOGUE

WeWe know more about writing than most elementary school clagsroom

practice usually reveals. Research over the past decade has given us

cansiderable insight into how young children compose as well as knowledge

about a variety of instructional techniques' that help them improve the

ways they compose. Yet, for the most .part, the results of this research

have not filtered through to classroom teachers, curriculum builders, or

textbook authors. Because of this unfortunate communication gap, writing,

is probably the most misunderstood, misused, and undervalued instruc-

tional tool and learning goal in. our schools today.

This volume addresses that situation. It speaks specificAly to

elementary school social studies teachers, supervisors,i and administra-

tors as well as to elementary school teacher educators, especially those

tiho share an interest in improving student competence in writing- and

learning in social studies. We seek one 'major goal7--to introduce

instruction in writing into social studies, for the mutual improvement

of both. We have, chosen to do this essentiallyby focUsing in some depth

on a variety of praepical, classroom-tested techniques which integrate

writing and. social studies. in the elementary grades.

Why should elementary school educators be concerned about writing

in social studies?, At least four reasons come, readily to mind.

First, although writing is often considered to be a valid instruc-

tional goal in 'elementary stho61, it is rarely viewed as the learning

tool that it is--or'could be, In reality, we learn as we write. We

invent ideas, we see relationships, and we learn information as we try

to ,describe, explain, illustrate, or justify something to someone in '

ting. Social studies teathers can use writing as a tool for helping

students learn social studies information and concepts.
at .

A,Seccind, writing skills, quite properly introduced in language-arts

units, must be used across a variety of;curricuium areas in order to be,

mastered by children. Writin =is not something We earn how to do once

and for all, nor are the skl which constitutd writing easily trans-

ferred to new contexts from the context in which they are introduced:

The way we write is shaped very much by the context in which we write...,

1



Our abilities to write grow and develop as the content and concepts we

use become increasingly complex and 'sophisticated and as, our purposes
...

.

change from entertaining -to informing to ipersuading. By providing

instructive opportunities to write in elementary social studies, we can

4
help students refine, extend, and, flirther develop the writing skills

.
4

introduCed elsewhere, and we can also introduce new aspects of writing 4. 4

wh ch are4particularly well suited to communicating about social subjects

1an ideas.

Third, writing is a sbfial act--it is a purposeful interaction

between someone with something to say and someone 'to whom that informa-

tibn is being related. Social studies thud serves as a most useful arena

in which to develop and use writing, fob i s prime,function is to develop,

the skills of and knowledge about social interaction. (In social studies

youngsters" an use writing to better understand themselves as well as to

refine, these skills and knowledge. They can write to develop a sense of

community as well as to participate in that unity. They can write

to develop, express, and refslect on inf rmation and ideas--related to

social studies subject's and topics. Practicingwriting with supervision

and continued instruction in social stiudies 'offers an opportunity to

extend social skills and knowledge as. well as improve writing' ability 1.4,

meaningful and purposeful ways.

Finally, writing is, actually thi4king in action. It involves
1

relationship-making and, relationship- sensing as youngsters seek to con-

nect bits of infprmatton in order to 'form or support ideas they infer

from this infoimation. Writing also idvol es a host of other cognitive

skills, including those of classifying, nalyiing, and evaluating.

Writing can thus serve as a useful tool, !for teaching students various

thinking skills--skills that are a time-honored objective of our ele-

mentary school curricula.

The remaining chapters in this book attempt to articulate this

rationale. They should be read, however, with several caildats in mind.

First, .we have elected to emphasize the writing process and its

component skills. Throughout these

and
1.
to the various stages of this

elementary educators. Specialists

,ins process into three major phases.

pages we refer to the writing process

process which should be familiar to

in writing generally,divide the writ-
,

These
phases, orlstages, are

2
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usually known as (1) prewriting, (2) wri ing (or composing), and (3) re-

writing,writing, (or revising). Each stage is gart;af'the overall process by '
r

which a writer creates and produces/A piece Awriting. Although each

person's writing process is unique/and varies'wfth,both the writer and

thewriting task, most children generally. move through these three stages

when they write
We believe that children/need'to be introduced tb the writing proces

by classroom teache'rs through direct instruction. The resulting awareness
/ .

orthe process can help young writers to organize their thinking and com-

municate their ideaslOhore clearly to others. children will then able

to use their understanding of the process when they write tadependently

of the teacher.

Prewriting activities are.designed to help children generate, expand,

and focus ideas developed from their Own backgtound experiences or from

such _stimuli as objects, books, 410, animals; and. resourceopeople.

These actliges also help children to understand the purpose of writing

and to identif ,an audience. When students are working independently,

prewriting acti ties might include collecting information through read=-

. ing, interviewing observing, and,remembering as well as experimenting

with titles and o ening paragraphs and making lists of major ideas.

During the Com osing stage, it is important that children should:be,

given sufficient tim to put their Ideas into written form and oiTortuni-

"ties to seek/help if they need it. .3% ahibd'S first draft, sometimes
\

called a discovery drift, should be writteRwithout concern for missing

lel
words and stakes tri punctuatioR and spelling. Correcting these

mistakes, evising sentence structure, an4 paying attention to legible

handwriting are done during the rewriting stage.. Whether students are

working 1Tdependently o under the direction of the teacher, the emphasis

during the composing st ge should be on capturfing in writing what the
. .

writer knows or wants to spy about the'topic.

Rewriting activiti s should provide children with opportunities to
4

clarify, refine, and re rise ideas; proofread; have conferences with the

teacher,,a partner, o a small,grOup; and prepare their writing for shar-

ing. When they
Pk
ate wo ing independently, children will develop their

writing more fully and rytto, anticipate all the reader's questions, with

attention given to,purpose and audience.

ir
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Sharing writing is an essenial step in the writing procesa

dren, . though some writing bOecialists 06 not include it as a separate

stage. When 'children shares their writings in a classroom setting, one of

the'te cheer's primary responsibilities is to provide an'accepting atmos- ,

phere n which positive sharing will occur. During fhe sharing process,

ohildt may read their writings to others, publish their writings in

school tewspapers or'book form, display their work, and - present their work

through other creative ways such as dramatiiS.tions and on video or audio

tape.

Depending on the purpose, message, and content Of the:worka writer

may go through other operations not listed in this description of the

writing process. This description is a general one, presented to clarify

our use Of the term throughout this volume.' It is also important to point

out that, although all writers move througheisch stage :Of this process, a

child may-move back to an earlieistage before moving .on to the next; the

process is recursive rather than 'linear.

Second, we do not intend, the techniques presented here to be con-
*

,sidered either.prescriptive or exhaustive. Because of space limitations
.

and the embryonic state of the art of'writing'instruction, we cannot hope

to includ,e,explicit mention of dIithe techniques that specialists recom-

'met& in teaching writing. Instead, we have-chosen to present a limited

number of techniques in enough detail so 'that they can be repl'cated in

any Classroom. However, itis important to remember that many tedhniques

other than those presented here exist to achieve the goal we seek.

1 Third, these techniques de not'dtand alone. They are not presented

simply as a giab bag of classroom gimmicks. ,Rather, the teaching tech-

ntques described here exist in a curricular contpt and are supported by

considerable research and theory. Thus, we have tried to suport these
/

techniques with relevant information about research and-theory and with

'discussion of the curricular and, teaching context in which they can be
.

Idevelopedanduded.Knowledge of some techniques that exist and ability

Ito use them are important tools in improving writing in elementary school

;social studies. However, only by knowing how these' techniques can fit

I into school curricula, as well as into daily or unit lessons, and why

they should be used in'certain ways can we bring about meaningful improve-

, me/It in classroom teaching and in student learning as well.

"I
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this book, does not deal with all aspects of the writing
)-- .

o
6

process r all the important aspects* of writing instruction. We have

dicrifiped coverage of many .popics,foi in-depth focus on a few. 'Because

our goal is'tvaake classroom writing really possible, we havg elected tos,

go into.firlotol.Catotletail.abodt two of the most crucial aspects of writing.

' For stuee s, this crucial facttr is gettingstarted.: For teachers, `the

'critical function frir integrating student writing with social studies.
t.

Obviously, ;ouch mbrecguld be indluded here even about these two.topici;

this book is situp, a start. bf the ideas here can actually get.yrit-

king under way ins an elem
"sf

ntay social studies classroom. However; for

anyone who xis, seriously interested in a complete writing program, further

experimentation'and'StU4 will be necessary.

Our contributors are strangers neither

to socixf st4.0fes teaching. Although as a group they reprdent theentit't

range pf 'educators concerned with writpg in eillpentarg social studies--

including educational researchers, teacher educators, 'principals, and 'cur-

riculum specialisis--the majority of authors tepresented here areelass-

room teachers. Most of the auttlOtislof the articles \in Parts II and III

.teach in elementary school classrooms and actualUy'use the tectniques they

describe. For many of them,ithis took represe.nts a first attempt at pro-

to elementary education nor

fessipdal writing for publication. Their styles

Unites them ts that not only are they describi

studieswriting techniques, they are'also,pr
4

teaching -- writing. We are pleased to make their articlds the Pore of

this book', for we believe that,* they are malting an important contribution,,

to their own professiorPal development as well as to the potential devel-

opment of those who will read this book.

These essays are uniqt. 7Sey reveal es much about elementary school

teachers and about teaching in general as they do about.writing and about

social-'studies in the elementary echool'plassrbom. NoMe relate. highly

personal experiences, dealihg only implicitly with writing or social
0 .

studies; guidelinesAfor teaching writing must be inferred by the reader'.

Other articles explain in some *detail general writing techniques, often-

couched in terms of exciting ClassrOoml.efssons, Still other articlbs'

describe in great detail-:Salmost prescritiVelz--very specific

for writing in elementiry schc21 social studies.

vary. However, what .

room-tested social

what they,are

5

techniques
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Most- ,of these .articles have. several

as

aracieristips in common., -

First, they indindicate that'writing does not and ad. end in itself in
,

.
.

.

. .

the. elementary schbol social studies clas'irood. It is, rather, part :of a
i

P )

sequence of ,activities designed to accomplish goals that may range friom

social participation to knowledge develppment, learning, skill develop-

ment, or 'attitude developmentall comdbn social studies goals, SecbAd,

these articles acknowledge the importance of prewriting activities as a

key to effective student writing. Third, they reflect a commitment to

usinI3 writing le a tool of social education--as .a'device for dev-eroping

social awareness and sociaal interaction skills, for writing itgelf is an

''abt of social intercourse. Finally, these articles speak directly, almost

perspnally, to the-reader; the resulting sense of intimacy--we hope --
,

coimunicates the enthusiagm the authors'have for teaching writing in

ellentary .schbol social studies.

Now, to.reaffirm our purposes, a few final thoughts:

Unfortunately, studying the techniques and ideas presented here will

dot peke .one ipso facto an expert in teaching writing in elementary school
P

social'. studies. However, the study, discussion, classrood use, and 10

adaptation of these idtzs can improve both teaching and student learning.

This is the goal' of this book and of its sponsors.

In,additiod, we hope that these articles will underscore the point

that,,, altWough language arts is a significantlpart_of.the'elementary.

...school curriculum, writing skills taught in that subject area must be used.
.

in other curriculum fields if.they are to have practical value to chil-

dren. One learns to write in, onder-to be able to write about spmething,

and social studies provides the perfect area of the curriculum for using

this important skill-of communication.

We also hope that these articles will provide a clearer idea of the

importance of attending to the process of writing as well as tcithe final

product. Although,Ue are only beginning to comprehend the complexity of

this process; we do understand. some ways iq which the prpcess and thds

the quality of its products can be enhanced through technique4 like,those

described here.

6
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Finally,:we hope that these article's clarify wags to use writing as

a tool for helping chil ren learn *to think more clearly. For both chil-

dren arid teachers, Arriti can be a 'valuable Itool for learning, and writ-

ing,ins, in social studies, cat be,,, a means to this end as. well -as an end in
. `r .C-

` itself .
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WHAT CHILDREN ARE TELLING US.ABOUT WRITING

I. Let me begin writing early because I have
'something to say that's important to Me. At.,

2., Give me time to get started because
writing can't be rushed.

let me write about what I know and about
4.;

what I want to know.

4. Let me write for many-audiences.

5. Let me write for many purposes and'in
many forms.

,6. Let me talk with you and others about
my writing.

7. Let me revise before editing.

8. Let me publish what I write.

9. Respect what I have to say, in my writing.

Write with me.

ao
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integrates the two areas and presents specifii i4lications for the study

and teaching of writing. Although the, article written by Caroi. Vukelich
4,

and Joanne 0oldeW was published earlier in Childhood Education, it is so

relevant to the purpose of this volume' we elected to republish it here.

Vukelich and.0olden;examined what research in general reveals about begin-

ning writers; their:report'Vsuggests numerous important implications for

teachers. Bob GifetraiN chapter reports what some elementary sZhool
44t

teachers around thdecountey are Currently do'lng with writing in the sOT'al

studies. Final3.y, ,Susaht7iorio and Joyce Howard Frank describe in detail

how one teacher's use of writing in elementary school social studies

illustrates the finaYngsof writing research. The implications of each

report for teacheres are significant.

Considerable other, research on writing exists. Refeignces to some

of this research carilbe found in the bibliography of ERIC resources which

concludes_ this book.>

4.1
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I. EARCH ON THETEACHING OF WRITING

As noted in the prologkt ,educators knOw more about how youngsters
-

write and how to help 'them impr\e their writing than is usually acknowl-

* 'edged in classroom practice or in chooi curricula. Research continues

to add. to this store of knowledge at n increasingly rapid rate. In this

section we present a. sampling of resea ch...on writing in the elementary

grades..

Delving, into the ever-growing storehou -- of research about sdident

writing may not at first appear to satisfy a assroom teacher's altbat'

insatiable desire to. know "how.&do Le, in his 'her classroom tomorrow
,

morning. Yet examination and study of this research are essential-for

determining not only what one can do productively in a classroom setting

but.also whY certain things ought to be done at certa points by way'iof

instruction. Whether one starts with this quick sampli g of research or
.
skips ahead to .Parts II and III of this book, to return to this part,

later, is not importInt; however, it is essential to study the results of

this research at some point prior tb deciding what to do in a speCific

classroom situation.

The threearticles included here are intended only to alert teachers

to the kinds and amount of research thav,exisfg;n children's writing.'

Follow-up examination of the studies or sources cited in each article will

be useful,to educators who wish to explore in greater depth what

researchers are finding out about hoW youngsters learn to write and about
A

whe t is involved in the wrUipg process.

The articles that folio% move from a survey of research in writing

to a survey of classroom practice in the use of writing in elementary

school social studies and finally- to a specific classroom study that

§ 17
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1. 'THE DEVELOPMENT OF WRITING IN YOUNG CHILDREN: A REVIEW OF 1HE LITERATURE

By Carol Vukelich and Joanne Golden,'
4

Recent research in writing has shifted in emphasis from analysi6 of

the written product to investigation of the writing process, in focus

from the writing of older children to the writing of young r children,

and from an emphasis qn studying how children acquire the tool of writing

(handwiiiing) to arceffort to detetmine how young children acquire al.;

4 ,

under4anding of writing as a means of communication.. The findings of

these investigations have direct implications for how the claSSroom

teacher should approach the teaching of writing with young children. The 0'

folloWing sections summarize these findings and identify, implications foi

the classroom teachir.

The Writing Process

Research on the writing process reflects an important shift fiom a

focus on 'the written product to a boCus on the Writing. process. Many

recent researcher's have categorized the writing RFocess according to

three stages: Prewriting, writing (or composing), and rewriting.
1

--The prewriting stage involves prepabation for writing and includes

intention, planning, and organization. Essentially, the writer thinks
r--

through the'writing task.4

covpoing stage is characterized by, the actual writing of the
4

text, whtch.involOes a comlex process of developing the topic and making

a number of decisions about f .1, and conkAnt. During this- atage, the

waiter does not write contincusiy; he or she pauses, rereads what has

been written, and rewrites. Research indicates that different patterns4
ate evident in good ancrpoor writers at this stage. Cliod writers have

more pauses, which are used fcir the planning, reorienting, and revising

,Dted by ,permission of Carol Vukelich and Joanne Golden and the
Association for Childhood Education'International, 36%15 Wisconsin Ave.,
N.W.,,Wgshington,' D.C. Copyright 1981 by the Association for Childhood
Education International.
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'of the writing, while less-able writer's have fewer pauses which are less

purposeful; foy example, glancing around.
2

--In'the rewriting stage the writer.rewritei, alters, confirms, or

develops his or her writing.

Development of Understanding Ilf Written T.anguage

In their efforts to disc' er when children develop an understanding -

qrof written language, resear ers have sought to determine at what age

children demonstrate understanding of the graphic form of written language

and when they demonstrate understanding of writing as a-means of communi-
...

,

cating with an audience.
.,

:

At least three recent studies found' that young,nonreading children
i r

had acquired some basic under, tanding about.44the graphic form of written

language. While it appears that 3-year7o ds can distinguish pictures from

writing, they cannot /discriminate betty n a word and single letters, .

'' consonant clusters; vowel clusters, wo ds with disoriented letters, and

abbreviations.
3

According to researchers, this skill of discriminating

words from nonwords does not appear until sometime between
41'

the ages of 5

and6.
4

'A component of the regearch by Graves, Sowers, and Calkins, as

reported by Calkins, focused on when children demonstrate understanding

of writing as a means of communication-.
5

Their research suggests,thst.
4 ,

_I

. children's early writing efforts resemble play in that there is no plan-

ning and no goal. , Only later, with the onset of concern for conventions
4

e. (for example, correct punctuation and spelling and proper letter forma-
t,-

"i- ;ion), db children evidence development toward writing as a means of
l\ .0'

communicating, with an eventual audience. Children at this stage show

theit understanding of writing as a meant of communication through

(1) wanting the paper'o be legible, (2) choosing topics on the basis of
.

a udience, (3) being concerned with correctness'Itpd conventions, 0) an-
.

, - . , .

ticipating audience response and needs, and (5) looking back on the writ-
6 i ;

ing.

Acquisition of Writing Skills
f

Several researchers -- Graves, Calkins, Wheeler, and Clay--have
t ...:,_

-..,-.. 4
examined the behaviors children deMonstratetas they acquire skill in

4-,

wrd.ting.
7

Thrnugl videotapes, observation notes, and photocopies of

/
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children's writing, graves and Calkins reported the following generalize-

tions about' young writers:

,7 The stages' of writing (prewriting, writing, and rewriting) are

evident' in first,irade,children, although there is coAiderably.less'

rewriting at this age.

--As children try writing with more complexity, they'give less atten-

to syfitdx; sgflling, and punctuation.

--When choosing a topic to write about, first-graders typically

choose to write a narratiie.

4. -- Children do not always begin with a clear idea of *hat they will1 ,

,write-about.
8

--Children progress from,putting titles under drawings, to writing

sentences that label their artwork, to writing more as printing becomes'

easier..

--By grade 2 most children have progressed from lettets to words and

from words to phrases and episodes, characteristically
e
linked together by

a string of ands.9

Calkinis work lends support to the earlier work by Wheeler, who.

reported 'that children's writing progresses from scribbles to designs to

pittures, and then to letters, words in isolation, word phrases, and wordd

in seltences.,
1.0

1 ,

elay developed'one of the more detailed analyses of young children's

Wr iting. 11 In obseeling,the trritini of,5=year-olds in New Zealand, Clay

noted 11 general principles and concepts in the writing of young children.

At Varying points, children demonstrated awareness that writibg'was a ,

sign, that it carried a message, and that it had certain conventions such

ras spacing. Clay discovered that'children experiment with writing, test-
,

ing flextbility of symbols, making inventories of what they kbow,:gener-

sting lines with a few symbols, and contrasting letters and words.

Beginning Spelling Strategies

Becau e strategies used by young children to spell ate integral

Jrcomponent of the beginning writtig process, any summary of recent litera-

ture on acquisition of.writing skills inyoung children would.be incom-

plete without_a section on'early spelling strategies.

Since 1970 a number of researchers have inditated interest in chif-

dten's beginning spelling strategies, Charles Read is kriown for signifi-

13
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cant c tributions to this area
..12

By observing early writilts, Read found

that slime children began,writing as young as age 311: usually before they
. oi*

'could readibut after they had learned conventional names for letterslof

the phabet. Read found,Vhat young children spell According to their

own erceptinns of the phoneme/grapheme, correspondences, which are dif-
40-N / ..

fer t from adFlt perceptions. Children spell.according to the point of
'i

art culation of the sound. This leads to,patterns that include omitting

me ial nasals (boppie/bumpy), using ch and 1 in placegof t and d before r

( ray/tray;jragn/dragon), and switching lax vowelsiv(feS/fish). Read

;i entified at least six patterns in childten's
j,

invented spellings which
,

/ .

reflect their systematic and logical, pproach to spelling.
...

Subsequent investigations by Beers, Henderson et al., Sorenson and

/Kerstetter, 'Gentry, and Beers and Beers have extendAd the use-of Read's
l''< ._:°-

strategies to chthren of various ages and from.iVarious environments.
13

/

/

i Atcumulatingevidenc strongly suggests that changes in spelling strate-

gies used by childr n occur sequentially and systematically over an
4

extended period.wof time. They pattern, accordingto Beers and Beers,

appears to be affected by the child's level of cognitive development

rather thgn by the reading or spelling instructional procedures employed

in the classroom.
14

Influence of the Environment

It could be hypothesized that children's understanding-of the writing

process may be influenced by their exposure to writing in their environ-

ment. A stddy.Vy Lavine strongly suggests that (the opportunity to observe

print is important to children's understanding of the graphic form of

written language.
15

Mexican children from a nonprint-oriented environment

were less ablyrto discriminate pictures from writing that Mexican children

from prig-oriented envir6nments.- To date, this is the only study .to

report on the effect of the cultural environment on the writing process.

Likewise, studies that explore the effect of Writing in the home
,...s

environment on understanding of the'writing p?ocess and development of

waiting skills are few in number. Those which have considered the role

of parents in early writing indicate that early writers observed family

members engaged in writing activities and had books and materials avail-

able to them. In addition, many of the parents responded to questions

17-
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about wtiting.
16

Few parents engaged in direct instruction, and most
.

maintained that children picked up writing on their omn.
47

Graves examined writing role models in the school environment and

'discovered that children\have few'models in schoo1.18 He contended that

teachers do not perceive themselves as writers and that they do not see

-the significance of role modeling in writing. It appears that educators

not only do not perceive the importance of writing with children, they

also do hot recognize the imporince of providing children with oppor-

tunities to write.
19

-Indeed, Shanahan reported that the, teachers in his
.c.Ar

survey indicated confusion about:their role in writing and in instruction

, in Writing.20

Implicaticips for Teachers

The majority of research findings reported in this article datie from

1970. Though research in the development of writing in young children is

in the early stages, the accumulating data have these important implica-

tions for the classroom teacher:

- -Focus on the writing procest, rather than on the written produCt,

and ethphasis on the three stages of writing should affect the classroom

teacher's work with children.

--Teachers will want to provide_children with opportunities to engage

in alipropriate activities during all three stages of writing.

--Children gust be provided with time and guidance to permit plan-

ning of the writing.

--Rethinking during the writing stage should be encouraged; time

should be allowed for reflection and decision making.

--Because rewriting is 'an integral component-of thekriting procesS,

evaluation of the product should be a joint teacher /child effort.

ilfrften shOuld be p;ovided with opportunities to rewrite or revise

their products.
(.f

- -An effective teakr will provide time for all three stages to
- -0!,;

occur naturally in the classroom and will, guide children in development

of all. thiee kindS of writing sktlIS%

If, as research indicates, very young children's awareness of the

writing proCeas is that Ititing is play without goal or planning, then

teachers must proyide young children with opportunities to engage in

writing as pip behavior°. In essence, recent literature is suggesting



that teachers whose, current beginning writing activities emphasize the

teacher in the role of scribe, with children Merely copying the written

message, "heed to expand the writing, activities provided for children...44

Children need opportunities to,think and wr'te independently. For most

early childhood teachers, this approach represents a significant deviation,

from, their current practices. As children progress in the primary grades,

emphasis on correctness and conformity to standard conventions (for exam-
,

ple, lett&r formations spelling, and forM)\should be delayed until the

children develop ,an understariding of writing as a mean's of communicating

with an audience. Even, when' it becomes appropriate to introduce writing

with conventions, the teacher will want the children to do the revising,

with some guidance and asiistance! --

In evaluating children's written products and interpreting earl'y

writing behaviors, it is important for teachers to know that young chil-

dren progress from writing asif6lay'to writing as a means of communication;

that, they progress'from scribbles to designs, then to pictures, letters,

words, phrases, and finally sentences; and that in acquiring writing

skills they demonstrate certain principles. Knowing what behaviors to

expect of children will help the teacher' support and foster children's

natural development of writing skills.

Current findings on beginning spelling strategies challenge teachers

tqc.rethink their approach to the teaching of spelling. Data suggest that

children test out their own system of'matching letters and sounds when

they attempt to spell and that they will learn adult spelling patterns if t

they are given many experiences with the written language. Hence, rather

than direct instruction in _spelling, young children should be given

numerous opportunities to test out their sound /symbol generaliations, to

revise their generalizations, and eventually to acquire adult spelling

patterns through a natural process.

It Appears that,exposure to writing is a Critical component in the

development of writing abilities. In home, school, and cultural en*Viron-
.

ments, young children need opportunities to observe print. The teacher

will want to prepare a classroom for young children with sign's, labels,

messages, books, and other written materials--an envirdnment rich in

Oppolltunities to observe print. Further, the teacher will want to alert

parents to the importance of the role of writ,tert messages in acquiring an

under tan ng of the written language.

16
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In addition t6 viewing samples of print, young children need oppor-'

tunities to observe family members and teachers who are engaged in writ -

ing activities., Teachers and parents must perceive themselves as writers

and serve as writing models for children in classroom, or holik. This is

le one way that teachers and parents can demonstrate the purpose of wrqing

as a-communication tool. 'a

When'provided with written materials, parents who engagedin writing

-ctivities, and parenAs who answered their questions, 'same children

learned to write without direct instruction. Perhaps teachersmeed-to

question the amount of time spent in direct instruction in writing in

relation to the amount of time children are pro4kvided with instruction

through observation of writing models.

In summary, recent research in,the'development of writing skills has

many important implications for teachers. A knowledgeable teacher can do

much to foster writing growth in young children and to plan asupportive

writing environment for them.
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I 2. WRITING IN EL NTARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES:

REPOkT OF'i PERSONAL BtARCR

By Robeit Gilsttap

. During the summer'of 1978 1 began a personalisearch to learn more

elementary_about how writing was.being used in,crtent e school social-

studies programs.l As a teacher educator whose primary in rests are in

elementary social studies. and language arts, I vas invited to serve on

the staff of a summer ins.titute sponsored by-lhe.Northern Virginia. Writing

Project, a spinoff of the Bay Area Writing Project. One of my summer

responsibilities was to deyelop a workshop presentation ,introducing

teachers to ways in which writing Could be effectively' used in elementary

school social studies.

As an initial step in preparing the workshop, I deyelaPed a list of

opportunities for writing in, elementary school social studies. To do '

this, I first reviewed the course guides, lesson plans, and textbooks that

I had recently used with my students and listed the types of writing I

was encouraging them to include in their social studies units. I then

reviewed other r %cent undergraduate social studies methods textbooks in

my professional library to discOver 1;f:et-additional writing activities

could be added. Finally, I interviewed several elementary school teachers
,

to get their reactions to the list of activities I was developing and their

suggeztions.

As I reviewed my list of writing activities, I disdovered that all

of theM could be classified under one of the general phases of a unit of

instruction, which are: (1) planning and initiating, (2) gathering infor-

mation, (3) using and sharing information, and (4) culminating and eval-

uating. As a handout for my presentation, I developed a list of the most

commonly recommended activities undereach of thesephases (see Figure 1).

This list documents the many opportunities that exist to involve - children

in mea4gful writing activities in elementary school sonal studies.

Although writing. was not viewed by many of the writer of texts for'

teachers or for children as of primary importance in a good social studies

program, most authors did include some writing activities.:/Aa one might
0
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Figure 1

RECOMMENDED SOCIAL STUDIES-WRITING ACTIVITIES

OP

Planning andInitiating

reassessment
exercise and tests

eparing. contracts

--developing questions to be
*Answered during the unit

doing initial data gathering
for the purpose of determining.
wh'at to study

-- eparing questions\for a
rdsource person who will
help initiate the unit

3. Using and Sharing

--writing reports

---writing*plays agd stories

--developing scripts for
slide presentations

--deVelbping learning
,centers

.--pieparing bulletin boards

--writing dialogue for cartoons0-,

--making maps

"Ne

prep.. IV l' time lines

--making is

--writing bo k revirs

--developing historical newspapers,
diaries, And letters

.--writing lyrics to songs

itineraries for imaginary
trips

b

2. Gathering Information

---taking notes

--summarizing

.4outlining

4

- -'observing and describing

- -recording answers to interview
questions

- - keeping diaries and logs of

reactions and insights

- -writing letters for information
Ow

Culminating and Evaluating

--developing personal summaries
of grogress to accompany
children's work (eg., "Things

- I've Learned" booklets)

-- drawing conclusions from the,
unit

J
-- responding to problem situations

related to the content of the unit

- -selecting questions for future
units' or basis of knowledge
gained from this one

--listing, defining, and responding
to questions,

'--using checklists end rating
scares for self-pvaluation
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expect, however,

sis on IfAting.

During the

the.emphasis on reading was much grelter than the empha-

last week of the summer institute, I finally had they

opportunity to give my presentation.' I shared my findings from the early

part of my-search with the teachers and gave them tie opportunity to share

with me some of the specific activities that they had found successful.

I asked them .to complete five-by-eight-inch cards on which they described

their tast effective writing, activity in the area of social studies. We'

shared these ,during the workshop, and most of the activities mentioned

fell under the gird categoiNion my chart. I asked them if I could have

their cards so I could use them during' future workshops. Most of the

teachers' were pleased to share their ideas, with me. .

Because of the interaction among teachers which I had planned'as part

of the workshOp, the-presentation was well received, and I was asked to
\

condut the workshop several times during the following year., Each time
V

I asked the teachers to complete Fards,, and each time category three

appeared to be the one most.often mentioned as I read throilh the cardi.

In the fall of 1979, I wee asked to present my workshop on' writing

in the elementary school social studies at a state social.studies weekend

conference, and again the cards were distributed and effective uses of

Writing were recorded.

On Monday morning when I returned to my,unlversity office, I pulled

out .the stack of index cards that I had collected at the state' meeting

and placed it ,on my work table. As I read 9140 the,new set of cards;

I sorted them into four stacks,' one for,each of the categories on my

chart. Again one stack was noticeably thicker--the one.for phase three,

using and sharing information. 'My informal study of elementary_teachers
.4

0 in Virginia was claarly revealing that, when asked to identify the most

effec e writing activtty involving social studies, approximately 75

4 pert described an activity that took place neat the end of a Unit .of

instruction. On the basis of theresearch.that I had done in preparing

the list of writing opportunities for my workshop handout, this seemed to

be a wry narrow use of writing. I was curious to know whether this

limited use of writing was typical of teachers in other parts of the

nation, so I decided to expand my local search by doing a national survey

9f's of teachers. I selected as my sample for the survey thdbe elementary

21
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teachers who.had participated in summer institutes of the National Writing

Project.

My. first step was to write to the direcArb of all of the National

Writing Project sites. At that time there more than 70: I gave each

director a description of my study and asked for a'list of all the ele-

'mentary school teachers who had participatgd in summer institutes since

the projects began. As a result of these requests, I received more than

300 names.

I then wrote to'theseteachers asking them to complete a question-
.

naire which included the following major requests:

1. In an average week, how much timel'is spent on writing activi-

ties in your social studies program? .-

2. In general,, what kinds of Writing activities do you use, in or

plan for your clbss in the area of soCIR studies (research reports, book

reports, interviews, etc.)?

3. Describe in detail the social studies writing` activity that you

have found to be. most effective wityour children. (This should, be a

description of one of the types of activities listed under question 2.

If available, atach'a sample assignment or work sheet'.)

The enthusiasm-for writing expressed by many who responded was amaz-

ing. Sixty-four teachers completed the questionnaire and enclosed notes

Ai
related to their interest in the results of

w
the study as well as samples

of children's, ritings and artwork. By the spring of 1981,, my office was

filled with evidence that a great deal of writing was going on in ele-
.

mentary school social studies--at leait in the classrooms of teachers who

had been involved in the National Writing Project. During the summer, I

completed my analysis of all the responses to the three major questions.

In reviewing the responses to iluestiOn 1, which asked about the

amount 4.-time spent on social studies writing activities during an

average week, I learned that the average among the 64 teachers who

responded was 30 minutes per week. The responses ranged from "one-quarter

hour" (two responses) to "fiie o seven hours a week in social studies as

broadly defined" (one responle). Quite a range! Although eight of the

teachers were unable to determine how much time they actually spent on

social studies writing activities because of the integrated nature of

their curricula, the most-frequently din'tioned response (10) wasW'one hour

,
22
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a week." -TM second-most-frequently ,mentioned response (6) was

"one -half hour." _Of the 64 teachers who responded, to the survey, only 5

indicated that their studdnts did either no writing or very little

writing in the social studies.

The,responses to question 2, which asked the teachers to identify

the general kinds of social studies writing activities they used, revealed

a varied set of writing opportunities that could be classified under all

four 'categories. By the time that I had analyzed all of the survey forks,

I had 1 list of 102 distinctive social studies activities that involved

writing.' The most frequently mentioned (33 responses) some form of

research paper or repdtt., The next highest (14 responses) as book

reportg. JReceiving five or more responses were letters, poems, pars-

graphS, short plays, stories, interviews, class notes; diaries, outlines,

summaries of material read, essays, and essay questions.
d

I then classified each distinCtive activityunder the four cate-
,

gories mentioned earlier, using my original list as a guide for place-

ment. My:tally sheet looked like this:

1. .. Planning and initiating: 1 respons

2.. lathering information: 19 response .

3. Usini and sharing information: 70 responses

4. Culminating and evaluating: 12 responses

These results surprised me because I had carefully worded the second

question so that those redponding would have the opportunity to develop a

ligt of activities thatwould reveal the range of writing in their class-

rooks. &gain, the "using and sharing" category dominatO the responses.

These results supported the informal study that I had done during my,
. 4-

workshopt in Virginia, which had revealed th t writing 'activities falling

undtr this' classification are the ones most often associated by elemen-
,

tary school teachers with social studies,

sftuld point out,. however, that the list of 102 activities which

emerged:from;the answers to this question included 54 activities that

were not on the'chart that I developed. have listed some of these here:

--"We do a Complete genealogy workup on each child. They con-
.

clude by, writing a letter to their oldest known relative--

bringiha them up to date on the family." (fourth grade)

30
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"Writing questions and answers as a review of material .

studied. This is used in a game called 'Stump the Panel' in

preparation for a test." (fifth grade)

-.:-"News reports and'cohmentaries that are aired on our school's

closed-oircuit TV station." (third/fourth grade)

"I plant questions in bottles and jars all around the room

before our day starts. The questions are about our current

social studies unit. As children discover t1em, they open

thi, read the question, and write a-response for me."

(first grade)
A

--"Writing activities fora simulation are popular in my room.

One example would be writing a script for a TV interview

show with famous characters in D.S. history." (fifth gr '

brief reviews of movies, books, speakers, field

.trips." ( fourth grade)'

"faking and designing posters." (first grade)

-- "Writing 'What Do You Think?' position papers." (fifth grade)

--"Tassign some first-person reports, asking students to write

from the viewpoint of a charactei from our social. studies

text." (fourth grade)

"Recipe writing." (third grade)'

"Interviewaspf famous of not-so-famous people." (fourth

grade)

"We've dorle stories on hov it feels to be handicapped based

on a simulated experiment my students were. involved in

during which they were fixed up with a handicap for a day."

(sixth grade) .

"We've written 'We're ntaeso happy with you' letters. to the

secretary" of the interior, who wants to lift the ban on
. , . .

importing, whale products as well as other local, state, and

national leaders'." (kindergarten)

*Writing advertisements.for inventions (cot'ton gin, telephone,

TAdio)." (fifth grade) ,....

"Writing jokes, riddles, and puns about social studies con-

tent." (fifth grade)
.

.

I next turned to the section of the survey which asked the t achers

elto describe in detail the social studies writing activity that hey
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believed to be most effective and to include'sample assignments or work

sheets. I first tried to list each: activity a separate item, but I

soon realized that many of tithe teachers had eScribed their' most effec-
.

tive writing activities in such (detail tha their descriptions, often

included experiences with writing which co d fall under more than one of

the four major categories that ,I i ntified. I then decided to

analyze each description carefully and o categorize each of the activi-

ties under one of the four headings,. I soon realized that I, needed to

add a fifth category for non-:.unit-reIated activities. For example, one

third-grade teacher wrote: "In thirdgradS, Ihe students do etrery good

job4of criting abouttheir feelings. They are not as inhibited as -older

children. I ask them to write how they feel when they are happy or sur-

prised.".
4

Reading through the descriptions of social studies writing activi-

ties, with the accompanying materials and pictures, was a real pleasure.

It was obvious that some very exciting and effective learning experiences

involving writing were being provided for children in theset ,dlasses.

Several people commented that it was impossible'to describe the "most"

effective activity, but that they'could"describe "an activity that

worked"--and they did that very well. In the responses to this question,

I was able to see the value given tofrwriting activities that went beyond
44

the using and sharing category.

After I finished reading all the descriptions, my tally sheet looked

like this:

1. Planning and initiating: 8 activities'

2. Gathering information: 39 activities

3. Using and sharing information: 43 activities

4. Culmittating and evaluating: 9 activities

5.- Non-unit-retatad: 4 activities

Although the raftber of activities that fall under "using and sharing

information" again dominated tpe results, the responses for "gathering

information" were very close behind with 39. "Initiating and planning"

activities and "culminating and evaluating" activities'almost balance out:

eight for the first and nine for the second. Four people Mentioned

activities that from their descriptions could only be classified as ncn-

unit-related.
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By the fall of 1981, It had analyzed ,all my questionnaires. As I

looked over my summary sheets, I asked myself:
L

'What have I really

learned from my study, and how an I use what Jve learned to help other

teachers, especially iv undergraduate"teacherain-training'i."

First,- wilting j.8 ul4a by a ¶ignificant number of the elementary

' school social studies teachers who were surveyed. of the 64 teachers who,

'responded to my questionnaire, oily 5 indicated that they did'no or,littte
.

writing as part of their social studies grogram.

ac

Second, the survey reveals the,variety..of.sociati studies writing

ivities that the teachers use in their social studies programs: 102

di tinctive activities were tallied. Althogsh was disturbed to see that

so many of these activities were limited to "using -and sharing" informa-

tion; when the teachers were asked to describe their most effective

activities, writing activities that were used during earlier stages of d

social studies unit were often identified.

Finally, even tea

knowledgeable abbut c

ers w are interested in writing and who are

..rent information related to that process do not

use writing to its, fullest potential as a. tool for communicating and

thinking in elementary' school socia

I believe that the results

studies.
I

this study have important implica-

c- tions. Future teachers need to better anderstanNitthe significant role-
,.

that writing can play as a tool for communicating and thinking as part of
0

an effective social studies program. They need to be acquainted with
a 4.-

current knowledge about how writing contributes to personal learning, a

concept that is summarized as follows in a.recent publication from the

National Council of teachers of English entitled Pers &ectives on Writing,

in Grades 1-8:
2

Personal learning values of writing stem from discovery..
Through seeing personal ideas, and experiences appear on

paper, redrafting what is written to make it mare accurate
or complete, and receiving reader feedback on what has
been written, a writer expands what is learned from the
Original experience. Being involved in, and yet in a
aensp detached from, experiences that have been recorded
on paper encourages insight and discovery.

Teachers-in-training also need to better understand the man); oppor-

tunities. to ust-writink,within a classroom, both unit-related and non-

unit-related.' Susan Florio, codirector of the Written Literacy Project
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at Michigan State University and coauthor of the third chapter in this

book; with her colleague, Christopher M. Clark, recently studied the

writing that is undertaken in a second/third-grade combinaiihn classrwm

and a sixth-grade classroom. As a result of their study; Florio and

Clark identified the following general fynctrons of writing in.the class-

room: (1) writing to Iriow_pneself and others, (2) writing to occupAtee

time, (3) writing to participate in the community, and (4) writing, to

\ demonstrate academic competence. Figure_ -2 gives a clearer picture of

these functions.'

,/ Susan Florio and her colleagues have learned through their research

that a great deal of writing does occur in the classroom and that much of

it is enabled by teacher thought and action. They point out in their

preliminary report It "lacking the prop and constraints of other oft/

.,the 'basic skill' areas, writing is,,often 'invisible' as teachers report

their instructional lives or as researchers seek evidence of 'writing

instruction'--or even as children or parents talk about the. writing done

in School. Writing in everyday school life may be 'invisible' in the

sense that talk is invisible in everyday life-4A is such a ;art of day-
_

to-day transaction (tests, worksheets, essays, notes,letters, etc.) that

it is taken fdr granted." 3
Their findings appear to support what I have

learned tfirough iv study of-the use of writing in the- elementary schddl

social studies curriculum.

Teachersin-training also need mote opportunities to write in ways'

that they will be asking their pupils to write in their, social studies

classes. -Some authorities believe that., the most"effective teachers of

writing are those who are writers themselves and_who.continually use

writing in ways that their.studdhts are expected to do. Teachers-in-

trainingneed to develop confidence'in using writing for'many,purposes.

Finally, future'teachers need _to become familiar with'creat

methods such aS those described in this book. Many of the arffCie in

this volume were written by elementary school teachers who were identi-

fied thtOugh my questionnaire. .Knowl.ng that inservice teachers are

including effective writing activimiss in their social studies programs

should give future teachers the 'support they need to giye a-higher

priority to writing in the social studies.
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REST COY AVA"SLE15
Figure 2

THE FUNCTIONS OF WRITING AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

'

FUNCTION
Trn

, SAM=

- -

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

ACTIVITY
WRITER/ EVALD-

INITIA.TOR COMPOSER STU= MTV= FORMAT FATE ATMS

TYPE 1:inanic To

PARTICIPATE
IN CCItiONITY

2/3

classroom
rules

\

\

magazines

teacher

teacher
4

.

teacher &
students

teacher 4
students '

teacher

.student --

class- i

sates
\\

.

......pazar

magazine

subscri-
bets

by teacher -and
students:

jointly ten-
dereR rules are
drafted on
chalkboard;
printed in
colored marker
on large white

teacher
,

by teacher; *hp
provides maga-
tines of farmer
students as
nodal*

posted; re-
forted to when
broken

read by teacher;
nmy he displayed
for reading by
classmates; taken'
home

.

no .

Yes

TEPE II:
UNITING TO
KNOW ONESELF
AND OTHERS

2/3

diaries

-'

6

life
books

,

__.

teacher

student

teacher 4
students

student

student

self

class-
NAMs

by teschir; she
models from
literature and
oversees making
of the diaries.
Students write
or print an
limed paper in
booklets they
have made

by teacher; her
own work is used
as a model

kept in teacher's
file cabinet
or in student
desks; OCCiiiOn-
ally shared with
teacher. other
students, or
fesnify ,f

read by teacher,
classmates,
parents, other
students

no

yes

TYPE III:
SMITING TO
OCCUPY FREE,

TZKE

2/3

stories,
letters.
and cards

6

cartoons
4 stories

student

student

student

N.

student

student 4/'

student

-

other
(parents,
friends.
family)

self or
others
(parents,
friends,
family)

by student; ' Ikepi; may be-4
printed or drawl:riven as gift
on lined or Con- to parent or
siructiOn_wer ;friend*

r
by student: writ-;Icept;sy be
ten or drawn on shared or not
notebook paper, he shared; when
may be re-kg:pied tihared, it is

ually 'with a

.riend.

i no -,

. no

TM IV: 243
siience
lab

booklets

research
project

Hasher

teacher

publisher

teacher 4
;students

.publisher
to#
student

-.

teacher 4
students

teacher

teacher
4 class-
mates

-1

by pnblisher:
printed in
commercial
booklet in ,

which students
falacewrtre

by teacher:
students draft
their research
project on
dittoed outline
A note sheets

1

checked by
teacher; filed
or later use;

pages sent home
to parents by
?teacher

.

;read by teacher:
resented °Polly

Ito clasp:mat;
Leplayed at

teacher cod- .

ference

yea

yb

iwi. TO

DIEMMISTRATE

ACADEMIC
COMPETENCE
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1. In developing this article, I have attempted to use the process
and formatan "I-Search Paper" as described by Ken.Macrorie.in his
book Searching Voting (Rochelle Park, N.J.:Bayden Book Co., 1980). In
ansI-Search papei, the writer tells the story of what he or she did in
the search and i 'cludes the following information: (1) what the writer
knew or ' ow about the topic when starting out, (2) w the paper
is bein written, (3) the story of the search, and-(4) whe as or was
not learned from the search.
ti

2. " Shirley Haley-James, Perspectives on Writing in Grades 1-8
(Urbana, Ill.; National Council of Teachers of English,,1981), p. 5,

3. Christopher M. Clark and Susan Florio, Understanding-Writing in
School: A Descriptive Study'of Writing and Its Instruction in Two Class-
rooms, final report of the Written Literacy Study (East Lansing, Mich.:
Institute for Research onTeaching, Michigan State University, 1981).
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3. LITERACY AND COMMUNITY'IN THE CLASSROOM:

A CASE STUDY OF BETTERBURG

By Susan Florio and Joyce Howard Frank

In 1977-1978, two researchers from tA.e Institute for Research on

Teaching conducted a, study of ,the teaching and learning of writing in

Joyce Frank's second-grade classroom in the small Michigan town of

Haslett-.1 These researchers observed Mrs. Frank and her students as they

engaged in a variety of actimitiesNmany of which involved writing.

They got toknow the members of the class,- provided help When asked,

joined in class activities, made4.deotapes of some lessons, and asked

.many questions of both. Mrs. Frank and.her students during formal inter-

views and informal conversions. This article shares some of what was

learned about the acquisition of written.7literaCy as it takes place in

Mrs. Frank's classroom community. What happens here may well,be typical

of the development of writing as it occurs in second-grade classrooms.

Knowing this information can be most useful_to'teachers who are planning

to use writing in elementary school social studies.

Setting the Scene

To get to Mrs. Frankl(4rsecond-grade classroom, you must travel to

the small community of Haslett, Michigan.; This town of nearly 7,000

people is located in the shadow of the state capital and Michigan State

University. Although some of the residents, are farmers, most of the

children in Mrs. Frank's room have parents employed in one of the area's

major activities--state government, 'education, or manufacturing.

Mrs. Frank's atutients attend the Ralya School, one of the three

elementary schools in Haslett. The one,-story contemporary school build-

ipg houses about 170 students and contains one room for each grade from

kinde4garten through fifth. Upoil entering Mia. Frank's classroom, one

encounters yet another small community--one which the children hive dubbed

" Betterburg."

,The members of Mrs. Frank's 'class 'populate Betterburg. They fill

its civic offices and devise its laws. Betterburg contains all the

components that one would expect in a small community--law enforcement,
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cultural activities, commerce, a bank, social welfare, a library, and a

postal system. 9f course, Betterburg is also a schoolroom, and as such

-it contains other such standard features as blackboards, desks, and book

"shelves., But the dominance of the town'is evidenced by the fact that the

children, when asked upon leaving the room one day to dtaw maps of the

important things and places in the room, overwhelmingly included each

aspect of Betterburg. Often the buildings Were drawn in konsiderable

detail.

Literacy and Community: A Brief Review

Vygotsky has talked about learning to write as the acquisition of a

"particular system of symbols "and signs whose mastery herdlds a critical

turning point in the entire cultural development of the child."3

when we ask questions about the acquisition of written literacy,by chil

dren, it can be said that we are asking fundamental questions about both

the individual psychological development of those children and their

membership in a community acquisition of systems of signs and sym

bols in speaking, reading, and writing provides stunning examples of the

interconnections between the growth of the individual and that of society.

Schwab,
4

for example, in the essay "Learning Community," asserts that

our beginning personness, as children, consists first of a
world of perceived and felt significances that we have made
from things seen. It is when another--adult or child--i_
signals recognition that we have such a world, seeks to know
it, and tries to give us a glimpse of his private world,
that onetoone community begins. This is done in one and
only one way; through speech, by talk.

Speech and writing are both instances of the use of cultural tools--they

are systems created and passed on in societies in order for the members

041of those societies to'livn and work meaningfully together.
5

Thinking about writing in this way ha's implications for its instruc

tion in school. 4Perhaps teache'ra gan beat serve the acquisition of

writing bydttructuring both.for and with students social occasions in

which writing functions meaningfully as comMunication. This possibidity

parallels what we know, about the acquisition of speaking; another complex

commtinicative,skill. Both research.and experience tell ,us that spoken

language is acquired literally "in the doing." Children are welcomed as

communicators even before their first words are uttered. Early in life;
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children find that their moves and sounds elicit action from other people

Children, in effect, practice the use of language not as preparation or

training for social life but as social life itself.

Research'onAlanguage acquisition has shown us that requisite gram-
",

matical skills are seldom taught directly to children by the adults with

whaft they communicate. For teachers of writing, an essential lesson from

research on languagejcquisition is that even the most flawed and rudi-

mentary communicative attempts of novices are functional in that,they

have social meaning. Critical to acquiring language is the social fact

that a child's emergent and stumbling efforts are heeded by others.

Early talk is meaningful by virtue of the child's membership in the

family, the first community.

Research in one traditional society where it is possible to separate

the, acquisition of written literacy from the formal school setting is

also suggestive about the relation between the process of becoming a

speaker and that of becoming a writer. Among the Vai in Liberia, where

literacy in the native language is acquired informally, Goody and other

researchers have described.the process of becoming literate as one

directly related to the conduct of everyday life.
6

,The occasion for

mastery of written symbols, mucliiike the occasion for mastery of speech,

arises in the course of social life and is supported by the community in

which it occurs. People come to write'buse, within their community,

they need to be able to perform (the operations--both public and private--

that written literacy makes possible: They need to engage ion commerce or

to keep records; they need to'extend their social relations over time and

distance; they heed to mark formally important social occasions; they

need to remind themselves of the thoughts they have had.

Viewed in this light, conventional expectations about the role of

formal schooling in the ,acquisition of writing seems hopelessly out of

joint with what transpires in traditional society or ,with the powerful

language learning that takes place ap sPfech is acquired. in our own

families. One of the'distinc.ciVe featurea:of a school is that it is

intentionally special. is a place set'apart by the Society precisely

for the transmission of cultural norms thought to -enable adult membership
4.

in thAt society. Ironically; however, the special nature of the school

virtually ensures its isolation from the mainstream,of everyday community



2life in which adults function., Thus t is not surpriing that a defining
N.. ,

feature of school learning is its abstractness. Principles to be learned

are isolated from the life situations in which they might be applied.

A Componential skills are isolated for practice and mastery, removed from

both the complex processes of which they are a petit and the purposes for
...

which they might be undertaken. Yet the powerful assumption is made that

mastery of such isolated principles and. skills will enhance' mature func-

tioning in adult society--that skills will'somehow "transfer" from school
.

, 4
to everyday life situations.?

But classrooms contain the stuff of community, too, and therein liei
. ,

the potential that writing done in them will be meaningful. Classrooms

are located in organized social worlds where meanings are shared and

values held, and at the same time classrooms individually constitute

small communities With cumulative histories, shared beliefs, and rights

-and responsibilities of membership. The learning environment that Mrs.

,rank and her students created in the form of Betterb, provides an
----

opportunity to examine the relationship between literacy and community in

the social context of the classroom.

A Closer Look at ,Betterburg 116

.0*-In the early days of the school year,"all of the second-graders in-
,

Haslett study communities as part of their social studies curriculum. It

is a natural followup to ask, the students if the elements of community

are available in their classroCm. If so, would they like to see their

classroom become'a town, city, or suburb? Once the to- be- expected chorus

of approvil is voiced, again the natural followup is to explain_ that

towns (Cities) arise as the need for'them arises. What will be the goal

for their town? Together the students must plan and write this'goal.

They must work as city planners to plan their community. What public

buildings are needed, and where should they be located? Students justify

their plans by writing statements such as the folbowing: "On mhlan the

bank is at the front [of the town] so everyone can see the robbers come"

or "The police station is in the back corner so the kids in jail can't

see what's going on" or "The library-is next'to the welfare Affice beca&se

if you've got to go to the welfare, you're feeling-bad and a book will

cheer you up.'
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Vv.

, 411,47 that-the:Pleanning is dOlyer
1 . ,

their town: Again,thq need Ito--
. .

plreitts;or second-grade alumni:
dt'

oftil cOMRUhity. Mat*

cess as parents, friends, and particularly

'hand in the construction-6k buildings of wood,

r
4 ,

ty.founders need to ebnstruot

is time letters to carpenters,

heM for ielp icrthe physical
A ,

e .written requests meet with suc

foilmer second- grader's. lend a

to

cardboard, and paper..

Wheit the building are constructed, the students need to learn how
i

use, them. Again they write. .This time letters are sent to civic

officials-Totmasters df Hest -At and The United States, sheriffs, and

the like: The letters' inquire about the special buildings in which' f
4 0

impoftant civic functions are performed. Responses are often accompanied

by-invitations to visit and tour the local, post office, police station,,

or bank. In addition, the repiies students receive are typewritten on

official embossed stationery. Each reply functions as the, child's own

private, individual. Atextbook," teaching the 'recipient what he or she

needs m know in, order to manage a particular building in the town.

As these activities are occurring early in the year, other pa lel
-,activities are going on. The students had .learned earlier in soc 1

studies that communities have les and.gbvernmen Their town (Cit ))k.
needs rules as well, so the staents elect three b es of 'government,

,. I . I

federal, state, and local. Again, written literacy.plays an important
1

. . ...-

t in the establishment, of community. Campaigh speeohesare written

and lections are held. Each child isfected to aoloffiCe-atid will
t receive'leadership_training, again by means of Wtiting. The newly electedII. ' . t

e take pencils in hand and write for job training to tHeir'elected

siett. Again, each child receives an impressive letter in'reply--but...

.-....--...- --.. . .. ,

ounterparts fn the governments of the United States, Midhigan, and *-

is. ,time the peo writing to 'them are people 'whom t have read and
P

'

heard about! Governors, mayors, senatorse and sedretaries Anf state write 64

inf4Mative letters Alt typically also inClude booklets, pictures; tito-
,

graphs, and matatials that the students can u7, 'in their 'own official

the local newspaper as a result of contacts to the papers from the judges,
N

. .. . .

capacities; for example, badges, firefighter.or postal worker hats,

sheriffsi.patches, and decals.,. Some requests for information motivate

telephone:calls from such Washington 'di nitaries as the .United States

tieasurer and cabinet bedretaries. Oth r reqtiests find' heir way into



legislators, or other officials to Whom the children have written. Still

#0-thirs result -in personal visits to the classroom from 'members of govern-
.

meht. A
..,,,,,,

By this time the town has come to life, but the.students still need
. . 1.

rules,, or laws. Each studentlwrites a bill for a propose rule that may

be necessary r.life in tie classroom, town. legislative sessions are
.

. ,

held by the n ly'elected officialS,'and the bills are amwded and become
, ,

laws._ This acti vity provides stedent the opportunity tojeliberater,

about community norms and reach_ consensus on the ways to express them.

It ctlminates in the rendering of the rules "official," byiheir codifi-

cation in public, written form.

Setterburi needs employees'for its various civic
ir
and commercia

activities, so the students write advertisements.for the town's jobs an

Sill out applications to be hired for'them. Once hired and gainfully

"employed" 4s florists, clks, store manager., janitor',' pollution
* 11'

itcspector, paint foreman, banker, and the like, 'the students are paid' with

ethe 'town currency. The town functioning now, and stil the writing

continues. Each citizen 's oijob"includes record-keeping. The sheriff

and polite chief need to fill out the police blotter as theyenforce the

community's laws. The social welfare` director needs to keep a record of

the money given out. The postmas er eeds to schedule her'workers to sort

the large
- - ,

and deliver the large amount of mail sent andreceived through thepetter-

burg post office.. Bankers keep advanced records of financial trans-

actions. The township clerk registers ioters,'oversees town. voting, and
, ..

.
. It

records election results.

With the BetterbuSg poit office,now'im work g order, students cor-
0

respond with each other, with other ,students i the school, and with

family members. .etters are written 4uring free-time periods, When work

is completed, on rainy-recesses, or at home in ale evenings. Despite the

fact that this is an unsupervised, 4nrequired writing'activity4the output
4

is large. Children write arliVere,from two to ten letters per night to

place In the post office for delivery the next morning. They-are

rewarded for their efforts when they receive a local reply from a class-

mate, "outstate" mail from another s'tudent in the school, or even a letter

6
hrough the U.S.-mail from a'arent, relative, or neighbor.
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Letter writing of all sorts can be observed almost daily over the,

monrhs of Betterburg's existence, and when the children were interviewed

at the end of the yeat about their activities by researchers, the only

writing activity on which they commented in detail was that of writing

letters.' The following excerpts from the interviews are illustrative:

Interviewer:

Student,1:

Student 2:.

Student 3:

Student 4:

I want to know about all_the things you.
yro4 this year.

Yeah, we wrote people to came to our store.

Letters.

Oh, yeah. We wrote to our moms and
and wrote to kids in our class.

Our post office would get mail.

dads

AdditiZevidence 40 of the importance of letter writing in this

classroom community can be found in the facts that the post office was

among the places most frequently shown on students classroom maps And

that the mailboxes--both the one outside the post office and those

fastened to the children's desks--were included irimaps mad4 by Well over
..f 4

half the students. Finally, when Mrs. Frank and the students recorded

the history of Betterburg in their yearbook, the teasconsisted almost

entirely of the letters which had been written during the town's exist-
Pr

ence.

Eventually Betterburg develops commerce. When the students decide

to have factories and a store, they write to companies asking to buy

materials wholesale. One persuasive letter written to a games manufac-
.

'curer requested thatjames be purchased at wholesale pricp for sale in
$'

the Betterburg store. In addition, the commerce of Betterburg requires a

bank loan to raise money for the initial purchase.of wholesale goods.

/Once again the students find themselvcS in transaction with the adult

world byjaeans of .the written word.
lc)

Many other types of writing accompany and enable commeree,in Better-

burg. To advertise the Betterburg store, students write jingles for
A

posters, handbills, and a variety of different types of ads, including

radio ads that rely solely on "word pictures" to convey their messages,

television ads in which the students must decide what to- show and

0describe,, and newspaper Os where illustration is an important part of

the message. They also prepare speeches far' presentations to groups or

to individuals in the tolmunity, along with letters of invitation and
I
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thanks." At a local department store, they are trained in sales by a store

executive as an employee would be. They then write sample sales talks

describing the value of their products following the outline he has given

them.
4

The citizens of Betterburg are civic minded. Their efforts in

Haslett havetresulted in traffic lights, planter boxes, sidewalks even

the beginning of a cleanup of.a nearby lake and recreation are A

proclamation written' by the students to a local drain commissioner,honor-

ing his efforts in the lake cleanup, was read-and presented to the

the citizens of Betterburg at the ceremonies marking to start

of the dredging of the lake.

tia.

When students can write letters and, as a result, see a sidewalk

instigate the placement of a planter onwhere there was not one befor

a bareand ugly street corner, they may have learned a lessod about the

power oT written expression and about their own power and social responsi-
.,

bility.

Lessons from Betterbrk,-

401
The celebration-77;:immdnity id 'Mrs. Frank's classroom in the Eorm,

of Betterburg appears to be related powerfully to the practice of writing
-

V

as an expressive Activity ineral ways. Betterburg affords immediate

and explicit sharinig of cra s membership to the students. As such, the

town requires written record that eperience
A

provides, as we have seen ;iii the example of ,the

and civic offiCi
% f

t10 occasion for students

The classroom town. also

letters to manufacturers

to venture outside the

classroom wallsint -the Ndder adult community. This movement is'a chal-

lenging ;one for the nahce writlr--one that'requires diligence` and a pur-

pose It constitotes the words of Elsasser"and John-gteiner, a

"critical shift in ,the consci6vsness of the Vberner, a shift of attention

prom an immediate audience that shpres the learner's experience and frame,

of reference to a larger, abstract, and unfamiliar audience. "8

.The essential lesson for writing instruction that can be drawn from

Betterburg is virtually the same lesson that can be drawn from the obser-

vation of first la4uage acquisition or from the recent studieS-of the

acquisjetion of cognitive skills in traditional societies. The (lesson is

Ofiot that' skills are seldom taught directly, in Such contexts by

those already. expert in their use, but, more important,- that even the most
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rudimentary ,attempts of novices are taken:to have social functions.

Critical to acquiring communicative skills is the condition that a childLs

emergent and stumbling efforts are heeded by others, and that early
.

attempts at expression are meaningful by virtue of the,child's membership

On -a 4pbmuliity. iii-ITEI1-erburg, the most complex of writing activities- -

and the ones in which the most time is spent-- transpire outside of the

direct teaching of skills. We observe instead considerable practice of

writing as it is done for community purposes. Gradually, by means of such

practice, the children approximate the fully, matured forts, with remedia-

tion being applied rarely and only as it Arves to enhance each child's

expressive Intentions.

Betterburg is not an extracurricular acttvity, nor is it a "frill"

in the school's busy day: , It is, the social context within which academic

learning happens sieaningftlly. To be sure, a part of.each day in Mrs.

Frank's room is spent in.the direct instruction of various skills involved

in writing. But it is writing in use that occupies the foreground of

student attention and action. If it is.likely, in Scribner and Cole's

words, "that'there are some informal, everyday situations showing one'or

another feature of school learning,"9 it can perhaps be hypothesized as

.well that, to the extent that any classroom constitutes a small community

or transacts with the wider adult world,- there will be features of

informal learning'within it. Betterburg presents such a situation in

rather bold strokes, illustrating the enormous tower of community in the

acquisition of functional written literacy.'

As children learn to read, write, and compute in the context of

Betterburg, they are,reinforced in a variety of ways. As we have seen,

writing in Betterburg is reinforced in the following ways:

--Letters are written for a purpose, and there is the expectation

and generally the receipt of a reply.

--Many written works are published, either within Betterburg itself

Or in the wider community.

--All writing is undertaken in the accomplishment of a task, and'the

tasks may, vary in complexity from record-keeping to persuasion.

Betterburg offers evidence that there are many ways to reinforce

student effort and that some of those ways rikward students more richly

because they engender vies and enjoyment of.writing AS well as ski4

ar
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mastery. In Betterburg at the start of the year, very few children volun

teer to undertake the writing tasks needed to get the town started. 'ttit

within weeks, after the replies start rolling inc most children are eager

to write because they knock that ',something enjoyable and interesting will

result.

Betterburg could not exist without literacy. Every job and-civic

office requires both - bookkeeping. of some sort and an opportunity to lead.

At some point in the course of life in Bettrburg, every student experi

ences having responsibility for his or her peers. As children "put on"

the social toles of Betterburg, they have the opportunity both to shape

and to be shaped by a social identity. No two Betterburg police officers

are alike; for eicample, yet each child who is a police officer assumes.

some aspect of the putative role. For many children, this is a novel

opportunity to experience personal growth and social responsibility in

school. Such'an opportunity to feel plsonally respionsible and powerful,

it has been argued, is integrally related to the acquisition of liter

acy.
10

Despite the many benefit to be derived from such a classroom com

munity, the already busy teac er may wonder about its feasibility. How

much time does it take? Can it be done in other types of schools and

communities? Is there an essence of Betterburg that can be applied else
.

"where without the cardboard buildings? for thbse who wish to try to

develop a classroom community, the answer is simple. Betterburg is

infused into the fabric of the day and year. Although great effort is

required to initiate the town, once it begins, its laws and institutions

give it a life of its own. Students share in the record keeping for their

own learning; their written work and the many letters they receive enrich

the curriculum --in effect, they take 2n much of the responsibility of the

&eation of their educational materials and documentation of their prog

ress which-has heretofore been exclusively the function of teachers and

publisilers..

The opportunities fore curricular integration that Betterburg provides
1

are appealing as welkin a school day increasingly taxed to include hoth

thS basic,skills and many other subjects. When it.is poisible to teach

social-studies, language arts, and mathematics in the same activity,

efficiency isighieved. And to the extent that we have evidence that

410
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language is learned most effectively fn the service of other ehtetprises

rather than in isolation, enrichment is possible as well.

There are many aspects'of like in etterburg which can be adapted-to

,life in other classrooms without the lfteralgreation of a:classroom town.

It is possible, for example, for students to draft, deliberate, and codify/
their own laws. They may also have classeoom or schoolwide postal sys-

tems.
11

It is possible for students, to publish their written work--in

class bboks read by peers and Schoolmates, or more widely in newspapers,

magazines, and books. Finally, any class can become involved in,the life

of its community--whether that community is a small town like Haslett, a

suburb, or an urban - neighborhood. Such involvement not only provides

experiences insocial action, it forced children to transact in the adult

world--the worldsthat requires and will require of them the basic skills

of literacy.
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II. DEVELOPING READINESS FOR WRITING

It is almost axiomatic now to assert that-if we are to help students

learn how to write well we must focus as much on the process of writing
e .

as on the products of that writing. Writing Specialists divide this

procesb into three iajor stages-- prewriting, - composing, and revising.
....,

Teachers can provide instruction during each of these stages which will
A.

iatave thd way studegts write as well.as the quality of what they write.

When such instruction is conducted in -a subject area such 'as social

studies, instead of in a "content-free" area, students can improve their

learning of subject matters the same time.

The prewriting stage o writing is probably the most important tage

of writing for elementary school children, as it is for all begin ing

writers at dity gradelevel or age. For it is at this stage that wr ters

focus on something to write about and invent an idea worth communicating

to othersA Without attending to these two crucial tasks, student writing

frequently becodes.an aimless and frustrating search for_pmething to

Say--and the products of that writing turn out to be confusing at best or

meaningless at worst.

For elementary. school teachers, attention to prewriting involves

essentially two challenges: (1) creating a classroom climate supportive

of student 'writing.and (2) helping students discover` something worthwhile

to write about. In the articles presented here, experienced elementary

school'teachers descrihe practical classrood techniques for accomplishing

both of these goals.

The first two Nticles here Stress two important aspects of a class-.

room environment that nurtures-and supports student writing. "'Wendy

Giordano describes and way to create a classrod atmosphere that encour-
.

agei primary-grade students to*write and t4 share their writing _with
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othprs. Barbara Meyer suggests some ways to use student writing tie help

student develop positive self-images, without which they are often
N -4_

dt to'-Zngage in or lorofit from instruction and practice in class-

iting. Judicious use of techniques such as*these can go far

toward, developing the Okn, positive atmosphere in which student writing

can grow and develop at any level.

Providing repeated opportubities for students to write and to see

others write also constitutes part of a writing readiness program. Ada

Marie Wooper explains how senior citizens can help assure that these goals

can be achieved with primary-.or intermediate-grade youngsters, while

Mary McFarland describes the use of pictures to achieve these goals.

Deciding on something worth writing about is one of the initial and

most difficult challenges facing any' writer. Many techniques exist for

helping youngsters meet this challenge. The remaining articles explain

tow some oflothese techniques can work with prithary-grade children; with

slight adaptation, they can also work sy4th beginning writers of any age.

Kristin SMYka explains how objects from the past may be used to stimulate

students to write. Virginia Pfotenhauer illustrates classroom use of

student brainstorming, and Beverly Chadburn explains A technique for

generating vocaiiulary and ideas in writing.

Obviously, many other techniques can also be used td help students

start writing. But familiarity with and use of the techniques described

here can provide a core of classroftirtested techniques which teachers can

use to prepare-children to write in elementary school social ttudies.

44
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4. CkEATING A CLASSROOM CLIMATE FOR WRITING

By Wendy Giordano

-.Mike rushed into the room, his blond flair flying.

"Come on, you guys! We gotta write to the president. Somebody shot

him!"

WithinAnnutes Mike had transformed our typical morning free play

into a qriting group. As Others.came, tOautomatitally joined in the

writing. Some wrote, while others worked on the pictures that would.

accompany the writing they would do later.:

Deat Mr. President.

Im sorry for you. my dad knows you do you know my ;lad.
he road in a golf cart with you. im:started soccer. the.

Pope gave my dad rosary beads my dad gave them to me. I'
hope you feel better.
Love Tanya P

r,

Dear Mr. President Reagan.
T hope you feel good. =my family is sad you got shot. a

truck ranup my leg but my bone was not broken thet was a
miracle the class is very very sad you got shot. God
Loves me and You every day so he will hill you some day.
You forgot to duck.
-From Samantha Grade One

I had, been. working with these 21 first-graders since Septeniber, and

I had watched their enthusiasm for writing grow with secret pleasure.

They obviously enjoyed writing: Teachers at some of my_inservice preset

tations often asked now rwas able to get children to love writing. They

asked if this class was exceptional`. .4,

This glass was more unusual than exceptional.' The dozen children'

who presented distipline problems had sent me home after school in

September feeling completely frustrated. Two students were from Vietnam

and were learning English. Another child had qualified for the Learning

Disabilities Resourc, Program, while one was ptlysiCally handicapped,.

Nine of the students were repeating first, grade. ;heir academic range

was vast, from kindergarten reading readiness (one little girl spent the

morning in kindergarten-and the afternoon in first grade) ^to a test grade

in the superior range for abstract reasoning. Yet perhaps it was ihis.
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very mixture of ability and personality that ,resulted in rich Ana prolific

writing!

For the last 12 years I had initiated the writing program.some
,

in

It
the fall after my first-graders had mastered some basic routiNas.

However', this year, Ngoc, my tiny, beautiful Vietnamese girl, had started

in late September, before I thought we were really ready to begin.

"Do not cry, Steve!" she begged one day.

Steve was moving away so that he and\his grandmother could have "a

house with a yard with roses and a white fence." The class did not.want

Steve to move1- His daily antics had endeared him to the Others.

"We write to'you," Ngoc exclaimed As she hugged him, shoving tissues

into his hand.

After he moved, the children faithfully wrote to Steve. When after

two months they had received no reply, they had a meeting.

"When you write you gotta get an answer or you quit writing,"

declared Eric. The decision was unanimous Eric would' write to Steve

and explain why the clase would not be writing anymore.

By writing letters, the children developed a sense of audience and

pear-editing. The most important lesson they learned tas that a response

is-necessary in order to have two-way communication. And so began the

developAnt of writing in myclass of enthusiastic, first-graders this

'past fall.

Meaningful student writing doesn't usually spring, up unaided.- It

requires not only-preparation on my part but readiness on the part of the

children' ,However, what I do to he` them get ready to write and then ,to

support their writing plays a major role in making writing a natural part

of our classroom.

Student writing requires a classroom climate of trust, openness, and

support. Creating Such a climate requires time and the cooperation of

students and teacher Alike. Over the years, I have used numerous tech-

niques to build' and maintain' a climate supportive of writing.

For example, one early November morning we teachers were i ucted.

.to have our classes write about the return ofthe'former hostagei. Upon

hearing thig request I felt anxious, believing that-the topic of the

hOstages in Iran was too advanced for first-graders. How -wrong I !was!

As soon as I told them about the request, .they became restless
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they sat crQsslegged on the floor in front of me. The hum of their

conversations grew louder and louder as they discussed what they knew

about the topic. As always, some wrote while'others worked on Alustra-
.

'dans first. Many students vocalized as they worked. Terry would print

a sentence and then put his pencil down, pick up his paper, and quietly

read his entire work iiom the beginning,

go fast in my head and I don't want to leave stuff out," he

explainedto me.

Later that month I held a writing.inservice meeting for other

teachers. My'pupils attended and participated by reading their hostage

stories. I wanted to involve my class in a session where adults felt

that writing, especially children's writing, was important. Ii was an

emotion-packed session.

Jessica. i am happy be Cause the hostages.Are released
and i am Happy be Cause the hostages Are going home Sweet'
home r

There-was hostages in Iran. The aren't in Iran Anymore.
They.are in Germany. The 52 Ameiftans are in good condi-
tion. I am very very ham: The end. Dave

Jeff. The hostages were Prisoners in*Iran For a year 52 1

Then'They Went to the airPort Then Up They Go In The Jae,
Zoom Zoom Zoom.

Children. enjoyand needopportUnities to share their writing with

others in an atmosphere of support and appreciation. Parents can .help

provide such suppc4t, too. ,During the past year, social studies home-

study units provided opportunities for students to caMplete.various writ-
.

ing assignments with parent help. I gave my students dozens of sugges-
.

tions for art p ojects, reading, and writing, and I requested them to

complete one nment a week. "Gee that was

, together and didn't end up ,fighting," commented

spent time working 'on a project with his child.

one goal of my writing projects, since many of my students spend hours

fun - -we did something

one parent after he had

Parent involvement oas

watching television or at babysitters' homes.

Students were highly motivated by the opportunity to,present their

'completed projects.' Some childitn needed 30 minutes to explain or read

their work and Answer questions. As the children showed or read their
,

work, I.Idarned, too. To.my surprise, their enthusiasm and projects
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surpassed my expectations- One such example was Shannon's "Flying Machine

Album."'

"I wrote this one for your teacher, and you're gonna love,it!" He

proudly held up his elbuw and displayed each airplane picture and the

accompanying descriptive sentence. He turned the album,in my direction

. so I could see the special page of one jet refueling another in midair.

"A gas station in the sky," he read, beaming at me.

After all the children had shared one or two of their projects, the

prpjects were put on display, captioned with the children's names. All

of a sudden there*.was not enough bulletin-board space. Teacher-made or

commercial visual aids were removed Or even covered by student projects.

Older brothers and sisters began to-pop in to see their younger siblings'

work on display. My studenti. loved seeing -their first and last names

printed boldly next to their productions. Occasionally I would see chil-

dren tracing over their names as they stood next to a display. "I didn't

know that I'd be famous," reported Becky as she followed each letter of

her name with hbr.finger.

Other exciting things happen with student writing, too. One day, 4-"

Taylor, a shy little blond fellow, brought in a large white plastic bag.

]nside was a huge sheet of heavy white 'paper. Proudly and secretively,

Taylor sat on the little orange chair in front of his 20 classmates, who

were sitting crosslegged on thb red rug.

-"I have a real treat for'You all today. ,f wrote a poem!"

Taylor read his poem, obviously enjoying himself. When he was

finished the children clapped "loudly.

"I'll bet you guys didn't even know I was 'good at,poems!"

The children certainly were impressed, and so was I. Months later,

while the students were working on a.sea-life unit, in came Taylor with

another large white bag.

"Taylor's got a poem! Taylor's got a poem!. Taylor's got a poem!"

'chanted Maura.

Taylor wouldn't acknowledge her statement. He just smiled as he

once again took his place in front of the Inquisitive group.

"You all remember my other'poem about being.in a plane? Well here's

my new one. My mom helped we because she bought the paper and then. she

had to find this baby picture of me. S was only 2 years old and I was at

the beach. Now, get ready; 'cause .this poem really happened."



it

In the Sand 10

, By Taylor

.
.. When I was two I went to thebeach. I put sand ilg my

-shoes.°And in my diaper, too.- The ocean made, my cry. I

'was afraid of it. I thought I would-die. But would I
,spit? '' I

1 74 . I .
8 _-- -. ,

(Aftef reading his .poem, Taylor explaihed that. hp had sand in his

mouth a*-well-, so he needed to spit it out.)
. ,

.

Throughout the year students arrive at my classroom before 8 a.m.

'bedause they are anxious to share their stories. One day a parentrarfived
. .

''

early with her son and asked._if she could type her son's story, which had

manybeen recorded on tape. Her son, Claude, had made so many revisions the

' night before that he didn't pet to bed until 10 o'clock and was unable to
.

print the story. in final form. I thanked tht-parent for her support and

showed her where the primary typewriter was Located. Claude's topic was

one that was 'suggested in a/study unit on wild animals. -

The strich Race,

By Claude
\

G = One day when I waStunning with an ostrich, my neighbor
Maria said., "Are you crazy, running with an ostrich?'
That's,the fastest bird in the world!" I "said, "Of.cours
I am, why .do xou think I'm running with an ostrich!", Then
X went past Jen:s house. Jot? said, "Ate Ou.crazy jogging
with an ostrich, it's 10 past 9 o'clock." I "Of

course I am." Then I went past Keith's house. He said,
"Are you crazy jogging with an ostrich? `You better get e,

some sleep before you,go jogging with an ostrich to
schbgl." The next day I went t' school, jogging with my
ostrich, and Mts. Gibrdano said, "You brought areal'
ostrich to school!" And I said, "No that's just My
dad!!!"

Claud- e read; hiss story pr oudly. During the question period he

'explained how he had kept changing his story until he "liked it beater."

At the conclusion of his presentation, Claude announced: "Eye contact,

phase." .(Claude was parroting my directions.) "If you want to.tape a

storpoind then have it typed my mom twill type it. Remember, it's okay to

.keep clinging you mind to make your story ,better."

ClaUk's mom: although much surprised, did finally consent to become

a permanent 4e
xture at the typewriter for the next month. And elle was *

4.apt busy, t00%
1,
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As you might guess, writing has'assumed.an increasingly important ,

role in my classroom over the last dozen year's: I once felt that it was

difficult to fit writing into my, schedule, but writing daily is now a
1

priority. ,

The benefits of writing became_evident to me as my students' writing

experiences increased. Writing is individual, involving every child at
4$:

his or her own level. Successes, in writing have a domino effect, iraprov-
,.

ing students' self-images as they write and share.

Writing also provides an avenue for theshpplication of reading'

skills. After students have had opportunitiei to write their own stories,

they gain a new respect for other authors and their works. Students also

1, need to share what they have written, because it is through thinking,

writing, reading, and listening that academia and personhl growth take

place: .Furthermore, writing provAdes each student with a means ofprac-
F

ticing and utilizing language. When a teacher wants to provide only the

best learning for students, opportunity to write in a trusting atmos-

phere must be part of thf daily program.

Writing in our classro4om has been fun, both for the students and'for

me. I have worked hard to keep it that way. I learned long ago thathat,

student writing always needs y be supported and encouraged by bsitive

comments made in (i)n accepting manner by.teacher and students altke.

Publicly displaying student writing, tatking.about it, and presenting it

to peers and parents provide: opportunities for such positive reinforce-

ment. This reinforcement,serves as the key to the kind of classroom

climate.,in which young children's writing can grow and flourish best.
-

Creating such a climate is 'the-first task--and maifictaining that iplimate

is a continuing challenge- -for any teacher of beginning' writers.
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5. WRITING TO DEVELOP SELF-CONCEPT

By Barbara Brody Meyer

9(When teaching helps.childre etreagthen their own views of self ditif

develop good interpersonal skills, it can be an exciting challenge and a

rewarding experience. Although -I did not always consider these objec7

tives to be part.of 0 social studies curricula; I now realize that
,

.-

developing a strong feeling of self is a first step in learning. how to

participhte in groups, whichA.s in itself ar,5pecial goal of social studies

teaching. The ability to communicate, the ability to work with others,

and the ability to cooperate to solve problems,are. basic skills in a

democracy. Only when students are '.involved in learning'activities which'

take place in a positive classroom climate can the real learning of social

studies occur.

Writing can play a crucial role in achievfns this goal. If students

write about themselves; they have the opportunity to discover their

strengths and weaknesses, thus developing more accepting views of them-
.

selves and others. The writing ideas described here allow for self-

discovery and emphasize the value of each individual child. When we carry

out these ideas in class, students are no studying "about" social

'studies, they are involved in positive social interaction which produces

more-meaningful and longer-lasting learning.

Elementary-grade students can engage in a,wide variety of writing

activities that develop positive self-concept. However, I lave found two
*

such activities especially Useful: writing about a "special person of

the week." and writing an autobiography. These activities can begin at

"...,anyypoint during a school year and may be used over a large span of time,

but they should mot occur in isolation. When such activities are linked

together and presented in a continuous manner, each activity is strength-

ened by the one that precedes it as welPas by the one that follows.

The teacher's role is that of enabler and model. The teacher sets

the stale by developing a classroom atmosphere that allOws students to

feel safe, to explore themselves, to open up and share with each other.

The teacher shows, by example, ways to boost self-confidence, and the

ti
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students copy this behavior in their owd interact ?ons.' If the teacher

stresses thevaltie of each individual in a natural environment of caring,

these lessonslessons 'will not be gimmicks--and they will be/successful%

Selecting'different students as "special persons ofthe week" offers

a fine opportunity not only to write but for students to Abe, supportive of

and to receive the support of their classmates. Each.Friday we Select a

. different child by randomly an.attendance card from a stack:

This child becomes the "special person" fO'r the following week. The week-

end break allows time for the child to gather up items at home for the

big week coming:up. For the individual child and the entire group, this

begids a rewarding set of learning activities.

First, the, "special person" is given a bUlletin board or area of the

chalkboard on which to display photos, baby books, and other4itepis that

he or she wishes to shard. In addition jo those items brought to school

from home, we display an instant photograph of the honoree, taken at

-school by the teachetr. This important picture is mountedon colorful

paper along with a piece of writing paper. Here the child writes infor- p'

mation about himself or herself.

We undertake tgo.lwriting activities each week. One" is azclass-

dictated story that the teacher records on,a Large piece of paper. Stur

dents make utsp and share sentences about the special person. The state-

0

ments must be positive in order to contribute to positive self-esteem.

As they are voiced, the teacher records them for all tip see. Many writ-

ing skills can be exercised. in rhi-S group Lesson as the children see their

oral language take written form. The story is displayed for all to see
*

, ---
during the week, but it goes home with the""special perdon." Many parents

have remarked about the importance these stories havelwben thay arrive 4.

home. They are taped on bedroom"docirs and often are displayed for months.

These stories evidence the group's acceptance and appreciation of the
,

individual. %

Another writing activity is also carrie out during the week. Stu-

dents compile abook of stories, poems, puzzles, and illustrations about
1 9

the "special person." The students share their contributions and then
...

collect them into a booklet. On Friday the "special person takes

booklet home to,keep. 58
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In addition to these writing-Activities, other things can be done to

help children deVelop more positive images of themselves. For example,

once 'each month I eat lunch with the "special persons" from the most

recent weeks. We carry our lunch trays and bagged finches back to our

quiet,Classroom fora more personalized lunch period. Elementary school

children enjoy this special attention, and the teacher can have som&
.

high-quality time with t few children. We 'all know how hard it is to find

that time during the busy school day!

Special - person badges, hats and honors can also be used to give

attention to the child as the student travels throughout the school build-:

ing.. Sharing time on_ Friday piavides time for the honored child to

demonstrate a special talent, skill, or interest.

All of these activities help me accomplish important social studies

goals. Each of my classes enjoys the experience, and a "special feeling"

develops as the year progresses. All children, regardless of intelli-

gence, personality, or popularity, have he spotlight for a week, and in

the proCesa they develop increasingly rood feelings about themselves.

Writing autobiographical accounts can alsopcontribute to the devel-

opment of positive student self-concepts.

My nvorite hobby is reading. What is yours? I like

piano lessons. My favorite food is french fries. : . .

One day I had a baby brother that was just born. I was

jealous. I went upstairs and closed my door and cried.

When my brother is 17 I am going to beat him up and put
peanut butter on him and a hole gallon of milk on hikand
my cat is going to tell on me like he always doeS.

These excerpts from two Second-grade student autobiographies derive
-

their delightful- honesty from shared emotions and humor., This type of

writing happens when the children are given some direction.

First, it show the class how to create fndividual "me-mobiles." These

mobiles are constructed from'metal hangers, yarn, construction paper,

white paper plates, and crayons. Tht students, trace their own hands and

cut out the letters of their names from the construction paper; the paper

plates became:their faces on the mobiles; and all are hung from the

hangers with yarn.

Once this art-project is well underway, we start our autobiogra-

phies. Ralf of the group retires to A privatepeorner of the classroom to
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talk with the teacher about themselves, while.the other students work on

their % "me - mobiles." Dividing the class into two.smaller groups provides

more opportunities for involving students in discussion. :This serves as

our piewriting activity. When the students eventually return to their

desks to write, they have talked through some key ideas and have had

chance to ask questions. The small-group discussion also serves to moti-,'

vate and build enthusiasm for writing about self.

Our discussions are always lively. We discuss such things as the ,

students' hobbid, interests, pets, sports, vacatirons, and families.

Invariably,. sibling rivalry comes up, since young children are partic-

ularly interested in discussing this all-important part of their lives.

So that their autobiographies do not become dull recitations of

* facts, dates, and vital Statistics, I introduce another element into the

discussion: I share a humorous and true story from my own childho8d.

This helps build intimacy as I become someone '',real" with a past that is

rich in experience. By sharing myself I can reach out develop trust

with the students. This helps the new writers feel safe to be open and

free in their own writing: My oral storytelling also gives the students

a style to.mddel when they write. No wonder the children leave the small

group eager to write and tell the teacher about their feelings and

experiences.

After children in the discussion group return to their dssks'ta!'

write, the remaining half of the class goes through the same process.

After all writing is completed, students who wish to do so'share their

autobiographiesi

My students seem to enjoy bearthg their writings read aloud, and

everyone gets to know each other a little better. The "me- mobiles" add

an illustrative dimension to the experience. The entire activity,

including the writing and artwork, can be completed in one or two class

periods. V

In addition to these major writing projects, writing can be used in

other ways to foster the developMent of positive self-concepts in stu-

dents. I have found.the following four activities to be useful:

--Books about self: Throughout the year each student writes stories

about different phases of his or-her life. At the end of the year, these

are collected in a folder or booklet so that each child has his or her

own book about self.
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- 4Ie4snring: Using ruters, yardsticks, and tape me sures, the stu-

dents
. .

measure various dimensions of their bodies--for example; circum-

ference of head and length of arms and legs., These data can. be charted,'

graphed, and written about from a variety of points of view.,

--Journal writing: A daily'period of time is set aside for free

writing in personal joAnals. Although their contents ,ar e private,

jouinals may include experiencefl that can be more fully deVeloped later

for a larger audience. This is one method that professional writers use

which can be initiated by new writers. Writing for oneself is as satis-

fying as playing the piano for oneself, and introspeetive writing may be

one of the students' more meaningful- uses of writing throughout their

lifetimes.

- -Author badges: Badges can be used to encourage student writers.

Naming student authors and praising their efforts serves to "make the

learning situation less intimidating. Teacher-made or student-made badges

or tokens can be pinned to the students' clothes or stapled to their

stoiiii% These can be 'seen by others duiing the Child's day; and the

positive comment§will be repeated.

Writing can be a very important tool of elementary school social

studies teaching, especially when At focuses on student self-concept.

The study of self gives students the opportunity to took at themselves

anelike what they see, an. ability that is fundamental to healthy person-

ality development. Writing can be used to probe, to record, and to com-

municate -what we observe about' ourselves. In fact, self-concept and-

writing are linked in several ways.

Writing not only expresses one's self, it is enhanced by one's con-

cept of oneself. To write about any subject is to expose ourselves for

others to seeour thoughts, our feelings, our knowledge, and.our skills,

to whatever degree they may-be developed. It takes courage to do this.
t

Having poSItive feelings about themselves encourages writers to be willing

to share themselves with others through writing. Writing about them-

'selves helps students develop this willinvess.

jlementary school social studies can and should include time to

... focus on the individual. Doing so teaches appreciation for all members:

of the group.. Self- concept writing clustere all these-value§ and objec--

tives together in a song coalition of purpose.
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One, should undertake such classroom activities with considerable

care and caution, however: Not all students feel free to share thoughts

about themselves with others,, and no one should ever be required to do

so.' ,Creating a classroom Ciliate of trust, respect, and openness` takes

time. Wile writing, especially about one's ielf, can Maid such ,a -

climate, it alwrequires the existence of a. supportive climate.. The two

develop hand- in, hand.
°

Furthermore, students need to focus on -the positive in writing about

themselves. T1451 need to write -about their likes, their hopes, the

things they likesto do *refer, the attributes in themselves or others

which they admire. "Me-moblles," autobiographies, sentences, and stories

about ''.special persons" should be positive statements if students are to 1

feel free to explore themselves openly with, their classmates.

Of course, primary-grade teachers may appear to have more time than

other teachers to devote'to self-concept writing. However, I have found
.3

that time devoted to such activities at any grade level is time well.

spent. The benefits are far-reaching, and%they*tend-to humanize the

classroom commun4y. Using iiriting to'accomplish basic social develop-

ment can be an important aspect of elementary school social studies

'teaching and learning.

ts
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INTERVIEWINO'TO INITIATE WRITING

By Ada'liarie Hooper

"Do you see other people in your family write?" I read aloud from

the attitude survey. The five - year -old beamed as he replied:- "Oh, yes.

I-seemy mom write checks all the time."

After ,a surveyof 63 kindergarten children, designed to measure

their attitudes about composition, yielded only a few positive responses.-

to the queStion about seeing grownups write, I had almost- decided that

writing by people other than students was nonexistent._ Seldom did chil-
.

dred in my class observe letter writing, journal writing, or any other

kinds of writing in their own homes. No wonder they didn't thidk much of

writing when we mentioned or tried it in class!,,

Soon, I thought, this will change. We would have an Opportunity for

writing with a real purpose. The Grah Celebration was coming!

The "Gran Celebration," 'a tradition in the Wichita, Public Schools,

is a means of recognizing and honoring the senior citizens of the corn-
/

munity. During this week -Tong event, grandpatents and senior citizens

visit classrooms throughout the school system to participate with the

children in such activities as student-prepared luncheons,, snaring of

crafts and hobbies, and storytelling. The celebration had its beginning

when a Wichita teachers Connie Dietz, could not let the resources of a

hdme for the elderly; iodated adjacent to her school, go untapped. She

and her students "adopted" grandparents atihe home. The experience was

so worthwhile tfTt thenelebration (dee -was born. The continuing invohie-
y

ment of these individuals in Our sc ,.ols is a major benefit of the.cele-
.

bration. For my Sudents, this event provides en unparallel opportunity

'to deve-rop student readiness for writing.*

Our Gran Celebration writing 'project consists essentially of two

parts: information gathering and writing.

Gathering information abdut grandparents and older citizens of the

oommunity'serves as our prewriting activity. The method we use to,gatlii

this information is the interview. Because many children in the panic

ular areh whqre I teach come from'mobile families, the chance of a class-
/
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room visit from their grandparents may be remote,

way to bring- them into the classroom vicariously.

fun of learning about the "gran" citizens of our

to gain an appreciation for these people, we devised a Simple interview

form that asks for such information as place of birth, where the' grand -
A'

parents had attended school and what it was like, early experiences in

their lives, and what the grandparents considered to be the most impor-

tant changes in the world their kitetimes.

so we had to discover a"--",

To capture some of the

own families, as well as

The first-interviews conducted by.my kindergarten classes five years

ago met with amazing success. Every Child brought some information from.

home. Many brought photos to accompany the completed interview sheets.
__-

Each year since then, wbrking as a group, we formulate the questions for

the interviews as we discuss that we would like to knoW that our grand;,

parents could tell-us idoThe only guideline is thatthe questions must not

be the kind that can be answered with a "yes" or "no." Here is an oppor-

tunity to help children_diseaver_infoxmatiohabout their own heritage as

welt as to observe writing being used as a vital tool of communication _ _

between home and school.

lie class prepares the interview questions a week before' the Gran

Celebration begins. The day after the interview forms are sent home,

children begin bringing the completed ones back to school. The results

are immediately shared by reading them to the class and then summarized.

each, student helps the teachet select the most irlterestipg or vital parts

of his or her interview, and thedrare typed on a primary typewriter.

The suMma?ies are then displayed on the celebration bulletin board.. A

border of colored balloons and curling paper streamers surrounds a.dis-

play of photos and descriptions of very special people. By the end of

the week, the contents of the bulletin board have overflowed onto the

walls surrounding it, and almost every child has a bit of heritage dis-

played.

Some interviews are completed by the-grandparents themselves. A

note sent with the interview form asks that, if possible, the respondent

read the queslions and reply orally,, then write out the responses on the

form. Sometimes it is necessary for parents to complete the interview

form, drawing on their own memories of .their parents who may be ,either
kw.

deceased.or living some distance away. Some parents have helped arrange
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interviews via longdistance telephonerironically, since the telephone
/ *

is' one of the technological inventions that have decreased our need to
.1.

communicate through writing. 1At the insistence of their children, otlier
* -

parents have made special trips to neighboring towns to track down the
.

,

soughtafter knowledge. s-

Obviously, kindergarten children must rely to a large extent on the

literate abilities of hers to help' them. complete this project. The .

possibility that some children will*t,hehelped with their interviews

diminishes as parents or older siblings notice the bulletin board and

read with interest the,results of our interviews. Parents, just as chil

dren do, like to See their efforts displayed. If a child's family isn't

represented on the board, other family members are motivated to help ,

complete the interview.

Other teachers successfully use the interview technique with older

classes, letting students devise their crat iluestions and recot the

responses themselves. In- so cases roe interviews are not limited to

family members but are open to any older persons in the neighborhood.

Sharingthe findings is as important as conducting the interviews. Stu
.

dents have made books about "gran" citizens for use in the school library,

-created diSplays alipwing :the various occupations of older citizens over
e

the past century, And labeled maps with plac6 of birth, showing the rich

and diverse makeup of the local community.
.e

1.any students involved in this activit? bring real objects to school

to show examples or special talents or interests of older citizens..

Treasured relics from the past frequently appear. One-year my students

brought in so many items that the entire- school was invited to come to \\,,

. our Classroom.to view thp collection and hear the students tell about the

;objects. The items included a cylindertype phonograph, metal containers

for such things as talcum goWder and currall ointment, kitChen gadgets

-'that were popular decades ago, wearing apparel, writing instruments (few

Children had ever seen a fountain pen), old books, and--perhaps the most

unusual item--a ass eye that had belonged to a grea.tgrandparent. Each

. Object had a his ry to be told and recorded.

Learning about our older .citizens and paying sincere attention to a

sometimes neglected segment of society has created, closer- relationships

in families and the school communities. Senior citizens, finding a warm



welcome in classrooms, have begun volunteering their services in schools.

Teachers, viewing these volunteers as a rich resource, are delighted with

their talents and their dependability.

,Aside from these important outcomes, perhaps the major value of

incorporatirfg Gran Celebration activities into the crowded curriculum is

the opportunity for Writing to take'place:far a teal purpose. My kinder-

garten students are the bearers of important written messages as they

carry home the interview forms. They observe, parents and grandparents

writing as they complete the interviews. These+ children develop a real

understanding of the power of written symbols as they discover that

interesting information can be presetved tobe understood and repeated by

someone in anothel4place and time.

Summarizing -- drawing froth information those: points deemed, most

,important by the student--is a new concept for mast five-year-olds.

Because the summaries are transcribed from the students' own words, the
,

information displayed on our classroom bulletin board now vbelongs to"

the students.

Weeks after the celebration, little stories often emerge in our

"writing_ center" about favorite experiences that students have enjoyed

with their grandparents or tales-related to the children about:grand-

parents ar older citizens. Though these "stories' may look like a mass

of squiggles, letter forms, and unknown symbols to the literate world,

they are the beginning attempts of: writers experilenting with written
r --

communication. My students now know that what is thought can be spoken
4

and that what is spoken can be' written. The only need for 'a five-year-1/4: .

old at this point is to have twilling adult nearby, to hear-Abe story as

it it being "read" and transcribe it into conventional symbols that the

rest of the world, can understand.

For older students who have already learned to understand and use

conventionalities to, convey messages, the possibilities, for writing are

really sparked by the Gran Celebration. Again, the importance of Writing

for a real purpose is emphasized as youngsters create stories, both real

and fantastic, which they share with real audiences` either inr their own

classrooms, Via the library (where library pockets and checkout cards are

pasted into carefully made student hooks), or posted attractively on a

--hall bulletin board. ,
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The memorabilia col.ected also spark stories. For example, "Grand-
.

i r ma's Washboard," written in the.first person, describes the weekly task
. 4

of rubbing the farm clothes against the metal ridges of the washboard and

the smell'tof lye soap produced by Grandma herself. SUch writings may

draw, on imagination as on reseZch; .in order to make their stories

authentic, students search the library for descriptions, directions for

use, and other-vital infortation about old artifacts.

Script writing finds its way into the classrooms as dialogue for

phippets is set td paper. Letter. writing, script writing, story writing,

bogk, writing--all the work of students, all with a purpose and audience--

can be spurred by a*simple interview focused on a different generation

and a different world than now exists.

During the final month of school, whet I again administer the survey

of attitudes associated with composition, I get positive responses from

my students. Not Only have they seen grownups write thing other than

checks, they have played an important role in a writing project. They

have seey adults writing as they filled out the interview forms and as

their teacher transcribed oral ideas and reports. They have seen written

products produce by other studehts of their school, and they have bar"

rowed, precious student-made books from the library. They have listened

to the writing of other students as our entire class stops in the hall to
a

hear the. bulletin -board stories read aloud. ,My students have attempted

stories of their own with the power and conviction that five-year-olds

can bring to the task of writing. With pencils in hand, students "talk"

their stories as the,pencils make hieroglypics decipherable only to the
:/

authors.

By "getting in ;o" writing in this way, these children may realizi---

that they are on the verge,of a great personal discovery- -that very soon

the pencils they hold 'will make meaningful marks that others can under-

. stand.

4
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7. DEVELOPING WRITING READINESS IN YOUNG CHILDREN

By Mary McFarland

Kindergarten, and firstLgrade teachers he world ovei affirm.that

their young students are (1) curious and eager to learn,,(2) fascinated,.

by pictuws--especial4etarge, brightly.colored pictures--and (3) pleased

when they reconize that they are beginning to .d6,what older learners do

(learn new Aka's, "read," "write," think and talk about the real world).

Primary-grade teachers' can capitalize on these special and delightful
. .

characteristics in the process of- developing writing readinegs in their

young students as they deal ifath social studies subjectS. Such teaching

can be built around a social, studies stu6.-print or other large picture

-,related to social studies. The children can study and discuss theprint,

making observations and recogniiing new word associated with tedlity.
.

They can then see their ownthoughts in written form as they dictate a

story based on the picture which theteaCher can print "oicthe board.

Follow7op,activities can provide additional oral language experience and

vocabulary development linked to social studies. Such an approach goes

far toward.providiag "direct and specific instruction" for young children

which promotes the basics of thinking, reading, and writing in the content

area of social studies.
1

A lesson such as the one described in this chapter essentially

involves four phases: (1) prewriting (discussion of the picture),

(2) oral storytelling (children dictate aseacher records story on the

board).., (3) seatwork (done by children after story is 'written), -and

- (4) in-school and home (optional) followup. The remainder of this chap-
.

ter presents step-by-step instruronsifor conducting the lesson, alone

with brief suggestions for preparation and followup.

The sample activities included in this article are,from a Title IV-B
protect, Di'scussion and Story Writing in Primary Social Studies, imple-
mented by kindergarten and first-grade teachers in the Parkway School
District, St. Louis County, Missouri.
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Selecting P re

The firs task Lot the -teacher is selecting an appropriate picture.

r Seven% commercially' published sets of social st stndy prints are

available, or any picture can be used if it is la enough to be seen by

al1416f th6 children, if it has sufacient detail to elicit many different
*4)

comments.from the children, and if it

to drtha out the special reality-based
,

studies and expository or factual wri

is reality -based in content, so as

vocabulary associated with social

ting. CoIorfUl pictures in social

these'criteria and are related tostildies texts May be used if they meet

the students' experience.

Lesson Plan

The lesson plan should be built around is quesigions designed

to,stimulate student comprehension and idea-making. Many questioning

strategies exist-for helping younpters make sense of pictureg and for

helping theM'inve3.4 meaningful iuteas about what they see. One such set

t

C74

r
of %Aations.is built around three levels:

-'------ 4
**Tr. Eactual/literal--Wfiat can be seqn in the picture?

-4

2, Comprehension/interpidthtion--What is happening in the'pl4ure?

3. Evaluation/application-What are the relati ps,between,this

picture and other ithingg you have experencedf What ydu think or feel'
.

about.what is shown it thh picture?

. Specific questions develoOtat>these three eels are included, .in
* .

the sample lesson, plan that follows. These questions should be used

merely as a guide; they need not necessarily be tasked in the order

originally devised, nor do all of them need to be askdd. Many additiona

questions will undoubtedly come tb mind in response to ideas volunte

-by the children as ti* lesson progresses,

Conducting the Lesson

Step'1: Prewriting.` Display the picture (of'a Japanese family eat-

ing a meal*kand explain,,"We are'going to talk about living in Japan.'

ak.

'Read they following text to the class:

rThis family lives in the biggest city in the world.
The city is Tokyo,! in thb beautiful country bf Japan.

-. Mr. Okamatsu works fora busy newspaper in the 'City.
He takes many of the piCtures that are printed in the

4
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newspaper,. When Mr. Okamatsu comes home at night, the
whole family tows politely to. welcome him. Then he
changes from his suit into a loose robe called a kimono.
Mrs. Okamatsu helps him put on his kimond, and the
.dren bring him his slippers.

Mx.s. e atsii made a gdod dinner of fish, vegetables,
rice, an- tea. The Okamitsds have rice at every meal,

'AU like most families in Japan. Mimi helped her mother cook
the food" and 'set the table..

. .

Lead the discussion by asking children questions at three levelspof

difficulty.

" Now Mother and Father, Or
are sitting on cushions ar
good dinner. Japanese f
forks. They dike to eat

ndmother and the children
low ,table, eating their

ilies o not use knives and
ith chopsticks.

The floor `of the OksmAtsu house is covered vith soft,
springy straw mats:called tatami. Mother is proud of
her,clean mats. She brushes them until every speck of
dust is gone:.

The walls of the rooms are made of paper. They slide
open and slat. The children can easily take them down to
take one b4 room: They can slide open part of the walk

" to make a door. Everyone has to move carefully in a
Japanese house,,or he might tear holes in the paper.
walls:* ,

- Level 1: Literal/factual-
.

--Hew many-ptople are there?

-How many adults are there?

--How many children are there?

Thar are they eating?

-What are they sitting on?

level 2: Comprehension) interpretation

--What 1.s, happening in'the picture?

t

--What do you notice about the ,clothes?

--What do you notice about the, way they are eating?
L 4

--What meta do you think this Is? Why?

--Who do you think the people-at the table are?

L .

' *Reprinted by permission from Families Around the World: Living In *"?

an, teacher's manual, by Patricia Stoddard, Copyright 1966 by Silver
Burdett Company.
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Level 3: Evaluation/application'

=-How are their cups different from ours?

--What do they sit on? (Pillows on the floor.) .What, does this mean

about the table? (It would have to be low.)

--How, would you reel sitting on the floor?'

--How is this family (different from/like) American famflies?

Step 2: Writing, (telling) the storl. Ask the, children to suggest air-
. N

title for,the story. Encourage them to select a broad title. The folloj-
416

ing comments may help the students develop their story.

Beginning, of story:

--How do, you want to-get started? /'

--What do you want to-talk aboutIlAps ?

Main part of -story:.

--What else do you see in the picture?

--What might be iwthat scene...that does not show in the picture?

--What kind of person is.(eadh family me r)? What is that person

likeT

- -What would (he/she) do or lay if (prebent some hypothetical situa-

' 'tions)?

End of story:

- -What do you want to say to finish this?

N

--How does the story end?
0

As the students develop their ideas, record as many details as pos-

sibie on the chalkboard. When they decide that they have finied,

the "story" back to.them, making sure that you have noted all the impor-

tant points. (As soon as possible after class, type a more - polished.`

draft of the story, fleshing it out with any details that you didn't haVe

time to record. Use a prikary typewrit* and then make copies for all

the students, to be passed out test. following day.) 61,

Step 3: Seatwork. Point to. some of the key words in the story and

ask each child to pick one word and make a picture about it. (Some key

words might be chopsticks, tatami, kimono,*cits.) As the children finish

their pictures, call thempp to your desk one at a time and ask each
4t

child to make up a title for his or her picture and make up one sentence

that tells about the picture. .using a primary typewriter, type the title

and the sentence as the child watches.$ Then ask the child to read'alpud
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the title and the sentence. (Depending on their reading abilities, some

children may need to rely on their memories.) This step is important,

because it helps young children learn that their thoughts can be written

Apwn on paper in words that can be read by other people.

Step 4: Followup. Pass out copies of the typed story and ask the

class to "rear it aloud together. Then let individual children take

turns "reading" their sentences and telling-about their pictures.

Encourage the children to take home their pictures and stories and "reae;

them with their parents.

Evaluating the Progress of the Class

In order to determine whether students are making progress in devel

opin coherent stories and in using language that corresponds to specific

pictorial examples of experience, teachers should periodically evaluate

the picturestory lessons they conduct. This can be accomplished 'by

vidscitaping and then reviewing a lesson, by having.a colleague observe

the lesson as it progresses, or by reflecting on what happened in the

lesson when time is available to do so., Regardless of W4h approach is--

used; certain criteria need_to be considered.

The matrix'in Figure 3 offers useful guidelines for eve eating the

quality of student discussion and stories generated by lessons based on

the modtl described above. Keep in bind, however, that an achievem'nt

level of only 3 or 4 may ba reasonable expectation for young childrenf

since the purpose of the activity is to provide opportunities for chil

dren to begin to practice discussion and to follow the logical develop

\ment of &story in a pressure free,, riskfree environment: The evalua

tive criteria merely set forth'for the teacher some reasonable and pos
,

sible outcmes.

Teachers who use this approach to introduce writing in primarygrade

social studies find that their students grow in the abilities to disCuss

realitybased'tOpics and to dictate stories about these topics which are

characterized by increasingly greater coherence.
r
Such lessons represent

deliberate instruction designed to provide foundations of expository

writing in eIimentary'social studies..

t.
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Figure 3

CLASS EVALUATION CRITERIA

Criteria for Evaluating Class Discussions.

Key: 1 = all children all the time
2'= most (3/4) children most (3/4) of the time
3 = many (1/2) children much (1/2) of the. time
4 = some ,(1/4) children some (1/4) of the time
5 = few or no children seldom or haver.

i)Criteria Performance Levels

Co ibutes ideas during lesson 4
*gr sps main ideas
*stayd on topic

Uses simple sattences and appropriate English
*uses "reality" vocabulary
*uses "social studies" vocabulary

Listens attentively
*rects to ideas expressed
*appgars to comprehend

"Reaps" story aloud when complete°

Average ..

Criteria for Evaluating Stories

Key: 1 = outstanding (true for entire story)
2 = above average (true for 3/4/of story
3 = adequate (true for 1/2 of story)'
4 = below' average (true for 1/4 of story)
5 = poor (true for Very little or none of story)

Criteria. Performance Levels

Releyan coherence '

*id are related to topic
ideas are rerated to one another

*story has topic (main idea) sentence

f - *story has detailed sentences
/

. *story has concluding sentence I.

4
410)Development

*sentences diocribe reality w.
*concepts are related to social studies '

vocabulary, is related to,social studies

Average

`68
73
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Notes

A 1. Barry IC Beyer, Back-to-Basics in Social Studies (Boulder, Acola.: Social Science Education Consortium, 1977):
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8. EXPLORING TiE PAST: WRITING ABOUT REAL STUFF

By Kristin Smyka

Our'first-grade class journeyed into the past one day when I trans-

formed the classioom into an old "attic." I arrived, at school in old-
,

fashioned garb that I had accumulated from auctions, rummage sales, and '

the closets of indulgent friends. Student enthusiasm was noticeably high,

and I-was greeted with a barrage of morning quips ("Hey, teacher, it's

not Halloween today") while variations of "MS. Smyka, you look pretty"

filled the classroom as the children tugged at*and unabashedly examined
*41,

my clothing.

I wanted to involve my class in writing that would intrigue them

while simultaneously promoting other skills. Young children comOonly use

the past tense in their'writing, so a historical context seemed a natural

choice for this lesson. To accomplish my writing goals,, I knew that I

would have to develop a series of activities that integrated all the

senses and included a variety of prewriting experilnces. I would nedd to

prepare concrete examples. These conditions would piovide a useful con-
,

text for the writing we would do.
't

My six-year-olds clustered around me as we gathered to begin our

day. First I explained that we were going to think about a longtime

ago. We wbuld do things to help us see, feel, hear, smell, and talk about

a different way of living.

I asked each child to find a quiet, private place in the classroom.

children curled up'under tables; others stretched in more-obscure

corners, clutching pillows or with cherished toys in tow. I turned the

lights off and we listened to a .recorded version of the song "Today,

Yesterday, Tomorrow."* I played the song twice so that children could

listen to the lyrics.

' From the `,album Imagination and

Missouri).
(Custom Records Production, St,

7r.



We, fegrouped on our carpet and discussed the notion of time. J.C.

commented that "there's different kinds of time" and that "some are

gone.% .John observed that he hadn't always had his Tigey aid Tigey, Jr.,

but that he would "keep them for lots of tomorrows."

We also briefly role-played some situations in order to help clarify

time distinctions: Julie dramatized her play activities of

"yesterdays" as a two - year -old toddler, apd today, as a first-grade stu-

dent. We talked about how "yesterday" can mean more than 'the day

'before." We distinguished between the past and current events, Tecog-
%(..

nized as, "now" or "today." Kirsten thought that "we change' when time

goes by. "" John lasn't sure whether Tigey and Tigey, Jr. would change,

. but he did acknowledge that his beloved stuffed animals were "starting tO

go-old." *

I had moved out most of our classroom chairs and tables the evening

before. I hung crepe paper and explained that it represented cobwebs. I

carried in an old chair, a fan, a box of books, and an antique trunk

stuffed with old- fashioned" paraphernalia, This was the "attic" we were

about to explore.

After the children paired up with partners, each team came to the'
ti

trunk and selected an item while other, children walked through theme cob-

webs and examined the other attic furnishings. When all,c,the teamslhad

objects from the trunk, they spa few minutes sharing their ideas

abouS how they might have been used.

We reconvened as a large group and-talked about how the children had

felt when they looked into the trunk or reached in to take an article. I

asked questions about qmell, sight, touch, and sound. Soon we had a list

of collectively descriAive words, which I recorded on a large sheet of

paper visible to everyone. The words ranged from "squirmy," "tingly,"

and "breath-hOlding" to "icky:" "yucky," and "aargh." I'p ointed out that"

some words described people's feelings, while.others identified smell, .

touch, or appearance. Deanne reported that her grandmother had a trunk

filled with "old stuff she loveS and keeps." Connie said that her mom

"doesn't want old junk."

The teams'rejoined,,,and each pair chose a place in the room where .

the partners could talk with one another. I had typed some questions and

run off copies for everyone. The children read the questions silently
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while I read aloud: "Whet to you think the object is? When do-you think

it was made? How do you think it was used? Who dp you think owned it?

Do you think this could be used today? If so, in what manner? Why was

it in the trunk? Who do you think put it in the trunk?"

The room exploded with chatter as teams discussed new ideas in

response to the questions. The children were eager to share their'

theories, so we reassembled as a large group and the students described

their hypotheses.

Linda and_ Shaun related a long story about "these two kids who got

some pennies from their parents and wend to the storyand"bought this

bottle of medicine for their siclCuncle, and brought it home,and smelled

it and almost threw up because it was so rotten. They threw it out in

the barn and some other kid foun0 it year.s later and washed it out and

kept it because it was such a beautiful be bottle." Other versions- -

equally rambling but predictably' fascinating --were volunteered.

Up to this point the children had been using numerous skills.

Verbal expression, storytelling, conversing, imaging, deCision making,

creating, and sharing-7al1 seemed to be flourishing. Equally apparent

was every child's active participation in the prewriting process. Now we

were ready to transfer that rich, vibrant, kinesthetic talk to paper.

Students picked up paper and pencils and moved 6"areas where they

could write privately and comfortably. We closed our eyes and "made

movies in our heads." I talked through the simulated attic trip, cueing

children with words from our group list. We recalled class members'

descriptions of smells and feelings. I reminded the children of the

hypotheses,that were suggested during the group discussion. I asked the

children to make up "movies" aboUt their old objects and write them down.

I circulated to offer spelling assistance. hen-a child asked, "How

do you spell. . ?" I said the letters as I wrote the word, providing a

mo for the writer who then coeied it onto his br *her pIper. ,Kids

wrote, erased, crossed out, erased, taped ripped papers, and kept on

creating for a solid halfhour. We stretched, did some deep breathing,

and then rejoined partners to exchange stories.

Sharing ig an important part of the .writing process. Each child

read his or her completed writing.to a partner. I asked each student.to

say one goot thing about the other person's paper. Our room filled with

73'
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"warm fuzzier as listeners reacted to writers with such"feedback as "I

liked how you told about the boyin the picture" and "You used a lot of

good,words in your story."

Then we formed a large group, and some childr volunteered to rea'
,

thdir stories aloud. We listened; laughed, and of ered more responses,

such as "1 never thought 'of that" and "Good idea, partner!."

Finally, to conclude our morning, we'listened to the song again. It

was a nice way to summarize our work. It helped slide us into the rou-

0 tine of "today," so lunch became a joyous prospect.

Later that afternoon, the stories were laboriously recopied.

burned the .edges of the finished papers so they would, look old and

weathered. The children assisted, then mounted their stories for display

on the hallway bulletin board.

The major goal Of this lesson was to allow my students to get better

acquainted with writing. They were involved in each iff 'the basic stages

of the writing process--prewriting, composing, and rewriting--in a way

that made writing fun and relatively easy for them.

Beginning. writers cannot be expected to express themselves well

without concrete experiences to .which to refer. In order to hetp stu-
,

dents .write, teachers need to4rovide situations in whiclra young child

is able to assume the role of writer, address a specific audienceruseassume

particular format, and consistently use time or tense.

Developmentally, six-year-old children ace egocentric. They per-

ceive the world from their own personal paints of view, and each child, is

the core of his or her world. Ultimately, writing will reflect a child's

ability to perceive situations from varying perspectives; first-graders,

however, tend to react to occurrences from the standpoint of "me,.myself,

and I." This is a delightful and natural point of view, so little people

can be ditgoted to explore the phenamvon of self from expressive class-

room activities.

Young children also need`to p.irticipate actively in the writing

process. A classroom %ituation provides an accessible and 'nonthreatening

environment for individual, team, and large-grou0 exploration. Children

experience learning in a variety of forms.. Music, language, listening,

and rhythm are all infused into one experience. 'Discussion clarifies

thinking, exposes the child'to diverse points of view, and promotes

74
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collective interaction. Kinesthetic participation can be a powerful

strategy when teachers engineer situations in which students draw on all

their senses toprocipa infoxmation.

Thus writing, for the beginning writer, takes a lot of beginning.

When children Have something to say or express, the writing process can

be enriched by situations that giv them prewriting confidence." Writing

can also be facilitated by providii\g a meaningful purpose or context. In

the lesson described here, students wrote answers to questions about the

objects they ha selected. However, other tasks might have been just as

apprOpriate. The following variations on the task could-also be tried

with students:

- -Shift roles, while writing, and imagine that you ate the pqrson in
.

an old picture. ,Write about where you were when the photograph was taken.

- -Imagine that you are the old spoon in the trunk. Write about

three of the people who used you. Explain how you ended up in the trunk.

=Using a book that illustrates a historical happening, deicribe one

of the illustrations by writing about the colors, artistic media, special

features of the illustration, and so ob.

=- Pretend that you.-are a creature from history. (We studied dino

saurs, and children selected pterodactyl, stegosaurus, tyrannosaurus Rex,

etc.) Someone wilUtask ydoCalestions about your life, (What do you eat?

Where do you live ?) Write the answers.

'--Read aloud the clues frocil the preceding activity'. Let the stu

dentsdents guess, in writing, the identity of each "mystery history character."

--Listen "to ,a reading of an old newspaper clipping. Then rewrite

the: situation, 'substituting details that would be plausible today.'

-- Identify historical references encountered every day (in advef

tisements, clothing display's, restaurant decor, etc.) and write about the

"oldness" in a "now" environment.

- -Put on different old hats and imagine .that you are living in a

past time. Write about the person who would probably wear that kind of

headgear. ' .

--Find an old shoe. Write about where it Is been and whose feet

have been inside it.

- -Pretend that you live in 1881. Write .about your thoughts as you

bitAxa message for someone to find 100 yearslater. Wrfte-the mes

. .e 7 0
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Support is also essential far youngsters Aen -they begin to write.

In this lesson we supported each other's percepti s by verbal collabara-

tiOn (partner dialogue) and positive reinforceme t ("Say one good thing

about your partner's paper").

I display the children's written work because youngsters need to

see, literilly, that writing is talk written down. 'Finally, I encourage

.,thetilto give the gift of self by sharing their creations and recognizing

the value in a peer's creation.

.42
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9. BRAINSTORMING AS A PREWRITING ACTIVITY .

By Virginia PfotenbaUer

'4
Research suggests that an important variable affecting the quality

activi-

ties.)

student writing is the amovt of time devoted to prewriting activi-

ties.
1

These activities are crucial.because they help students solve the

perplexing (tor them) problem of what to"db once they have been given a

writing assignment. For, our assumptions to Ne contrary, good student

writing does not beM.n with an assignment. It begins when students save

something of their own to say. Aid helping them discover this something

Is the prime6cus of any preWriting activitY.

Use prewriting activities

the most eful.is brainstorming.

association type of search for a

come in many forms, but probably one of

At times an unrestricted, almost free-
,.

topic, brainstorming can also, .be a

deliberate way of evoking students' reactions to or ideas about a sub-

ject.: Brainstorming can be used -to elicit react4.ans to reading, pictures,

or field trips. Whatever form it takes, it serves as a catalyst for

helping students find something worthwhile to .write about.

Brainstorming is not difficult to do, For a teacher, the strategy

essen-ially involves stimulating'students to- think about, aft old topic in

new ys. For example, consider a recent classroom dialogue in which my
,

fifth-graders and I were brainstorming, trying to discover a toplx that

interested them--one that would tap their resources rather than mine or

:those of dome outside authority. We*had begun with "favorite places,"

moved to "admired people in American history,". and fin filly settled on

objects or possessions ,important to us and 'ad by others.

I knew at the time that I was working with an intelligent groupof

10- and 11-year-olds, but what I had not accurately, assessed was` their

level of sophistication. I was in for a big surprise and an interesting

revelation. It was not long' before I diicovered that these Youngsters'

understood the meaning of the term "status symbol."

Our prewriting discussion was focused on valued possessions. I asked

- "What is a status symbol?," expecting wide-eyed stares and silence.



From the far corner: "Well, something you have and prize that makes 'L

you feel. important."

Other definitions were fast in coming.

"Few others have it. Something different. It attracts attention."

"I'know a kid,who has arthritis, and that's unusual for a kid: . . ."

"But 'nobody, wants that!"

"It's something someone has that others might want, too. But nbt

many can have ,the same thing. It's too expensive or too hard to get."'

Since it was apparent that we Wouldn't be able to agree on one defil

nition, we tried for some 'examples. We would have to fully understand

the concept before we could write about it.

"What are some posee'Ssions or objects people your age--or younger- -

might consider status symbols ?" I asked.,

"For kids younger than: us they might be some of those toys yqu see

on television--a Big Wheel or a five-speed bike."

"Or.owning a 'Star War' lunchbox . . . or if a kid can swim or*

dive. 'I
4.e

"For kids our age it might' bi having a minibike- -not just a ten-

speed 'regular' bike because they're getting common."

"Having you own phone number listed in,the book after your parents'

number."

"Candy underwear! They have'it for kidSfand grownups: My grandpa

sells it."

."Playing in a rock band."

"Owning a football autographed by a famous player like O.J. Simpson

or Joe Namath."
ti

"Taking private tennis lessons in a building somewhere, not in a

city park. And nqt in.a group, either.."

We decided to pursue the discussion. We had everyone's attention.

"How, about _teenagers? What are*their status symbols?" I asked next.

"Levis or pan* with a special name on the back pocket, like 'Calvin

Klein.'"

"It'e.al leather jackets."

"Oh, those are fads, not status symbols," someone objected, "Fads

change faster and go out of style:"

78
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"It's more like having your own car."
.

"Or your own telephone . . or checking account."

"Having an'expensive stereo set:"

s"dr owning an electric guitar."

"Or getting your drivir's licere before'any of your friends do."

The- chlldred were much more knowlddgegle than I had thought!
rf,

.---

"What about college students? What do you see as their status sym--
%..--, or

v ,bols?" , . '3, c
- . .

"Driving a Corvette. Or maybe a.solved-u7 Trans Am.".

"Having.t'llei!r Own apartments." .

-
"Going Siiing or hunting out West. And wearing one of thine base-

.

.

"'ball caps with a visor
,

that says 'Purina.'"

"Owding a customized van with stereo musis4 a sink, curtains, and
.

0 carpeting allover the floor and;walls. Andm'aybe there's a picture of'a

sunrise in pink Id orange painted -on the side.-" '

1

This was worth' pursuing. Now we move to adults.
-; .

1 "What about adults ? Bo adu140 have their own statue symbols ?,'
. .

411.

, "Oh yes."

or kids."

rSach as?"

", 'Well, it

buttons,

spaces

160#

.

.
but that

There was much nodding of

I asked. 4

used to be big shiny cars
ft

and all-those gadgets, the kind that practically took two

heads. "Even more than teens

'with Jots of chrome, push-

parking

But. now -klos a little shiny car with some of those same gadgets,
.

gets tore Mileage than your neighbor's car."

ng a live -1n iaia like at the governor'S. mansi&.. Wow! That.
. .;*

neat." .

..

"Noting a veat:-big diamond ring."

.- "Taking a try toAfrica'and going on a safari. 0; taking A cruise
. o .

in winter en 4ipe., of those great ,big ships with swimming.pools, dining
.,

e
would be

, .

..Neta ....- room sii. and decks." ., .
. - . .

, dr..
- , e, .

.
,

-

,

."Eaving the same license Amber as yout address.,1 Or ha .r, a low7

nUmbeied iiaenba nuthber--AlthOugh my dad sayS that isn't harrto get,
/ ,.

t"Or hivAg sorthing'on your, car license instead i a number.
.

Ilis.catIcn my vuadua last"summer,-and all it said was 'Pablo.'

,-/mumher at al.1.-t
...- $ ......

11

..83'
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"Owning a fancy tar coat, ,like mink, or those who don't minigear-

ing an animal.. .Or haVing a big, fancy house high on 'a' hill, looking

down."

'Owning a dadominium'in Florida that you only use certain months

the year,. "
4

b
40

"Having membership in a tennis or country club,"

"Having a dog so special that he-drinks only: distilled water. I

read about a dog like that mho's on television."

-.",..By not', we had jdst about exhausted our supply of answers. The std-.
dents had been most 'Interested, and it' 'seemed that we wouIdirave some7

thing to write about. drheeone more question came to mind.

"Can owning a status symbol make you happy ?" I asked.

Thoughtful expretsions appeared. Theis was some nodding, some

dissent.

"Well, I suppose t, It might make. you feel important."

"I suppose for a while it'could, untfT you outgrew, it. Then maybe

you'd want something else;

"Deperids. .Depends upon why you wanted.it.",

"I'd take a'minibike any day."

Then, from the back of "'the room, came this contribution:

"You know, I was just" thinking. All the status symbols we've men-
.

tioned.so'far cost money. Well, I have' an uncle who tAkelvall over the

United States on his bicycle with Add dog. .He's even 'had his picture

taken and there Was an. article about him a paper.. People have"gott

to know him. He doesn't own much, and he takes everything_ he needs
40°

4 with hith wtapped up on that bicycle. He writes stories and poems

doesn't have a regular job. He's against pollution and all 'lies of

advertising, so he doesn't take any work connected with that/ 'He leads a

very simple life, and he doesn't envy the things other p le,own. And I

think that. for him, living without a lot of things an g pre.tty'well

without them'is a status symbol."

co

Silence. Then heada_podded. The student's'observfttionshad been

Aterstood, accepeed. The, discussion had ranted from-diamond zings. to
OP

fancy houses to_an Almost complete lack of worldly possessions. each

might be a status symbol to someone.

ti
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at
"Can we write 'about this?" I asked .% "Coulewe put it down on paper4;

for someone to read?"

We had found a topic. Ideas had been generated. For-all of us it

was an interesting topic. The students' began to pitk up theirTencils,

having a sense of what they were thinking and beginning to get it laid

out. They could forget word choice and spelling right now. The job .

involved just getting the general ideas into words and onto paper. Later

thereould be fleshing out of ideas, expanding, artaning, eliminating,

narrowing of the topic. Because individuals write differently and better

when they write for an audience7--ribuilt -inizotivator --I asked the chine

dren to keep in mind for whom they ere writing. 4

Later, during the rewrite sta e--because good ideas need correct

spelling and punctuation as well as special attention to-word choice--

students would work ontcrear, crisp diction; they would develop the

details and attempt to say ordinary things in extraordinary ways.. They

would "polish Until it shines", and think of 'titles that would "grab" a

reader. A
i

For same youngsters Perheps because it is
.

personal and indivkduall:Itte- 'others it is difficult, because i,t is

hard to put into writing what one thinks. For all students, writing may

be a real chore simply becadse it is often hardAo get started. Brain-%

storming is one effective way tO,get started- -to think up a topic, to

efro in On it from many different perspectives as illustrated here, and

42 .to -think Of-something say about .it

dish these' thfe goals,.and brainsto

all prewriting activities. .

Notes
1)r

1:. ,*Elizabeth F. BAynes,,"11; ng Research in paring to Teach
Writing," English Journal, January 1978, pp. 82-88.

Prewriting help,ptudents accom-

ingfs one of-the most us9Aul of

4
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10., USING A WORD CACHE TO DEVELOP VOCABULARY

(

By Beverl:Chadburn

.The film about Chief Joseph Was well done. It tied is exactly with

the Indian unit, a subj.:tat with which the lads were really idVolved.

The class was enthusiastic, full of'ideas, new information, and insights.

It was time for,these stbents to put down som of their learning and

,feelings on paper.

4N
lb announcement of a writingassignment frequently resembles a

-dean ...ell. Enthusiasm suddenly seems drained flOm students who moments

befo e been bursting with energy. Often, illeir,main rdsponse to

such an assignMent is to squirm with frustration. Blank expressions

sprea over faces; blank papers stare back from desk tops. What has

happened to th se. youngsters? How can their mood-change so quickly?.

What have I don wrong?

Tea'ohers, a ministrators, and, most important, the frustrated stu-

dents in such setting all need to realize that, up.t..to a point, nothing

is'wrong. The problemOCthat an important part of the teachingiprocess

needs to be expanded. Something has been left'out. But what is the

vital omission? Students have no idea what has.cause)d the breakdown in

their interest except that they "cannot think of anything to write."

Teachers, too, ahy be at a loss to explain why an exciting lesson has

come suddenly to a halt-. Moreoyet, even if tits* have dOclue to the

reason, they aregot sure, of the-r.eaty.

- In many dips the trouble stems from lack of ability on tet'part, of

students to put together-all of the Spsks which are required to write

even a single sentence: choosing a topic, narrowing or broadening that

topic, giving acctrrate and interesting information about the -topic.

What are,some special, descriptive words to electrify a "blah" statement?

How are such words spelled andput together to make a readable sentence?

blouding'all these issues ids the nagging suspic.on of most youngsters in

school that they'do not lave, the ability to perform the ftinctions that

writing demands.

I
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Jim Saba of Seattle Pacific University presents,in.his writing

workshops some methods to stimulate the development of creative writing

skills and help people put their ideas into self-satisfying, even excit-

sing, writing.
1

His methods work well in social studies. One of the

prewriting activities he recopmepas is designed to get kids ready to

write and to help them feel confident that they can write. In the begin-

*
'Ting it Is highly teacher diredted, with much class participation.

thy a class has been studying a unit on Indians of the western half ,

of.the United States, for example, hat many tribes Can the stude*tsnameD

As the,class thinks about possible answers, the'teacher posts a. large

piece of butcher paper do the wall. (Recording the list on butcher

paper, instead of on the chalkboard, permits.ths teacher to preserve the

list for use On subsequent days.), At the top of the paper, on the let

side, the teacher writes the word "naming".4s the heading for a column.

Under this hesdingt*the teacher lists the names suggested by the stu-

dents.
_

Any name that is. a correct` response to the question should be

written down; value judgments should be kept to a minimum. This process

has two immediate benefits: (1) the Students have some concrete terms

think about and (2) the knowledge that they can check the list for

the correct spelling of a name.or term will give the students confidence

in using the terms in their writing.
if

After a good list of'names has been developed, a second column of

terms can be staitrd. This column 0.41.1 record "attributing" terms. (It

is a good idea to use a different -color marking pen for each column.)
)0. ,

For example, the words "tall" and "extinct" might be attributing terms

for a certain ,Indian tribe. Any word tht refers to a distinctivd fee
d,

tufe of any of the..terms in the naming colup can be added to this list.

The students should suggest at least.one adjective for each term in the

.first column. Since an attributing word might apply to severarterms,in

the naming column, and vice versa, it will not be feasible to printeach

attributing word across frov the name it describes. However, the stu-

dents'' can develop their own lists of names and matching attributing

\words.

When ;both columns are Dell, the students will b'ave developed a word

bank, or4-1cache. ("Cache" is the term that was used by French trappers

to refer to the storehouses of provisions which they hid in hollow trees

ti
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or caves, to be revisited when they needed to replenis supplies.)

This word cache caebe left posted on the wall for reference during the

writing process.

Av
The word cache can be expanded by adding a column of "predicating"

or udoi.ng" wordsactive verb phrases. For a unit.on,Indians in the

westelm United States,,this list might contain such phrases as "fought

neral Custer," "lived in the Great Basin," "found new animals to hunt,"

"fished for salmon," and "traded blankets." A fourth column might be

devoted to "renaming" words--noun or'specificilphrases that can be used

as appositives to words in the naming column. The rbnaming columnmight

include the names cif individuals- -for example, Crazy Horse and Sitting

Bull - -in additioi to tribal subdivisions and terms related to roles and

relationships.

The expanded word,cache can be used as the basis for a composing

activi 'Ey in which'each student Ti-iites one sentence, using as many words.

fiOm thecache as.can be appropriately put tagetWer. For example, a

sentence about the Paiute Indians might read: "The poor, simple,

wandering, hungry (all attributing words).Paiute (naming word) Indians

(renaming word) lived in the Great Basin (predicating phrase), found few

animals to hunt (predicating phrasq0, and could not farm (predicating

phra) the dry land." 11

The whole class might work%coopeist4wely to compose a paragraph,

given in initial to Ric sentence; for example, "The Indians of the

California-Intermountain area had a variety Of lifi'styles." A sentence

about each tribe of the region could then be compiled from the word
*4/1"

cache, creating a paragraph full of descriptive words and inforiation.

This paragraph should be recorded on butcher paper and posted. Under-

lining the words taken from the cache helps students understand how they

can use a word cache in their individual writing activities.

Word-cache lints can be madecollectively by the whole class or by

assigning small 'groups or individual students to compile the vaticus

-columns. Once the students understand this process, they can work inde-

Ondently to make their own word caches as a.prelude to individual writ-

ing projects." Going over these individual lists with tudents As,an
ilk 5' .

effective strategy for reviewing Conient as well as for checking on each

student's progress.

a 8Li
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Word caches arelso useful for other kinds of writing; for example,
rr

blank verz or rhymed poetry. One pattern for. writifig blank verse is to

start with a naming word, follow it with thre& .attributing words, and

end with a predicating phrase. Using this model, a fourth-grade student

created these poems:
t

The Sioux:
organizing,
planning,

Atriking,'
aught and died at Little Big Horn.

Nez Perce:

friendly,
gentle,

peace loving,
chased to extinction at Canada's border.

4 The Clatsop:
building,
hunting,
fishing,

vanished forever at the Pacific's edge.

A word cache can also be }used to "take apart" a poem_. As thWoem

ead, the students list names, words, and phrases in the appropriate

columns of a word cache. In addition to serving as an'exercise

ary composition, this prollss.helps students underptand the message and

meaning of the poem.

All word caches shotIld be saved.for futurereference in-recall and

review sessions or fbr incorporation into subsequent teaching units. If

there is not sufficient wall space to leave them posted,' the butcher

paper can be rolled up-and labeled by topic.

The word-cache method of stimul#ting thinking, organizing thought,

and developing oral and written vocabulary is'applicableall grade

levels, although the corglexity of the writing activities will vary.

The strategy works especia4V Veil in the social studies Curriculum.

The availability of a"rich store of content-related words--all siSelfy-

correctly--will add ariety and fluidity to students' writing, and

teachers will begin notice less resistance to writing assignments.

No more sqUirMing bod iid blank sheets of paperstudents with access

to a word ditche.are re to write, and before long their papers, will be

filling up with words.

86
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Notes

rat r
1. The word cache, or naming exercise, is.the first of nine steps

iris. process taught by-James Soboi, directo :Of' the Writing Northwest.
program at Seattle Pacific University.
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III. USING WRITING TO-LEARN SOCIAL STUD) ES CONTENT

Through the use of social studies as a vehicle for learning how to

write or for practicing writing, writing and social, studies can comp4-
ment each other in the elementary Classroom. The use of writing anie

tool:for learning social Studies content is another way in which writing.

and social studies can interact. In'the former approach, learning how

to write receives major emphasis, while social studies content serves

primarily as a vehicle for such instruction. In the latter, learnigg

social_studies reco.ives major attention while writing serves as a major

vehicle on tool for accomplisb4ng this learning. The ideas presented in

the articles in this section stress ways of using writing to learn social

studies content.

The first four chapters describe specific' places in a social studies

unit where carting can beused..to help.students"learn social studies

information or develop social studies generalizations. In all instances,

writing is merely one--albeit an important one-7.-of a number-of techniques

that can be woven together. to achieve the subject- matter'learning objec-

tiVes of the unit. In each case writing is hooked to a commonly used

classroom resourc -visual aids, news media, library reference books--

and to.a particular social studies learning tool; for example, library,

research:

The authors*of these articles are all experienced classroom

teachers. In the first article, Ann -Gibson describes a way to combine

poetry, writing with current events and local history. Bernice Crape,

Dorothy Lamb, and Jackie Martin then explain a procedure that y use

to he,lp intermediate-grade students .write original multipnragraph

reports. Letter writing in current events serves as the-subject bf

8991



Ellen Lazare Shatz's article, xtlile Carol Paley degeribes how writing

can be used to conduct simulated field trips in the social studies Class- AP

LOOM. Whatever form the writing takes in each approach described here,

the process by which it is produced remains' essentially the, ame. Stu-
,

dents engage in prewriting idea7generating, they compose a-statement

individually or with partners, and they sharer and revise what they have

written. The outcome? Improved writing as well as new learning about a

specific social studifs topic! .

The remaining three articles in this section explain in detail' two
.=

different ways in which the systematic use of writing can be used as a

vehicle for in-depth learning of social studies information and knowl-

edge. Eachauthor presents a step-by-step process'whereby students use

common social'studies instructional materials in a writing task in order

to accomplish substantive goals.1/4 In the process, these youngsters learn

important skills. Betty Dlrmett shows how scriptwriting can be used to

learn about the ides'of democracy. Janet Cuenca'S article describes how

to help students construct a paragraph that includes only information

which is relevant to the idea they wish to write about as they explore-

specific social sites topics. Jim WillcOck explains a procedurp for

involving students personally in the subject they write about as a device

for develpping an empathetic underptand/ng of social studies subjects..

Each of these procedures may be used with a wide variety of social.'

studies topics and:subject matter and at a number of different grade

levels.

The procedures and ideas 'presented here constitute only a few of

the many ways in which writing and social studies content can come

together in thek elementary claqgroom. They illustrate how one an

reinforce the Esther and how instructi min writing can be provided when

it is important for students .to write in' order to achieve social studies

learning goals. Such a combination of skill development and subject-
.

matter leaning may at first seem best suited only for.intermediate-grade

socials. studies and writing.. However, the ideas preseqteddrhere may

actually be appropriate for social studies. and writing instruction far

beyond the elementary school classroom.

1
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11. CURRENT EVENTS AND HISTORY THROUGH, POETRY WRITING

By Ann Gibson

Can students learn about current events and history by writing

poetry? That's exactly what has been happening inmy classroom. My.

fourth-grade students write poetry in all areas of the social studies

curriculum as a means of learning and understanding the information and

generalizations we study. That the experience has been a rewarding one

for the children is evidenced by an excerpt. from a letter written by an

"old" fourth-gradir in May to be given to a""new" fourth-grader the fol-

lowing September:

At

Wisconsin history can be fun, too. -You will write a
hole [sic] book. You 4.11 thinksou can't dp it but you
will do*it little bit at a time and pretty soon it
willbe all done.and-it will be a pretty. pod book.

The children in that fourth grade wrote numerous poems throughout

th"eyear. At the end of the year each child selected 26 of his,or her

own poems to be bound in an individual book--one poem for each lett of
as?

the alphabet. The technique used to.write poetry for _these book* was
#

4he cinquain. Although a cinquain may take any one of several forms,

the model we used is 'shown below:

i.

noun

two describing words

three "ing" words

a four -word .phrase

a synon9m cfor the noun)
A

Zarly in September, theclass began to' learn the form. .They had

clags,discussions on the nature and meaning of nouns, ,adjectives

(descilibing words}, phrases, and synonyms. Then they began to write

cinquains /pia group (usually on the chalkboard), using topics familiar

to all the children, Among their tries were these:'

93
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recess bus

Short, exciting big, yellow

running; jumping, playing ,. bounding, swaying, stopping,

' -a good time of day a noisy hot place

fun transportation ic

lasagne

thyck,.gooey ,

filling, nourishing, fattening

good to the lagt bite

,
lunch

Kurt . . Mimi

blond, athletic Small, quick

learning, growing, playing smiling, rUnniiig, asking

very good in math always cheerful end friendly

golfer girl '

After e few days, most children were feeling familiar enough with the % /'

form to write poems on their own. During their first efforts, they used a

_printed form with the following directions:

is
noun

2 adjectives.

3 "sing" words

1a four-word phrase

a synonym (for noun)

Most of those pdems were about pets, hobbies, family members, or

neighborhood interests, for example:

-.1Snoopy. Sandy L.

tan, futy dirty, white.

'digging, eating, sleeping jumping, hiding,,wetting

very good pet Tom's best friend

gerbil dog

94
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40111; .Many of the students' cinquains were copied with marking pens on

cdnstruction paper and displayed around the room and in the halls.
,

Appreciative audiences did much to encourage further writing. Next year,-

our parents' club will type and assemble a literary magaz4ne in order to

provide our budding authors with a wider audience.

After writing about very familiar subjects/ the children hid had

enough experience with the form to be comfortable with it, and they were

able to concentrate on content. They began by writing about current

events. They wrote about the election and the candidates. They wrote

about a bad thundersim. During they crisis in Iran they wrote an'abund-

ance of poems. It was possible for them to express fears and concerns

through their writing:

hostages prisoners p
free Americans men,.women

waiting, praying, hoping eating; sleeping, waiting-

wanting to come home all of them American

prisoners hostages
I

r
Every time there was a writing assignment, I provided time lor each

stage,of the writing process- - prewriting, writing, and editing.' During

the prewriting stage the claes discussed zh concepts they would be writ-

ing about, often listing vocabUlary and sharing their own experiences

with the subject. The-writing stage (actually putting pencil to paper)

often took less time that the prewriting stage, following it directly, a

few hours later, or the next day. 1,'

1

The editing stage was done w4 a partler. After an author checked

his or her own worka friend checked eb see whether the assignment had

been followed correctly, looked for spelling or other mechanical errors,

and read the poem for content,. After,peer editing, the world was handed
17,

to the teacher dr comments or display. Telaching children to edit not

only saved the teacher hours of correcting; more important, it taught

the children to take responsibility f r their own work instead of trans-.

fprritg that respons*bility.to the.te Cher.

While. the children were writing and editing,,I circulated among

therm to encourage ideas, admire work, and offer assistance. After a few

`Weeks of practice "each child,coMpiled 26 poems'into a Wisconsin "ABC"



book. Because Wisconsin history and geography occupy a large portion of

the social studies program, this project com ed those subjects with

part of the language arts and handwriting rriculum.

Prewtiting activities included checking out every alphabet book in

the element y school' library and studying their texts, themeS, and art-

work. Follow ng this, the class, began a composite list of "Wisconsin

words," beginning with Abe (a famous mascot of the Eagle Regiment during

the Civil Wars Appleton, and Aztalan aid ending with zoo (the class hado
visited the Milwaukee zoo). They brainsrmed and accepted any word

,

anyone could justify as. mportant to Wisconsin. They used their Wiscon-
.1

sin state history texts, maps, tourist brochures, _and newspapers to find

additional words.

When the class w ready to begin the actual writing-process, they

11- first selected a few ters that had many possibilities; for exampi

"T" (to1acco, tomahawk,' telemark, Tomah, trees), "Fir- (Madison, mild,
4

moraine, Marquette, Mendota, MU'?e4sda), and "C" (cows, corn, cheese,

canoe). Each day, two letter groups were "mined" for poem ideas. After*
at

a child had finished his or her cinquain, a friend Mould edit it for

form, spelling, and content. The children became very careful about

checking their own spelling before handing over-their poems to friends.

They also tried to Say something specific in each poem and to. avoid

generalities. The only seriously overworked word wit "big." Wheal many

"b±gs" began appearing in poems, 'a class discussion was held inn

attempt to find ways of handling this problem. Synonyms were offered,

and children suggested other litin which one might look at a subject

*without _concentrating on size.

Once 5,./poem had been edited, it was marked with the name "ofthe

authoi and the initials of the editor and given to the teacher. This
k

identification gave,the writer and editor a shired responsibility for

the work. fhe teach r then gave the "OK," m de minor
1

correc-

t;

rti

tions, or wrote "Se me" and,returned.it,to thelith r., "See me" was

used only when the poem needed major'revision. _

'The author would then copy the pOem On th bottom half of 'a sheet.0/14

of paper, saving- the top of the page for an-illustrtion or a ,fancy '
. .

rendering of the initial letter.` Authors could illustrate their own
. ,

poems or` get help fr.,oal* friends, Some chose simply to design fancy

41,



letxers for the top space and omit,aetual illustration's. A few of the

resulting entries ate reproduced below.

Abe badger

feathery,, brave furry, brown

flying; seeing, screaming running,-eating, digging

mascot in the Civil War = Wisconsin's nickname

eagle animal

heifer

big, heavi,

Joliet

French, man

running, bucking,, puffing exploring, trading, canoeing

-salwaysottery hungry, going down the river,

cow fur trader

When all the pages in each student's book,of poems were complete

and in order, two blank pages, were added to the 'front!of the book and

one blank page was added to the end of the book for title page and

,endpapers.
. .

Care had been taken to leave a large.targin on the left side of

each page to provide room for binding.''Each student collected pages A

through M (incluai the two front blank pages) and sewed them .together,

using a strong/ .i.,ty needle and doubled, knotted ,thread (so that

the needliwould not slip off the thread). In'the,same manner, pages N

through Z and_the blank last page were sewn together. The two sections

were then sewn together along the same line of stitches (using many of

the same holes) .

Once the booklet was sewn, the writer was given two six -by- nine -inch

pieces of posterboara-weight cardboard and a piece of fabric and fabric-*

,backed wallpaper for the cover. Several children made covers fromith6

discarded legs of worn-out jeans. They removed the hems from the jeans,

cut li inches "of, fabric from one'leg, and trimmed away one seam. (The)

other seam was used for the spine oaf the Book.) The process they used

to put the complete book together is described in the accompanying box.

9-1
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Directions for Binding "ABC" Books

Place the two piece's of cardboard on the wrong side

of the fabric, leaving approximately 1/2-inch space between

0 them (for the spine of the book). Glue the cardboard to

the fabric, using white glue or dry mount from a photo-
,

supply store. Let It dry thoroughly. Trim away excess

fabric from the corners to reduce bulk. Turn the,extra

fabric over the cardboard and glue it down--sides first,
(

then top and bottom. The cover is now ready for the

pages.

Open the cover and glue the back of the last blank

page to the inside of the back cover. The endpaper

should cover the ragged edges of the cloth. Position

the pages so that when the book is'closed, the covers

are even: Do this by closing the front cover and lining
k

up the book. Do not glue the front cover to the front

endpageraUntil it is even. Then glue the front cover

cardboard to the first blank page. Weight the covers

down until the glue is dry. The extra blank page at the

front of tie book is used as a title page.

Using a marking pen of stick-on letters, decorate

the cover of the book with the title and the name of the

author. 1 A

The binding of books has' been described.in detail..
I

because the finished products were so important to the

children in

-i

m classroom.

Because this projectwas broken down into many small tasks, nearly

every child was able to complete it easily. This fourth-grade classroom

contained six children.in the gifted and talented program, four children

mainstreamed from learning-disabled, educable mentally retarded, and
-.-

emotionally disturbed rooms, your children in `speech and, language

96 .9u_
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therapy, and one bilingual child. All the children made Wisconsin "ABC"

bookd of whibh thevere very proud. Every child except one had all 26

pages in his or her book.

Cooperation in the classroom was excellent. Nearly every child

served as an editor for peers; many children brouft-jabric'to share;

some helped cut wallpaper books. Others weregrelt-needle,threaders or

helped 'friends who were less able to sew, glue, or cut. sSoMe of the

children in the gifted and talented prram gladly accepted help with

illustrations from a ealentIU artist in the learning-disabled program.

Sevpral of the average children; who often received less attention than

th ge at either end of the spectrum, were excellent sewers or book

'assemblers and thus were much sought after.

Some of the most inarticulate children had spme very successful

pages. John., a child in the reading lab who had a difficult time in

language arts, wrote:

40. tobacco

big, green

growing; planting: hanging

a lat of work 1

money

A major cash crop for farmers in our area of.Wisconsin is toeacco, and

,Johnhad just receive& a $600 check for his she of the family'l-tbbacco

income. This,brought the study of Wisconsin's economy to him on a very

meaningful level. 4

Others learned a great deal, too. When'these children wrote, they

Were making judgments rather than just memorizing facts. They were eval-

ating which material tninclude in their writing. They were analyzing )
1

and synthesizing before arriving at a final written product. They were

bringing their own exPerienceW to the written work. . Learning became

unique and indiyidualized for each child.'

Writings great value in the social studies curriculum. This

p,articular use of. poetry writing is one way to capitalize on writing as

technique for learning in social studies.

99 .
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12. WRITING A THREE-PARAI;GRAPH REPORT

i

By Bernice Crane, Dorothy Lamb, and Jackie Martin

The chances that intermediate-grade students will be arrested for ,

plagiarizing the World Book Encyclopedia are slim indeed. Hvever, the

penalties in our 4assroOm for. copying written assignments or reports

directly from any encyclopedia, or even paraphrasing a published. article,

are almost as severe. Admittedly, writing such reports could be hflpful

asan exercise in penmanship it c is taken, nd some learning-might.
0

take place as a class listens 'so the report prese tdd'oral/y. However,

if pupils merely copy their reports word for word from existing sources,

their notion that encyclopedia writing is clear, casincise, and accurate

Aood)while their own writing is confused, disorganized, and inaccurate

(115,d) is reinfor,ced. Furthermore, -ELOthre encourag

done by others as their own, and thgir time is wasted

results often accompany report writing in elementary

studies because such writing all too often is actua1ly.nothing more than

d to claim work

These negative

1 Social

report copying. "

Yet report writing is usually an important part of intermediate-
,.

grade social stpies. We use an approach, called the three-paragraph

report, whic i elihinates the possibility of ;copying and turns' report

writing -into an activity of interest to our students. Using this pro-

cedure, students can learn to' write using their own- word's and thoughts

and puttinOnformationi together in their own ways. By doing this, our

students not Orly learn considerable social studies content but perfect

their writing skills as well

Writing:;e social studies'repbrecan serVe a more valuable pUrpose

than simply sharing facts with qpIalstates; it can be a useful tool for

helping young students organize their thinking.' Instead of an, exercise

in rote learning, copying, and rciukng, report writing can be a truly

creative activity', The sense bf pride, students enjoy when they produce'

f an original report ia we,11 worth the trouble it takes to help. them write

it. The problems they encounter in choosing ,a Subject,, selecting

1.0./1
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sources, taking notes, making an outline, writing a ratigh draft, edit-

ing, proofreading, and rewriting help them became better thinkers as

well as better readers and writers.

The three-paragraph report is eRactly what its name indicates- -a

report divided into three $arts. Each part details one aspect of the
I

main topic. Such a report can be prepared in a-number of ways as we

have devised it, it consists Of nine'steps divided into three stages)

prewriting. somposipg, and rewriting.

The prewriting stage actually consists of two different types of

tasks. The first three steps essentially involve finding information to

write 'about. The next two steps require students to process that infor-

mation in order to produce significant idea's. The 'composing stage

follows next, and the entire process concludes with the third stage- -

revising what has been written. We use the following guidelines as we .1

help our fifth-graders move through these.stages of the writing process:

Step 1: Choosing a Subject. Alth9up the teacher may be tempted

,to assign specific subjects for students to write about, We believe that

it.is important kr. students to select their own topics. Part of the r
learning process Is discovering whet r a topic is too broad or too \-,

limited and whether relevant inform tion is'readily accessible.

A student's choice of sub ect should be based on his or her own

interest's or on those of the class as a whole. Certainly le report writ-

ten by a student who is not interested in his or her tdpic will n9t be

received with interest by the class. Thus, we allow as much latitude as

possible on the choice of subject. A subject that is of great. intere§t

to the class but only slightly related to the unit of study is a better

choice than a subject of little interest but absolute relevance. how-

ever, we allow no more than two or, three reports on the same subject, so

that the class will not become bored when the reports are shared.

Step 2: Identifying Sources. Sitce combining information from

several sources is an important skill in writing reports, we require

that each student use a minimum of three sources. To .void. relying on

encyclopedias exclusively, we allow students to include only one encyclo-

pedia among their sources. Obviously, we use our knowledge of the stu-

dents' reading abilities to guide them to materials they can easily

understand. ,



to.

,

'Students should be encouraged to use primary sources whenever pos-

sible, especially for writing in social studies. LiVe televidion cover-

age of news events can be an excellent soutce of up-tto-date,information.
%

interiiieWs, too, provide interesting information about recent'history,

A report about World War II is livelier when,it is based on awriter's
.'i

conveisation with a 'participant than when it is baed,on books, alone..,.
.Surveys conducted by students to'obtain information on various subjects- -

'for example, job, satisfaction\ television viewing habitsi:and consumer

preferenees-are also useful. In addition, public records kept at the

city hall or courthOuse can be us4d to research such topics as community

births and deaths, population growth, and property title transfers.

Church records and cemetery lot records also. contain an ablindance' of

information that can be used, in preparing.reporeS on local history, as

do local museums. Original documents, old newspapers,4snd letters are
. 1

also useful sources that should not be overlooked.
#

. , Step 3 :, Taking Notes.- We have- our students- take notes as - they

41! gather their information. They write their dotes on three-by-five-inch

cards becaese later in the Process these netteswill be sarted,and.shUt-

fled according to subject.- As a practical' Measure, sheets of notebook

paper may be cut into small pieces an6 used in place'of.note,tards. An

envelope or rubber band is helpful in keeping notes together.

Students also use no cards to record ummary sentences. If stu-

dents have not had practice in writing sente ces, some time is devoted

to'developing this skill. /A chalkboard demonstration can be used for

this purpose, with the teachtr reading brief, passages and asking the
4

students to supply the key words that will invoke the same idea later.

Once this skill has been sufficiently reviewed; the class is ready to

take notes from the sources they have chosen for their reports.

To dissourage students from copying a report word for word or simply
,

paraphrasing, we do not permit them#to write complete sentences or their

note cards, r The. temptation to copy is/great, so at this step wie ircu-
.

late among the students, marking out unnecessary w9rdS and phrases and

emphasizing that only key words or phrases should be used. "Eggs'about

the'siie of smali marbles" thus becomes "eggs si.ie of marbles." 1

Its veryimportint that each cars contain only cone idea. A Mini-

.mum of ,2b cards anda maximum of 40 will ,usually provide enough informs-
,

w.
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ion for a good rdport. Students may find slightly different informs7
,tion on the same subject in different sources. 'They should be instructed

to take notes fiom all sources, since they will be asked to integrate

allis information as they organize their no6s. In addition, they

should make a separate note card ;containing the 6uthor'S name; title,
.

publisher, and date of publication for each source they use so,tnat they

can compile a simple bib1.ography for the reports.

Once studdnts have collected the necessary information about their'

general topit, it is time to develop specific ideas. This aspect of

Prewriting requires students to play with the information as they search

for interrelationships and big ideas.

Step 4: Organizing Notes. This step involves physically sorting

the note'cards into clusters cif related data. For example, notes on

Abraham Lincoln might be placed in separate groups related to his birth,

family; education, early career, presidency, and deaf h. This-process

helps student's identify appropriate subtopics: A teacher should give as

much assistance as necessary at this stage.in_order to heip students
, .

decide which three subtopics whin be most useful. The choice may be

based on how much information exists in each category, on the 1pxtent of

the students' interest in the various clusters, on how well the informs

vion in the three subtopics fits together, or" on a combination of these

considerations. It is,likely that several -cards .will not be pertinent
(

to any subtopic., Students should throT these away, no matter how pain

ful the discatding process may be.
t.

Any topic may be developed into a number of subtopics. Displaying

some of, the following examples on the chalkboatd maw be helpful to stu7

dents as they choose thpir own subtopics.

Workers: ddministrators, producers, perforniers

City government: services, cost, control

Religion: need for, deities, -forms of worship

.Battle of Little Big Horn: reasons, personalities, outcome'

Agriculture: history, tools, products

Vineyardd: propagation, pruning, marketing

'After' he three'Ubtopics have -been selectgd, eat') student should

organize the note cards within each subtopic. Students usually do
)

not
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encounter much difficulty with this'st'age of preparatiqn because by now'

they hive become much .kotoe familiar with their subjecti.

Step 5: Preparinz the Outline. An outline is written fiom et14

note cards. Each of the three subtopics serves 'as a main idea in th

outline. The .cards within each subtopic can provide details in the out

line to support the relevant main idea. Only rarely will it be neces

sary to divide these details into more specific details., For example,

using the subtopics described in the Lincoln report, a. student might

choose education, presidency, and death as topics for his three para

graphs. An outline that might be*developed from these ideas is shown

below.

It

4

I. Education
.

!

A.. Less than year
B. Borrowed books

N
II. Piesidency

A., 1861-1865 .

B. Civil War
C. Gettysburg Address

.III. Death
.

A. John yilkes Booth
/B. Fordrs Theater

1 C. Funeral train,
D. Monument--Springfield, Illitlois .

E. "0 Captain, My Captain!"

I

The process of organizing note cards into three subtopics piles and

then producing an outline based on these three piles of cards helps stti

dents organize their thoughts. This activity also helps students come

up with ideas for topic sentences. After they have completed their out

lives, they are ready to put pens to paper.

Step 6: Writing a First Draft. This step in writing a report

involves developing Aragraphs, using the main ideas and details from

the outline. To rehearse this process, the class can work together to

write a class report from a given outline after hearing a short. article

read aloud-. Each se tion -with a Roman.nu

t
eral should become a fully

t

developed paragraph, th a topic sentence based on the words or phrases

following each Roman numeral and with details supplied from theoutline
,

and note cards. Students should be encouraged to add as Much detail as

I
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possible from memory; thus, one note card may produte several sentences..

On the other hand, if a 'strident' is able to supply only a few missing

words to convert the infermstion on the note card into -a recognizable

sentence, this effort should be enthusiastically welcomed as well. .

The Ith draft should be,written on every other line, in order to

provide for revisions, additions, an& corrections. To make the

corrected copy easier to read, students should write on only one .sidg of

the:paper. They should acknowledge the help they have received from

their sources by including a qimple bibliography.

A first draft, it should lace noted, by no means constitutes a fin al

product. Much remains to be done' before a piece of writing can be con-

stiered "final."'. The remaining steps. in the 1)riting process Consist of

the feedback and revision n'eeded to polish initial thoughts for final

sharing with others.
a

Step 7: Getting,Group Feedback. Feedback from peers is often help-

ful to a young writer in improving his or her writing. To proide for

this kind of feedback, the Class can be divided into"pmall'groups; each
.

student can read.his or her report aloud to a group. This step ensures

that every report has an audience and permits the students to discover

whether their intended audience 'will understand what they have to com-.

mUnicate. .The group can also -offer suggestions for improvement, espe-

cially if each.c ritic is instructed to say three pod things abottt the

report'before making a suggestion for improvement. Authors may or may

not "sake rSvisions.on the basit these suggestions; the decision is

the

Step 8: ilevilng the Draft. The writer then rereads the draft;

making whatever corrections or changes` he 'or she feels are necessary.

This scratched-out, written-over, working document can be examined for

accuracy, clarity, and mechanics if the teacher wishes to do so. nth

examination allows the teacher an-opportunity to make suggestions without

tracking red ink all over a paper that the student might consider a

finished product, and it probably ensures that the final draft will be

better than it would have been'Otherwise. By explaining the reasons for

any corrections, the teacher can provide students with valuable help in

developing the abilities to think and write clearly. Once the original

drafts have been revised, student6 copy their reports neatly in ink on
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notebook paper. By this tinie, they have.invested so'muchhime, thought,

and effort in their report that they 'should be motivated,tb work as care-
.

fully as they can. -

Step 9: Sharing the Report.- Perhaps the most.fulfilling step in

ce.is sharing the finished reports with others. This can-bethe se

done by reading

boards: binding

over the sCBool

them aloud to the class, displaying them on bulletin'

them for a per manent claSsfOom ltbrary, reading them

intercom, submitting them to children's publications;

gand sharing them at hpie. The sharing process allows tudents to show

off their accomplishments'and to receive assurances that all their work

has been worthwhile. A paper tucked.away in a folder, even with an "A"

written in the coiner, does not give the .same feeling of satisfaction,

'The teacher should j10.0 each piece of writing according to the

individual student's ability level. Abler students see ,,the possibili-
/ .

such
. . ,

ties of u a report very quickly and tend to make moresophisticated

choices of subjects. Less-able students have more difficulty writing

note cards, so only the simplest facts should be expedted in their notes
, .

and reports. Since the requirement.is three paragraphs instead of three

pages, a teacher can accept very short, simple paragraphs' frOm slow stu-

dents and demand more-detailed paragraphs from the abAr'pupils. .TSus,

in a heterogenous class even the sloW student hap a. chance to achieve

success, while the gifted student is challenged.:

Olt

Writing reports using the procedure' described here can be,as .time

nsuming as a teacher wishes to_make it. If time is limited, the' fel- .

lowing schedule might be used:

Day 1--Choose subject; visitlibrary to check out book's,

Day 2--Take notes in class

Day 3--Take notes from nencirculating references in library

Day 4--Edit; proofread (teacher corrects, if time permits)

Day 5--Rewrite; shate,

An expanded timetable might look like this:

A
Day 1--Disicuss topics; choose subject

Day 2--Give lesson on rimary sources

Day 3--Review library techniqued

Day 4--Demonstrate and prTace note-taking skills



.'

Day 5--Demonstrate and practice ipterviOing skills

r Day 6--Take notes

Day 7--Take notes

Day ,60--Take notes

Day 9--Demonstrate,organization of no cards

Day 10--Give leson on choosing subtopics

Day 11--Organize.notes; choose subtopics; write outline

Day 12--Write rough draft

..Day 13--Edit; ,prOofread (teacher corrects, if time permits)

Whatever time is allotted, however, will betime well, spent. Once

students have learned to write diree-paragraph reports using.this method,

they can'easily use the same procedure for./writing more-sophisticated

reports in other subjects or at other grade levels.

.4
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4. 13. LETTER WRITING IN THE INNER-CITY CLASSROOM '

t e ty Ellen Lazare Shatz'
.41

(-'

Sla1 sa ng! Crash! The classrooM door opened with a clatter and

two youAgst explitodedrinto the room. "It came! It came!. Mrs. Shatz,

it really came. lid-wrote'to us!'"

the two -boys ran around the room, ,their joy unbridled by the fact
that theyswerelin school. 'The rest of the claSs caught thesPirit,and

_began, cheeriag. What could cause such e*citetenttin a fifth-grkde Class?
444

What could make generally unmotivA you gsters, who were basically
r I

turned off, from learning, cheer in t die of a dull, routine fifth-
,

grade morning? ,
.

--f
` , Philip and Gabriely4 received a letter addreised' to them from

Herman Badillo, the first Puerto Rican ,to serve in the Congress of the

.United' States. Several weeks before, the class had written letters to i

-4P nu6ber fsprominent'people asking hoW they Jiad'achieved the positions.
-that tty held: Here and now, at P.S. 89, two class members held in

their hands a letter from a pongress ring their questions.

Philip and Ga4riel read below 'bra el.. They also experience

difficulty in handling 'the day -to -'day demands of being members of P.

class. Both bo's are more capable than their records of academic

achievement iadibate, but'they are embarrassed by the difficulty they

have in reading. Class assignments and homework are seldom done. 'When-

ever there is allroblem--in the classrOot, on the staircase, IA the

lunchroom, in the schoolyard--Philip and/oN4Gabriel can usually be relied

onto be part of the problem. They don't like_school. They seem ashamed

if they become intrigued by' an activity and actually get invgtved.

However, our letter-writing project seemed to capture their imagine-
,

tions and overcome their fears. fHerman Badillo was a an revved f4m

schoel. Writing to him wag a*important adult, not childish, thing to

id°. The thought of writing to Herman Badillo, a prominent man in New

York'City and a hero'to the Puerto KiCap community, so captivated thesa

youngsters that they worked diligently to write, revise, rewrite, and

-
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couldedit a thoughtful, questioning letter, Atm could kpoor Puerto Rican

boy in New York City become a congressman; a, position Hof great promi-
. 7

nence? HcM, in an establishment whose customs and languageovfere-so_dif-'

ferent from his own, did he "'Make it"? How could what Herman Badillo

' did influence the lives of two Puerto Rican boys from the Bronx?
4

.CongressmanBadillo seht a careful,,caring responseto the boys.

He told theT the story of his-life. He talked about the di'fficul'ties of

being poot and having dreams. He told them abOut,really wanting to do

something and working to that end, no matter how difficult it might seem.
,,-

He 'sent them his picture and a Puerto Rican flag and told them to always

be proud of their heritage. _r
This was .-not-an instant success story. I am not able to report

that Philip and Gabriel became model students'an4 Successful adults as a
c

result of this experience. However, watching the youngsters and under-
.

standing some of what they learned from writing that letier--andpeceiv-

in4 an answer -- convinced me that this experience was a very important

part of their education. Certainly it was the mqst educational experi-

ence, that they had had in the fifth grade up to that point. They had

sbarpene heir writing skills because they had something important to .

liwrite. r y used thinking skills to develop-questions. they used

research techniques to find Out about Congressman Badillo. They read

newspapers to learn abov the local and national,Political scents. They

even actually wrote. But, most important of all, they
(

developed power,
/

because they had made a connection to Congressman Badillo. All because

of doing'some writing as a part of a scisial studies course.
r

When I planne4 the letter-writing 'project with that fifth-grade

class, I was trying to inspire youngsters to write a well-planned,

thoughtful letter. It probably was a good writinvassignment, but it

also taught me a lot about the poWei of letter writing.
v .

We,
i

as teachers and college giaduates,Aprobably were exposed to the

',power of the U.S. postal system well before we were aware of writing.

As far back as I can remember, greeting cards.were mailed and received
.... , ,.

oforsall occastons--birthdays, Christmas, Chanukah, Valentine's Day,

graduations, engagements, weddings, and births. Letters were written to

aunts, cousins, friends.
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) We

inquiry

express

write newsy letters, letters to record an event, and le4ers of

. If we are angry Or, hpve acstrong opinion,,we know that we can
lt . m .

our fgelingsXn a letter. We know that if we have, something to
1

say to a mayor, a congressman, or even to the president, we have a voice

and.a way of reaching that pers6. FoUs, letter writing isvery much
.a part of our-lives. We know that letter writing gives us power, a con-

nection to anyone, even if we don't 4,1M use it.

. But not all people feel thif way. People in the inner city, people

from pox families, do ifot always shake this power. Mail is not always

a commo9place part of their lives. Inner-city children seldom receive

, mail addressed to them. Mott Of them don't have friends who live far '

away. They find it difficult to think of anything to say to, someone

they don't see. Most'are nut encouraged to write letters at home because

stamps are expensive and letter writing iainot an important part of their

lives.

'Although these children watch a great deal of television, they fel-
,.

diem watch the news. They often know the names of some public figured,

but they seldom know what these people do or how prominent Len be
t

connected to their own lived. The inner-city poor, often feel that things

"just happen',' in this world. They feel that they have no power to change

these happenings and that they have no voice.

Letter Writing in school can give a child a voice. It can ittach

children that they have power` as citizens and they can make connections

to anyone. Letter writing is a Powerful tool for connecting youngsters

to the outside world..

This does 'rot mean that youngsters can simply take pencil in hand

and yell on paper. Letters are really an exercise in thinking. Letter'

writing is talking on paper. Letter writing4involvv; becoming aware of

what's happening that is personally meaningful. Letter writing requiregl
7

thinking about why something evokes feelings and emotions as well as

offering' an opportunity to express feelings. Letter writing often

involves trying to persuade someone else to change his or her mind.

titter writing also means that sometimes you will get a response 'and

sometimes you will nort.'.

It is good for children to know that people, even important people,

donot alyaid tespondto letters. A letter writer must iearn to evaluate,

1
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the reasons why a letter wasn!t answead. Was the message unclear?. Was

the tone of the letter top negative? Did the letter arrive at its desti-

nation? Once alilren leain to consider these questions, they will want

to review and revise their letters tomake them clear, henlful, and easy

to read. They will learn the importance of proper,form, good hand21.

writing, and carefully addressed envelopes-

WrZting getters gies children a clear sense of audience. They

know exactly who will read the letters, and they can address their

remarks directly to those, persons. Thetwriter's knowledge of the k'

intended recipient affects what is said in a letter and how it is said.

gne year my third-grade class was particularly fiscinated with the

writings of Dr. ,Seuss. They loved hearing and reading his eloquent

silliness. His word games skipped off their tongues as they experimented

with reading his writing aloud. I suggested to the children that they

do something special to celebrate the birthday of Dr. Seuss. Being very

much in tune with Dr. Seuss, the y.oungsters decided to,write to him.

The children wrote letters and birthday cards to send to their

favoritei4puthor. In their writings they used made-up words and rhythmic

sound patterns, just as Dr. Seuss does in his writing. The youngsters

had a very strong sense of Dr. Seuss as an audience, and they were able%)

to direct then-writing to him.

Writing letters forces students to think aboute, specific audience.

It teaches them to use their inner voices to direct their messages to'

the persons who are going to read their letters. As they continue writ-
,

ing letters,"they become more aware that letter writing is inner speech

written on paper and that eventually this principle can be applied to

other kinds of writing. They must think: What do I want to say to this

person--what do I really want to say?

When a letter is mailed, it is carrying a part of the writer.

Therefore, it becomes importanvo the writer to get it just right. The

writer has to look at the letter and think, "Who would write this? How

does it sound? rs that the way I want it to sound?" Often a student

will revise and rewrite until" the letter sounds'just right.

Then the child can address himself or herself to the way the letter

looks. Youngsters can understand the need of proper form in friendly

letters as well as busyless letters. They can understand the necessity

1
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of including a clear rnside'address, if they want a response. Their-

.letters are part of them--their voices reaching out.to others. Just as

a visitor trim to make a good impression, young letter writers often

feel imi3eltedto edit, to make sure that spelling an punctuation are

correCt. Goild clear handwriting becomes important. Children learn that

when you mall a'letter, sending away t piece of your writing, you are

`sending,away a piece of yourself.

Letter wyiting'gives'children a voice. It makes them feel powerful.

They can say something by letter to soeone whom they mighk,not otherwise

touch. Letters are tools that are helpful in giving youngsters an oppor-

tunity towrite about their feelings.- Letters give youngsters connec-

tions tOltle'outside world. -Letters help children become personally

tied'in to,the 6 O'clock news and to their government and to the happen-

ings in their .world.

a As a cla

help the

room teacher, I try to capitalize on all events that' can

tern reacl,out into the world. When U.S. citizens were

captured and held as hostages in Iran, one class wrote letter to cheer

them up. When the hostage were releasedithe followingyear, my clams'

watched this e vent on tele ision. The youngsters were very moved
I ;

what they.sep. They talked about their feelings and wrote letters..
Deaf Friend, .

I am so 'glad you're back. I am wearing a'Yellow
ribbon. At last,.there is freedom, at last there is

')happiness. I don't know why the Iraniani taptured yon,
but d, am so glad you're back. I will say It differently.
Ne way Dr.-Martin Luther King, Jr. said it "Free at
;last, free at, last. Thank God Almighty we are free at
last."

Love,

Nana-kofi

Dear Friend,
How are you fee4g? I hope, you feel good. r am

happy than you all have freedom. It is good .to be free
and I am happy for all of you. I hope that you are happy
too.. I hope you have a good home and a good life.

Your friend, 1"1

Kim

The'results_ 14tter writing can be surprising. Luring the past

week of school, .Robert received the following answer.to his letter, Which

he shared with his classmates:
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DEPARtMENT OF ESTATE
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Robert,
I want-to tell you how much I appreciated your words

of Welcome home and to.thank you for your support and
your prayers during allthe long months of captivity in
Iran.

Nothing has been so reassuring to me than to see
how the young people of our country have found reason in
this experience to renew their commitment to the princi-
ples 6f freedom and liberty and human decency on which..
our country's !uture rests.

You make me proud to be an American e n& you makeme
confident that our country's future is bright. I hope
you will keep an open heart and mind toward Iran so that
in time ours two coun'tri'es can again' be friertds.

Gc(d bless You and keep, you.

Sincerely,
L. Bruce La4.ngen

P.S.,Sorry to be*so long in replying to your nice letter,
I really enjoyed reading it and hope you will also
give my best regards to Mrs. Shatz and to all of
yoUr classmates.

.

In March 1981, President Ronald Reagan was wounded in an'assassina-"

tion attempt. The youngsters in class 4-40' watched television, talked,

and wrote some letters: '*

Dear President Reagan:
I was very sad when I heard that iou were shot, but'

I 116p-4kt-hat you are feeling better when you get this
letter. f hope it was nothing serious. I hope_Mr. Brady
gets better too.

I don't think people should hurt or kill anyone
because the world was made to share and enjoy with
others.

I'm hoping you get better.
1'4'ra truly,

David

Dear 'President Reagan:

I hope that you are better now. I hope that you-
will be out 0A the hospital soon. I wonder why you were
sho.t. It is dangerous to carry guns., Why do people

4° shoot people? (I Hope you get better soon.

% Love,

Joy

On April 28, 1981, a secftd-grader from Rockville Canter, Long

Island, became a nationwide celebrity. During his first public appear-

ance after the shooting, at a.joint session of the Congress, President

\
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Reagan thanked the American people fo all their good wishes and read a
4

letter from young Peter Sweeney.

,The youngsters in my class had received a thank-you note from the

pres ent. However; on the morning after. Peter Sweeney's letter was

read on national television, the members of classA-40 were elated.

They, too, had made an important connectioil to the White House and to '

the president' of the,United States. Nothing better demonstrates the

.value of letter writing in elementary school soc4a1 studies.

4.1;e- tok.
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14.k USING ,WRITING TO CONDUCT A FANTASY FIELD TRIP
.

By Carol Palay

Field'trips involve the senses in ways that no textbodX can. 'After

venturing beyond the schodl grounds,. students often return to theic

clatsrooms more motivated to discover what they can learn from their

books and teachers.. Recognizilig this'truism, I one day eagerly planned

to take my 11th-,grade American Civilization students on a field trip' to

Williamsburg, Virginia. S ce our school is located within a fourhour

drive of Williampburg, we thought we would' get an early start, spend the

day,'and return that eve ing. However, we were sorely disappointed when-

the school administration denied our fieldlirip requestsbecapse of lack

of funds. We groaned and complained, expecting that our study of colo

nial-;life in America mould have to be Telegated to a few dull chapters

in the text.

Fortunately, this did not happen. discovered that one of my col

leaguesleagues possessed 50 slides of Williamburg, purch'ase4' on a previous
visit there. HoWever, rather than simply show the slides to the class

while lecturing abut facts of interest, I decided td use them as art1.2.

factt" and let the students dig up relevant information which they, in

turn, would present to the clas*. We would be able to PlIsit" Williams
, . .

burg even though we could not leave the school.

Thus was Horn our "fantasy field trip." Although my experience

involved sec Adary students, with some modification elementary school

teachers can readily adapt thit 4chnique to their, specific age groups

and subjects. .
First, I allowed my students to divide themselves into gtoups of

five-or six. Each group shote a leader and selected a place/in Williams
.

burg that partiCularly interested them, such as the Ralei6 Tavern, the
.

Govekpor's Palace, or the Apothecary Shop. I then gave each group apPrd-
k

priate slides--usually three or four for each site--anethe following.

)'instructions:

,
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Study theie slides by observing them'ana listing details
that will vividly describe them. Infer the purpose gnd/
or fuhction'of the places you observe. You will addl.:
tion4liy research a related topic of colonial life around
1750 which is relevant to your location. (For example,
the courthouse group will be,responsible for researching
'colonAl crimes and punishment.)

Your objective is to write a script that includes this
information. you will later tape the script which, in
its final fopi, will provide a guided, informative tour
through the slides of your Williamsburg site.

Essentiallb each group was to create its own learning station. The

culminating event would be .a visit to all stations and, consequently,
. - 10

tour of Ole,major sites in Williamsburg.

The knOWledge that their audience would con

.mates fired a friendly competition between groufis

creative toches far beyond my own expectations.

each class period, I assigned specific objectives

leaders were responsible for guiding their iroups

a

st of their own class-

which resulted in many

eet the begiiining.of V

or that day. Group

in accomplishing all

the tasks necessary for the finished project as well as for keeping me-4

informed of their groups' progress.

)After4explaining to' the class what the final outcome of the project

'should be, I gave each group A list of tasks. The group leaders helped
,

their members split up these assi ents and then submitted lists of

their members' duties, Because some of the jobs involved more time and

effort.than others, people doubled up on some tasks. Conversqly, it-vaA

sometimes possible for one perggn to handle several jobs., What was

important, however, was thatthe students, not the teacher, decidedahow

each group would operate, with.the understanding that the final 4prade

depended on sharing as well as accepting resPonsibility.

In addition' to preparing descriptions of each-tzsaide and doing the

related research, each grOup had to produce a sign for its location, a

coloni41 culinacy confection selected from a golfection. of authentic

18th- century recipes, aia-a poster displaying the recipe and its source..

However, writing the script tor the slides was the central task of each -

group. This'involved organizing the research, creating the script, and,

finally, producing a-clear tape recording. I encouraged each group to

listen as one member read thcIraft Script afoud, In this way, errors

in grffamarelogic, sequence, and content could( be'noted and corrected..
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/ Moreover,,I asked that all the scripts be uniform in. length--four

six minu es. This time restriction forced, the students to 'reread and

/revise their scripts in order to meetsthe requirement. As I circulated,

/ in the classroom during this 'phasevof the activity, I heard groUp members

commenting, "Slow down--you're reading too fast" or "We need more..

Material; this just isn't going to '1ast four minutes." This was a

natural solution to the problem of teaching students to take a second or

even a third look at what they bgve written. Besides, students them-

selVes tend to be the toughest critics. Aware of 'keen peer scrutiny,

the groups worked very hard on the revisions so that their final scripts

would run smoothly and hold an atilentive audience.,

The students showed off their abilities to entertain an audience by

'present ng their information in many imaginative ways. The Governor's

Mansi group provided harpsichord music as a background for its script.

When visiting th Raleigh Tavern, tourists heard a rousing 18th-century

drinking tune sung by enthusiastic students. At the; klege,of

and Mary, the tour guide interviewed historical graduates who xoldlus of

challenging curriculum and difficult examinations. Even the sign making

became an exciting opportunity. We knew we Egad come to the Williamsburg

"gaol" when our eyes%met a wooden post inscribed' by a student in her

wood-burning classt, The sign at the George Wythe house was a blueprint

of the home drawn by a student aspiring to become ap architect.. He also

brought information on Georgian architecture to his group which was inte-

grated into the script.

/4(

In addition'to the 11 groups working on various Williamsburg loca-

tions, a 12th group was assigned the role of Chamber of Commerce. This

' group worked to unity the project and to provide background information

fox the tourists. The Chamber of Commerce learning station was different

in that it was solely visual. Ming charts, diagrams and draWings, its

creators illustrated the city history (how and when it was founded), its

population around 1750, its leading citizens, its contacts with England

and other colonits, its ethnic groups, its major industry and crops, its

religious makeup, and the role of slavery in the community. A highlight

of this group's work was a wall-size map of Williamsburg showing the

pointtof interest on our class tour. The Chamber of Commerce publicized

our tour by extending invitations to faculty, administrators, and other

11



students outside of our own class. The group tackled this assignment by

fdrst researching colonial calligraphy, then writing invitations which

they duplicated, folded, and stamped with sealing wax, all according to

proper colOnial etiquette.

My students became totally involved in the fieid-trip production,-

..)"thereby creating a learning experience marked, by their own individual

talents. I worked with my students, welcoming their suggestions along

the way, so that the tour would belong to all of us.

Just as my students' ideas made our field'trip unique, so 41.11d a

different class',be able to design i:ts own version. Although I taught in

an opei -space :school and had a large area that could accommodate 12

learning stations, a regular classroom could contain five or six sta-

tions, which would.still allow for a diverse tour. Other csses could

contribute different stations, if they wished, and all students could

benefit from the work of students outside of their own class.

Finding time to prepare tfietrip is not necessarily a problem. My

special circumstances 'included a two-hour block which enabled me to con-

solidate a schedule. However, since much of the research an4.preparation

of materials was done outside of class, the entire activity could be

cdmpleted in approximately seven regular (50-minute) high school class

peribde. '(Upper-elementary-school students might require somewhat more

' time.) I followed this schedule'for in-class work:

1 hour: selection of groups, assignment of tasks, pre-
view of slides

11/2 hours: research in school library

hours: group coordination of research into polished
scripts, including prattice readings And revi-
sions

1/2 hour: seving up of stations, signs and wall decora-
tions

2 hours: field-trip experience; all students circulated
through all 1.2. stations

hour: self-ewnluation

We required certain materials. For each group I needed a

slide projector and a tape recorder. My students supplied their own

blank tapes, which I returned after the field trip. In addition,.we

used extension cords, construction paper, masking tape, and white paper
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for screens. When we finally llecteA everything we nalZikthe results

were impressive indeed.

On the day of our "fantasy field trip," the classroom bustled with

la t-minute preparations. Leaders checked to be sure their stations had

all the necessary items: slides, recorder, tape, and script (in case of.

technical difficulties with audiovisual equipment). Then we were4'ready.

With the lightis out, we began our journey. After five or sil'minute, a

if lashing °Late lights signaled that it was time 0 move on to the next

cation.
*

As a result of this experience, the students agreed, they had

learned a great deal about Williamsburg. Some were even eager to organ--

ize their own family excursions there. However, I believe that the value

of thiswprojectiwas not so much in its outcome as in its evontion. My

students sharpened their.research, organization, composition, and revi-

sion skills. .They,learned hbw to cooperate in a group and how to accept

responsibility; if someone was not producing what he or she had promised,

group pressure clearly"communicated that this was unacceptable behavior.

More often, groups supported their members for their contributions, thus

bolstering each student's kiowledge of his or her own self-worth.

I am convinced, that the reason why the students felt comfortable in

the group setting was because of the diversity of tasks, each requiring

different ;kinds of skills. This allowed students to select tasks best

suited td their strengths. For example, one boy, generally not academic-

ally motivated', displayed his technical prowesi by managing all the'AV

equipment for his group. Another student diligently practiced reading

his group script aloud until he felt satisfied that he could produce a

professional-sounding tape recording'. Others, more artistically

inclined, designed signs and recipe posters, while would-be chefs com)ied

our library's historic cookbook section for exciting recipes. Inquisi-

, tive students immediately headed for the library to research information

they needed for their scripts. For'the most part, my students realized

that some jobs required more work than others, and that the amount of

time and effort spent.would readily show up in the final product. Hence,,

grades were relative, with studtnts, in effect, deciding their own grades

on the basis of how they had chosen'to contribute to their groups.
4
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I was pleased to watch all my students actively participating. /How

_proud they,were when visiting administrators and faculty members sat

down at their stations! They were even more'delightdb when'another

16 social studies.teacher borrowed their tapes and scripts so that (he could

set up the field trip for use in her own classroom. 4

11 was even more pleased by the opportunities this project provided

for students to use and improve.their writing When asked to

write a composition, students often lose sight of the process every

writer must encounter; they, became anxious about producing the final

paper. But writing was such an integral part of this project that stu-

dents actually became willing particiiants in writing without even real-
.

izing it. While looking at the slides, group members noted and then

pooled the visible details about a room. Next, assuming the role of

docente they arranged those details into narratives so that their scripts

would -guide the eyes of other students around the room. Furthermore, in

the process Of researching topics related specifically to their slides,

students gathered information which they wove into their narratives.

For `example, one room in the Brush Everard house had a fine display of

children's toys. My students could clearly describe the playroom, but

they felt that their description was inadequate without further explana-
,

tion of how the toys were used. After some research, they expanded

their notes on colonial childhood pastimes into colofful sentences and

added them to the narrative.

The first drafts of the scripts revealed several common traits:

they were written in severai,hands, in ink and im pencil; they were full

of scratchouts, from single words to entire paragraphs; they were marred

by 'misspellings and grammatical errors, and they lacked transitional
f

continuity. However), after many practice readings of the scripts, most

errors were corrected and transitions from slide to slide were supplied.

Students who rarely took the time to.go over their written work were

recognizing the benefits of reading and listening, to, it. They discovered

tiat they could hear mistakes better than they could see them. ThereA
was also a desire within each group to create the very best script pos-

sible. Being thus motivated to excel, the students,becameleffective

editors of each other's work. They searched for th "right" word by

asking their fellow grofp members for suggestions. Dictionaries and

grammar books were consulted with little prodding from me./.One student
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in each group recopied the script, which was once again criticized and

tightened up by the group the next day. When a script was finally

accepeed by the grqup as the final draft, it was taped. In this manner

ay students had practiced all the necessary skills which lead to polished

writing.

The destination for a fantasy Meld triNan be atyplateperhaps

an Indian reservation or even the solar system! A trip 'can be easily

modified to,suit the age af .the students and the subject they are study-
.

ing: Slides may be replaced by/pict,ec photographs

or the students themselves can draw or construct the

will provide Ole basis for a script at each station.

described is highly adaptable because any school-age

, or real objects,

"artifacts" that

Th.>pro_cess I have

child can benefit

from group interaction and prepare and tape a script. .

LEfarning centers are not a new idea. What is new'about this idea

is that the teacher allows the students'O create them, thereby involving

class members in an activity that calls upon their own resourcefulness.

Our fantasy field trip engagecj students all the major steps of the

writing process. They actually enjoyed Writing to,learn social studies
e

content
.

7rand they improved their writing in the process.

a
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15. WRITING ,TO LEARN ABOUT DEMO CY

By Betty Dyarmeti

A sea of puzzled fifth-grade faces filled -the classroom one Monday

morning. Why the puzzlement? Posters displayegit ground the room

announced "Trial of Socrates Coming Soon" and:asked "Is Socrates Innocent

or Guilty?" Thus began a series of lessons involving writing which were

developed for our fifth-grade basic social studies curriculum. unit on '

ancient Greece. The initial idea had grown out of my work the previous

year in cooperation with a student teacher, Hope Strainer.

Our overall content goal was to compare and contrast ancient and

contemporarydeMocracies. To make this subject gore relevant to 9- and

10-year-olds, we decided.to have the students prepare and conduct two

.mock trials of Socrates--one to be set in ancient Athens and the other

in the contemporary United States. Central to this unit were to he

student- reparedrepared scripts. Our students would use writing as a basis for

thinkin and speaking about justice in ati %ient Greece and the United

States today.

Our-writing could not begin until we had collected considerable

background information. Hope and I made charts displaying introductory

4 information related to the three branches of government in ancient Athens

and in modern America--executiVe, legislative, and judicial. This infor-

mationprovided a starting point for an in=depth study of the two Judi-

. cial systems'.

r

We spent three days hearing oral reports by several, students on the >-

workings of the U.S. justice system. Resource people from, the community

also came to give first-hand information' concerning-.the courts.

Whtfney's father., an attorney, answered many questions about court pro-

ceedings. These people provided,tha.students with a basic understanding.

of how our courts 'operate and a familiarity with some basic legal

terminology.

Next it was time to delve into reference books, with the assistance
0

of the school librarian, to find out about ancient Greece.'"(A listof

useful resources for student researchers is included at the end of this 1p
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4 chapter.) The children gathered'-information which would be transformed

into bheir own informal scripts` for mock trials of Socrates under the

Athenian and American systems.

In ordgeto help students foe& on the task, we assigned each one a

specific role; partly on the basis of reading,abiiity. (Because,of the

limited material on Socrates Witten at 4 fifth{ -grade level, the more

difficult individual roles were even to the better readers.) All stu-

dents received roles which required summarizing some reference material,

and every member of the class had at least one role. Some were specific

individuals. Others sat on the juries.- Some students portrayed

iial characters as yell as participating as jurOrs.

We developed a set of role cards to guide the students in writing

their individual parts (see Fire 4). The questions on the role cards

werq_designed to help the students.understand their roles in the trials

and dAlop their characters' points,-ofFiew.

The students spent two days.searehing for information and takifig

notes. After
,

they had answlred the questions on their role cards, the
Je

Ilildten met in groups to coordinate, write, and edit their scripts.

The *class was divide 'nto the following four groups:

-Group 1 (American : defense witness and attorriey, judge, three

jurors..
k....

0-,- Group:2 (American): witnesses and attorney for the prosecution,
t-

Socratea, three jurors, e'

3 (Athenian): Socrates., witness for Socrates, four jurors .

Grou 4t Bailiff, witness against,Socates, fouY jurors (two Ameti-

can and two Athdgn). - .--,-

. .

- \
»

,

The students did not-actually write complete scripts for the trials;
i

each rOalle prepared a script- for his,or her role. I explained that the

'students could refer to or even read from their. scripts during the

. trials; they did not have to'memorize their parts. I also explained,

. -that they did not have to co y Other students' parts. I did ask the

attorneys and witnesses'tOgordinate and sequence their questions and

answers and to let the'judge know what they had decided. Our backgrOund

study and research had mace the students sufficiently familiar with the

trial formatar'so that they had no problems know g how the various grts

Would fit together, For example, in the Athenian trial the only speeches

It)"124 A...0
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required were by Socrates and those'speaking for and against him. In

the Ameritan trial, however, more characters were involved, so a sequence

sheet was deverOped which indicated the,order in which people would be

participatina.

After drafts of the individual scripts had been completed, the stu-

-dents shared them with their groups for feedback concerning meaning,

actulhcy,and.clarity. Then they rewrote their scripts, making revisions

on the istsis of4thiglifeedhack. On the following day, the groups met

again to check.their final scripts for capitalization, punctuation, and

s pelling; I provided assistance when needed. .Corrections were then made

on the final draft. After these final sessions, we rehearsed each trial.

We were then ready to try out the trials on aA audience.

Visiting classes were greeted at the door and led to seatOtin-the

crowded classroom. Teache6 were given signs to wear identifying them

as repreyntatives'df "NBC News," "ABC News," and "CBS News" during the

AMerican trial. v.

The Athenian trial began with a witness speaking irr favor of

Socrates. Next, a witness speaking against Socrates accused hii of

corrupting youth and being unfaithful to the gods. As Socratps,

t,Christopher then 4poke in his own defens4 e, using quotes from the ori

nal speech. The scripts written earlier proved most useful to all

involved. t 1 10

Because an Athenian jury.consisted of between 201 and 1,001 jurors,

everyone in the room,. including the visitors, became Athenian jurors.

By a show, of hands;, a majority of the jury found Socrates guilty and

Sentenced on to death by drinking hemlock. Socrates was given a cup-of

AP

Or

ater, and'afterlatagyring around the room for several seconds, he

dropped to the floor. The students really got into the spirit of the

activity!

Discussion followed. The class examined Socrates's decisipn to die

for-what he believed rather than live outhis life in exile. We dis-

cussed what values the students would be willing to die for;' the answers

included "my mother," "my brother," "my family," "thy dog," "my country,"

and lreedom."

ki 24
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Figure 4

ROLE CARDS 5OR MOCOTRIALS OF SOCRATES

Socratps
(Athenian trial) .

1. Why are you on trial? _)

)
.

2. H w do you feel about' what people think of you?

3. e Socrates' speech' from the textbook to plan your defense.

Socrates
(American trial)

1. Why are you on trial?

2. What are some'of the things you have been doing and saying?

4 OF

Judge
(American trial)

1. What does overrule mean?

2. What does sustained meat?

3. What will you do and say if the courtroom gets noisy?

fr

4. What will your sentence be if Socrates is found guilty?

So.

5. What will you say if Socrates is innocent?
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or

Attorney for the Defense
(American trial)

1. What does-attorney for the defense mean?

2. 'What,is the First Amendment?

3. What are some questions you can ask to prove that Socrates is
innocent?

'ow

4. What is your closing statement? Use the First Amendment to
help'you.-

0

5. When you are finished, meet with the defense witnesses in the
American trial.

4

4

Attorney for the Prosecution
(American trial)

1. What does attorney for the prosecution mean?

2. What is Socrates guilty of?

3. What are some questions you can ask to show that Socrates is
guilty?

4. What is y9ur closing statement?

'5. Meet with the prosecution witnesses in the American trial
when you are finished.

Witness for the Defense
(AmeAcan and Athenian trials; separate card fdr each)

What does witness for the defense mean?

2. How do you feel about what Socrates is doing?

3. What are some of/the things he has said and Gone fq4 you to
be on his side?

1?6
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Witness for the PrOsecution
(American and Athenian trials; separate card for each)

1. What does winless for the prosecution mean?

2. How do ydn feel about what Socrates is doing?

3. ,What are some of the things you have seen Socrates do?

4. What are some of the things you have heard S s say?'

Jury

(A.thenian trial)

1. Whet is Socrates accubed of doing?

2. As an Athenian freeman, how do you feel about what Socrates
has done? '1

W ,
3. How will you vote? Innocent or guilty?

4
4. How will you show your vote?

Jury
(American trial)

1., 1Wh'e't are your responsibiIities in this case?

2. What does innocent mean?

3. What does guilty mean?

4. How will you show your vote?
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1. What is your jok?-

o. sman for the Jury
American trial).

2. What does innocent mean?. sa.

3. What does guilty mean?.

4. WhatiwIll you say when the judge asks for your verdict.?
Rememebr that there are two choices.

Bailiff
(Americantrial)

1. What is a bailiff?

2. What are your -duties duffing the triAl?

3. What do You s whena witness comes'to the stand?

4. What prop do you need?
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The American trial began with the/bailiff asking everyone to stand

as the jUdgerentgred theliOom. Kevin looked very authentic i1 his long
io

black robe.' Subsequently, witnesses were sworn in by (the bailiff,

examined, and cross-examined. Judge Cox at times had to overrule an
10

attorney's objection, as when the prosecuting attorney asked a witness

for the defense, ,:'Have you ever gone around town talking out.,o; your

head like Socrates?"

Carl had written SoCrates's origipal speech in today's language.

It included. such statements as:_PI,wasjust standin' on the corner

talkin' to a'bunch of kids. That's not against the law. I have the

1 right to freedom of speech, don't I?" the case was argued from the

standpoint of upholding, the First Amdndment.

After closi axgasents by both attorneys, the jury was asked to

leave the ro tor'e1-.--i-es verdict. This time only 12 jurors'were"---

involved. When they returned to qe classroom after several minutes of

deliberation, Judge Cox called Soc'rates to the bench and asked the jury,

"How do you find the defentrant, guilty or not guilty?"

"Not guilty, You nor'," responded Ernest, spokesman for the jury.

Cheers, shouts, and applause filled The courtroom, with only a few

scattered boos. *Banging his gavel, the judge brought the court to order

and declared, "Case dismissed!"

During the disdussidn that followed, students compared and con-

trasted the Atheniah and American justice systems, identifying the

advantages and disadvantages of each. The students concluded that in

the Athenian democracy more people couldact,as jurors and represent the

public, while in the United States t1e judge knows thelsws and is fairer

in passing sentendes. They also decided that the size of a country is a

factor in the operation of its government. Changes through the centuries

in people's attitudes toward individual rights were also discussed.

The day after the American trial, epitaphs for Socrates were wxitten

On construction paPir cut in the shape of tombstones. These were then

placed on the bulletin board for'all to enjoy. Two of the epitaphs were

"He died for what he believed in" and "He only spoke the truth."

In the space of nine days, the class had researched and dramatized

the trials of Socrates. More important, the students had learned about

democracy.
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Writing played a central role in this social studiesolearning,

experience. EThe proceds of writing the scripts not only motivated stu-

dents' research, it served as a vehicle for coming to grilowith the

major subject Of study and for forming and communicating ideas" -about the

subject. Comparisons bet'een ancient And contemporary democracies were

made more meaningful to the students. The prewriting activities of

researching and answering questionl enabled students to focus on the

specifics of the project.

Reading parts orally in peer groups allowed for constructive feed:

back to each ndividual studeni. Frequently, errors in punction,

omission o words, and awkward construction were recognized_y the

readers themselves: The importance of clear and precise writing was

made evident as peers reacted to each. piece of writing.

peer groups also provided aid in proofreading and revising individ-

ual drafts. Students were then more confident and eager to rewrite their.

final scripts. This process exemplifies the unit concept of individuals

together making a democracy work.

The writing of epitaphs required students to summarize their concep-

tions of the life of Socrates. This activity proved, valuable in solidi-'

fying the meaning of democracy.

Thus, student writing was the core'of this unit. 'Certainly the

activities we undertook had some rough edges7--4-dges that can be polished

as the unit is revised and repeated. However, even in their unfinished

stages these mock trials demonstrate a strategy that permits studefits to

write to learn content in elementary school social studies and to prac-

tice some of the very concepts they are learning about.

Resources for Students

Bostick, Nancy, et al. Greek and Roman villzatiod. Boston: Allyn
and Bacon, 1975. (The history and o ganization of Athenian democ-
raci; the life and trial of Socrates.)

Brindze, Ruth. All About Courts and the Land. New York: Random House,
1964. (Organizatioh of courts and glossary of legal terms.)

Coolidge) Olivia. The Golden Days of Greece. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1968:4 (,The life and trial of Socrates.)

Katz, William Loren, and Bernard Gaughran. The Constitutional Amend-
ments. New York: Franklin Watts, 1974. (A description of the
amendments.)
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Morris, RiChard B. The First Book of the Constitution. New York:
Franklin Watts, 1958. (ArElaroduction to the Constitution and
coneents of the amendments.)

,Robinson, Charles Alexandria, Jr. The First Book of Ancient Greece:
New York: Franklin Watts, 1960. (An easy-to-read book on ancient
Greece and the life of Socrates.)

Uviller, H. Richard. "Courts." In The New Book of Knowledge, vol. 4,.

Ngli York: Grolier, 1978. (Description of the proceedings of a
ourt trial.)

Van D yan, Janet. The Greeks: Their Legacy. New York: McGraw-Hill,
o.date. (Ancient Greek history-and the life of Socrates.)
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16. LEARNING TO WRITE IN "SMALL BITES"

By JanetCuenca

In my 20 years as a teacher of language arts and social studies, I wy

have spent much time trying to resolve the dilempa.every teacher faces:

how to get the best results' from my students *thout working myself to

death at home. I'know what's good for my students: they should be

encouraged to think and write about content material every day. They

should get immediate feedback on their efforts, and.they should be given

time to revise what they have written and to correct errors in mechanics

and content. But I know what's good for me, too: I should be able to
sks,t%

spend my event-01 and weekends living my own life. I need to read, spend

time with my family, travel, and tend my garden, not spend every minute

grading stacks of papers.

I have evolved a sequence of lesson-steps which has helped me to

resolve this, dilemma. If I am to use writing well, it seems to me that

the solution is to break down a writing 'effort into a series of short,

easily learned, and easily'evaluated.tasks. Students can write each

day, but I don't have to carry the work home with me to evaluate it. It

is a humane system for both students and teacher. The key to this sys-

tem is underlining.
s

The set of tasks involved in underlining lessons should be carried.

out in sequence. However; it is not intended that the full sequence be

carried out every time students write. Rather, the sequence can be used

step by step as a device to.teach students each stage in creating a good

composition. The sequence, in whole or in part,, can also be repeated as

often as a teacher wishes, considering the time available or students'

needs for reinforcement. Finally, this series of steps can easily be

carried out while a class.is engaged in activities related to any social

studies unit.

Before beginning to use underining lessons, it may be helpful to

understand theanswers to three major questions about them. First, with

what problem is underlining designed to deal? Second, how are these
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lessons created- and presented? And third, how can underlining lessons

be used in the classroom?

Underlining lessons are designed to correct the tendency to include

irrelevant material in an essay. I found that students included "every-
-

thing but the kitchen sink" in their essays. If a piece of, information

tfas included in,the reading which accompanied the question, students

ieft justified in using it, whether or not it pertained to the question.

For example, on one occasion my students were-assigned to,explain why

the ancient Romans had built thkr extensive network of roads. The read-

ing explained this clearly, but it also included material on the steps

involved in actually constructing roads. The vast majority of students

devoted more space to telling how the Romans built roads Phan to the

information required b\the question.

I designed my first underlining" lesson to correct this error in

thinking. t gave each student two identicalotopies of the reading. On

one copy Masked the students to underline sentences that told how

Romans built roads. On the other, they were asked to underline sentences

that told why the Romans built roads. After discussion and correction

of errors, students could lay the two readings side by side and have a

visual reminder that mori,than one essay could be written from a single

set of information. his process helped them to see that a text gives

information about many aspects of a topic.

To further explain this concept, I used the analogy of a toy box.

In a toy box one might find Tinker ToyS, lego bricks, Lincoln Logs,

dolls, and little cars and trucks. These items all belong in the toy

box because they are all toys. Similarly, both kinds of information

belongs in the reading about ancient Roman roads because the reading is

all aboUt RomaDomiges. All the toys in the toy box are fun to play with,

and all the facts about the Roman roads are interesting to know. How-

ever, suppose a teacher gives a young child the toy boi with the instruc-
,

tion to build'sometbing With the Tinker Toys. If the child then includes

some of the Lincoln Logs or Lego bricks in the project, the teacher has

t problem:' Did the child deliberate ly ignore the directions, or is it

that he or she genuinely cannot tell the difference between Tinker Toys,

Lincoln Logs, and Lego bricks? A' student who includes the wrong infor-

mation in an essay creates the same diletima: Did the student ignore the
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question, or is it that he or she genuinely cannot distinguish between
1

general'information and that which specifically answers the assigned

question? My students responded wellto the toy-box analogy. Now, *hen

I give my, students at underlining assignment, I them, "Remember!

Use only the Tinker Toys!"

Underlining lessons are not difficult to make and present. The

basic 'steps are obvious: select a reading, type. it, and duplicate'it.

However, the lessots might take various forms. One form is to give each

student two identical copies of the same reading,and ask the students

to underline material fora two different questions. 71Atotherform is to

give each student one copy of the reading and just one question. A third

form is to present the lesson at different levels of difficulty in order

to accommodate low-ability students. The majority of students get the

full reading, while low-ability students receive a shorter version of

the same

Regardless of what form the underlining lesson takes, the following

points should be kept in mind:

--The reading should alWays contain more information than is needed

to answer the question, so that the studetts need to think about what to

use and` what to disdard.

- -The passage should focus on a major point of the unit, so that it

reinforces content that you'd need to emphasize in any case.

--The patterns of the lessons should be.varied; one time a great

deal of information would be underlined, Ae-Eixt time very little. On

one occasion the material to be underlined might be all together in the

middle or at the end; on the next day the material tl betunderlined might

be interspersed throughout the reading. If only one pattern is used,

students tend to undpriine.sentences according to the pattern they expect

to see.

Underlining lessons may be used in a variety of ways in the clasp-
.

room. An underlining exercise is an excellent way to begin a writing

project. Papets can be evalu.ated very quickly by the teacher (at about

the rate of two per minute, with an answer key) or they can be discussed

as soon as everyone has finished underlining and evaluated'later.

In any cdse,/a fallow-up discussion is Crucial. Students shoUld

verbalize why a sentence is underlinedor not underlined. (Explaining
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-why not is as important as explaining why.) For example, in a discus-

sion about.th9 Tasaday's stone tools, it is important that,students see'

that they should not underline sentences about the device for making

fire. (That tool is madeof wood, not stone, and the question specifies

stone tools.) Students who made that error will read questions more

carefully in the future. On the sample handout in Figure 5, one sentence .

is enclosed in brackets. These brackets indicate a sentence which might

Or might not be underlined. A person could give good arguments for

excluding it as well as for including it. In such a case, I count the

answer neither right nor wrong, and I try to get a good discussion going

in the class. As the sentences dre discussed, each student should under-

line sentences which he or she overlooked and erase the lines from

wrongly underlined sentences. (That's why it's important to do the work

in pencil, rather than ink or crayon.) If students are going to go on

to write essays in answer to a question, it's important that they end up.

with properly underlined readings to work from.

An underlining lesson is useful even if there will be no follow-up

essay. The underlining process itself 'forces students to think about-

the material they and readilt an excellent exercise in reading

comprehension, and it reinforces Whatever social studies concepts are

being' emphasized in that paq of the unit.

The sample lessons outlined below illustrate each step in the writ-

ing process I have been using suc/cassfully with fourth-graders. The

content was taken from a fourth-grade social studies writing project on

"The Tasaday's Stone Tools." Teachers of older or younger students can

adapt these procedures to fit the needs of their students.

Step 1: Underlining Relevant Information. Give each student a copy

of a short reading, taken from their text or fralm an appropriate supple-
.

mentary resource. (The handout given students at this point is repro-

duced in Figure 5. Only the answer key is reproduced here; the student

copy is not underlined.) Go over the dirdctionsvith.the class, empha-

sizing, that the underlining should be done in_pencil. As the students

complete this task, check. their underlined sentences against'your copy

of the answer key. Whet all the students have finished, go over the

reading with the entire class and ask for reasons why each sentence

1.35
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Fig6re 5

STUDENT HANDOUT FOR UNDERLINING EXERCISE

Directions: You may soon be asked to write a shortsiessay about the
stone tools used by the Tasaday. This assignment will help you prepare
to write. First, read the entire passage below. Then reread it to look
for the 'sentences which give information on this topic. Finally, under-
line in pencil each sentence that contains information that you could
use in*.yriting about this topic.

Tasaday Tools Before Dafal

[When Dafal met ,the Tasaday, they were using tools made of`stone.
Probably, these tools were like the tools their ancestors had used.']
People thousands of years ago used stone tools. These people were called
Stone Age people. Some social scientist-Wink the'Tasaday were living
1,ike the Stone Age people.

The Tasaday used a hammer ax to pound bark from tree trunks. This
tool was made from a smooth stone shaped like an egg. It was tied to a
short wooden handle.

Another Tasaday tool was a long,flat stone with one sharp edge.
Ipot too, has a short wooden handle. The Tasaday used this tool to cut
rattan (ra tan')YintOstrins: Rattan is a climbing palm tree. It has
long, tough stems. The Tasaday used the strips of rattan to tie the
handles on the'stone tools.

The Tasaday also had a small, flat stone with a sharp edge. This
tool is called'a scraper. Before they had bolos, the scraper Was their
most important tool. The Tasaday used the scraper to shape pieces of
bamboo into 'digging %racks and knives.

To make the stone-"tool, the Tasaday would first find'a stone that
was the tight size. They might grind one edge against another stone..
This would make it sharp.

To make a fire, the Tasaday used two piitces of wood. They put a
long round stick in a dent on a thicker stick. he men took turns
rolling the round stick between' their palms until smoke appeared. Then,
they touched a piece of dry moss to the hot stick. They blew on the
moss until it flamed.

Reprinted from Studying Cultures (McGraw-Hill Social Studies), by
J.D. Tucker, R. Messick, C. Cherryholies, and G. Manson, copyright 1979,
with the permission of Webster/McGraw-Hill.
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-should or should not.havg b
. N 4

cleatspangtorte* their ownip
- r

adding those that.theYpissed.

4

Lined. Luring this process,

--erasingithe 'wrong" underline and

Step 2:'Writing aT6pic Sentence.. Explain that the handouts from

theundaliningwexerdise will be useful in w riting a short essay, and
. -

that the assignment will be "Describe two of the Tasadafos stone xools."
,

Point out that this.topic4is almost ,the same as the one used in the

underlining activity; in this case, however, the students ill be writing

about only two stone tools: Tell the students to begin writing a

topic sentence that will introduce an essay about any two stone tools

used 'bye the Tasaday. (This step is based on the assumption that the -

students have alreadylearned,how.to recognize and-compose a topic

sentence.) Announce that every acceptable'topic sentence will be graded

"A"; others will not receive a grade. When the students have finished

writing their topic sentences.and gone on to.other,seat work,_po from

desk to desk and glade their sentences..

/n grading the topic sentences and the "d sentences th t stu-
,

dents will write later, its is important to

mechanical errors in'sentences that are otherwisCcorrect in'structure

ient'about minor

. . . 1.

content. Errors in spelling, punc-tuatioH; and capitalization can be

corrected during the final "editin4process aft the di.afts of the

essay are completed. However, do not give aredfrforfiragmenes, run -on
1

sentences, or sentences copied, word for word .from the reading. An
t

acceptable ioific-sentence makes a declarative statement that correctly'

responds to the assignment; in this ease, 411=tOpic sentence might be "The

T asaday had ec5ardSeful stone toils. " - .

0

After-all the papo4s have been checked' arid: the gradeg recorded,

discuss the assioment with the class. Studenfts who received' "As"

should reed4heir sentences clout while yrwrite'themlin the board. .t
.

.

This
4proces

shows the successful Student that there can be more than
.

. ., . .
one acceptable topic sentence; less-successful students can see

,

what
.

they should have done. Explain that every student who did not receive'

an "A" should choose one of the sen(tences'on the bdim4d and copy it for
A A

use in completing his or her essay;

w.
6 e

Step 3: Writing Major Supporting Detail Sentences. When every

student has an acceptable topic( sentence, the next task is to write two

138 13;
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major-supporting detail sentences.- For this:Aason, such
A
a sentence

. . %
,

i might be 'Their hammer ax was made from a smooth, egg-shaped stone."
, .

Again, goaroVhd the room and check, papers as the students finish. Use /

1,

406 Sadie tritdia*for judging tWese Sentences that were used to evaluate
Air

the topi6 sentences. Debrief the activity as before. If a significant
411 , 4 406number of students do noesucceed in this task,,ou might want to.repeat

1 ,

this step after the unsuccessful' students have had the opportunity to

see the acceptable sentences:

Step 4: Writing Minor Supporting Detail Sentences. n each stu-

dent has written two major Supporting detall sentences, t 'can go on

to write a minor supporting detail sentence that expands on the point

=clan each major sentence. For example, if a student's major detail

sentence was 4TrItir most important tool was a scraper, a small, flat,

sharpened stoneAteaccompanying minor suppoftting detail sentence might

' be "The Tasaday ulkit for making digging sticks and 'knives out of

bamboo." Follow the procedures used in-stops 2 and 3 for evaluation and

debriefing.

'At this point earl student should have a topic sentence anttwo

pairs of major/minor supporting deter' sentences. Pick two or three
.

good examples Of this combina tion and. write them on the chalkboard in

paragraph form. 'AllOw some time for the students to copy their sen-

tences in paragraph .form.

Step 5: Writing a Conclusion., Ask each student to carefully read
I\

his or her paragraph and then wriEe/ one-sentence "conclusion." Point

out that a good conclusion does not simply repeat the topic sentence.

Suggest that. an appropriA conclusion sentence might refer to the out-

come of the events descgibed in the paragraph. Thpinion of the writer

about'the facts set forth in-the paragraph might also be used as a con-

clusion. Some ap*tfriate concluding sentences for ajaiagraph on tlis

topic might be "These tools are just like.tools people used in Stone Age
t .

times" and "The Tasaday sot lots of work done with h these simple tools."

Evaluate and debrief the concluding sentences using the same procedures

that were followed dulering earlier steps.
7

Step 6: Editing and Correcting. Eachstudent now has a complete

138

one- parAgraph "mini-essay" an' the topic of the Tasaday's stone totals.

At this point thd students need to correct any errors in spelling and

09



punctuation. Allowing the students to exchange their papers with part-,

ner-s may help them identify errors. The corrected paragraphs should

then be neatly copi ink'for, final grading.

`'If the students-seem ready to write at greater length, the activity

can be expanded after slip 5 by asking the students to copy the.top

sentence, each major/minor detail sentence, and concluding sentence a

four separate paragraphs. One or two additional supporting sentences

can then beadded to each paragraph. A fifth paragraph can be added by

discussing a third tool. The possibilities for expdhding this activity

are limited only by the facts provided in the student reading. Not all

steps neecA he foltwed; the series could be ended at any `point,

depending on the needs of students and the amount of time available.

Dlike to use underlining lessons because they are short, they are
4

easy to grade, and they serve several important educational goals. They

also serve as an important springboard to a series of activities culmi-
.

4
nating in .improved compositions.

vor
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17. AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITING TO LEARN SOCIAL STUDIES

By James Willcack,

- .

One thildAts quietly alone, contemplating her future. She is

c$1y 10, years old: Another tentatively tastes snakditeat for the first

time, discovering that he may like it after all. Elsewhere, two heads .

bend together, whispering conspiratorial plans for escape, as another

mumbles to hers* litimbers representing a code that may lead to her free-

dom. All these' ldren have either made their' decisions or are about

, . to make them4 n matter what choices they make, they know that they will

face hardOiL0,the unknown, and possible death--just'as they have
. zwtt.1"...-d

through6t,:their lives_as slaves ,
,

',4.'--

'These fifth- grade students'are in theilrocess oe determining their

p

futUres-AS fican slakes in the 1850s. They are participating in a

sociAl,studies wr-itting unit designed to give students .a real sense,of
,

the :lived of sis,:rather than just facts.about Afavery. During. the

previdas fogr eke, theft have written about their lives` in Africa, their
v

capture, the s oyage, cheir sale, their jobs, and their treatment and,

lives in AmeciCa.
s

The,bAsic purpose of the unit was to. find an effective way of teaah-
,

0 ."1
ing $1 very" which included theiexperiences of slaverres well as thi

t

fact*: ,fi is imp.rtant in thig, unit that students realize how blacks

became'Inpreasingly separated from each other and from their Africali

cultures, how they lost their rights,and freedoms, how they lacked con-

trol over their own lives, and why someblaves accepted slavery wh

otherg fought back as''4est they cogld.
ra

A The autobiographical app.roach- used in this unit involves each stu-.

4pnt in writing') as a series of-seven successive chapters, what is in

effec06 book of his or her experiences as an AfriCan caught up ,ini.the

slave trade and slavery. These chapters progress from life in Africa to

the eiid of slavery.

14
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information into their writing. In the excerpt above,'Mark uses African

t beliefs in animism, (belief that spirits ,exist in plants and animals),

taken from his first chapter, to explain the disappearance of people

into slavery.

Students enjoy doing the second chapter because it involveS action

writing. There is potential for Suspense in writing about how Africans

ohanged their ways of life and their laws because of the slave trade by

either beComing warlike, cowering in their huts at night, ceasing to

farm in order to concentrate ore defense, or even becoming slavers them-

selves. The actiamvwriting comes in describing their capture, and writ-

, ing about ,feelings is required in describing the misery of the march to

the sea and imprisonment. This chapter requires more ifli4fnation than

the first, but it is An opsy type of creativity for students because-it

involves action rat4er than chasacter'development. This chapter is

enhanced by showing picturespand drawings of slave forts, types of

restraints, and slaves in chains; such pictures can be found in many

resource books.

I

Chapter 3: The SAve Ship

They led us over to a pale,..and chained us to it. Then
they took a large iron out and put it into the fire
until it became red. They said something, but I
couldn't understandirwhat they were saying. They took
the iron and pressed it on Tattaa's shoulder. Tattoo
yelled with paid until one of them took out a whip:
Then they came to me. I tried desperately to get away,
but the chains were too strong. They pressed it on my-
shpulder. I tried to yen, but the pain was too great.
IE was like putting your Shoulder in the fire.--Chris M.

.'"

The horror and misery of the slave ship is the most commonly found

type of slave information. One excellent selection from Rum, Slaves

and Molasses, by Clifford L. Alderman (New York: Crowell-Collier, 1972),

is a good introduction to read to the students. This chapter requires

yet another type pf writing--descriptive, personal accounts of slaves as

being essentially alone in their misery, yet aware of misery all around

them.

In working on this chapter, students shO'uld share what they are

liking, either in small groups or with the whole class, This is a

_piyotal chapter because the studentsimove-from story writing into per-.

sonal narrative, wHere their feedings and actions are the most important
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aspedt. By sharing, students getvstppOrt for this type of writing and

feel ipore comfortable expressing feelings or writing detailed descEip-
a

,

tions. Collecting and reproducing thesstrongest passages for class

distribution is a good idea before students rewrite their drafts, since
"'-

these good examples cian be used as models.

Chapter 4: The Auction

We walked a long time and then we reached a thing with
boards nailed together. Aboiit a hundred people were_
standing there. Some white man pushed me up onto it.
My knees were shaking like I had knobby knees, and then
some men started yelling something in some weird lang-
uage. Some man came and grabbed me like I was a banana
or something. He took me somewhere, but I am not sure
where at all.--Laura B.

By now the pattern of introducing information and then discussing

it before writing has
(
been well established. At this.point the students

can be givensinformation about how and where the slaves were sold. The

discussion that follows can center on what an African might understand

of the auction process and what it would be like: Students then write

about the experience of being auctioned. Midway through their writing,

before they get to the point of being sold, each one stops and rolls a

die twice. The die in this unif represents the uncertainty of a slave's

life; the two rolls deteftine to which of 11 different states each slave

will be taken. (The meanings of the numbers should be withheld until

the following chapter.) The students suddenly realize that they are

being separated from one another. Until now, all thb
,

students in the

class have shared the saexperiences since leaving Africa. Now, they

discover that they are being separated, but they are not,yet sure where

they are going. This chapter evok s more-personal narratives becausl it

lacks the mass of descriptive facts used in the slave ship chapter. The

students must create more of the sense of the auction in their minds.

Even-more-effective writing occurs i this scene can be/dramatized.

A colleague led her students in a 'nipple but very effective play depict-
er

ing an auction in progress: The lights then went out and a spotlight

was placed on each cast member, wh9 answered questions posed first by

"newspaper reporters" (also cast Members)*and then by the audience. The

wilting 'done after this play was personal, desciiptive, detailed, and

effective.
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Chapter 5: My Job

Suddenly, in an instant, I heard a whip cracking. I

looked up and there was the same man. He threw me some
.

old rags. I didn't know why he threwme those rags, but
then I realized he wanted me. to put them on. ,Then he
gave me wooden shoes. When I stood up, they hurt my
feet. 'The man pointed but I didn't know where, so I
just followed everyone else: ThenI wondered what to
do. I Saw what they were doing, they'were looking for
rock-like plants. I wasn't very good at it at first,
but I got used to it. The day seemed never' to end.--
Mike W.

Before the

outs containing

ing conditions,

students write chapter 5, the teacher distributes hand-

information,(from encyclopedias) about the climate, work-

and methods-of growing crops in 11 southern states.

Before writing, the students again roll the die. The lucky ones who

roll one certain number become house slaves; the rest work the fields.

With this chaer, the emphasis ieturns to description and facts because

of the thousands of Ossibilities 'for jobs, treatment, and.living condi-

tions.

Chapter 6: My Life as,a Slave

As the days went by, I saw some of my frienda being,
sold down the river. It scared med-that maybe I
would one day be sold down the river. Then,,yesier-
day I met up with a house slave. We gave-each other
dirty-looks. At first I was scared and then said
to myself, "Why ?" I almost started a fight then,
but my overseer came by and I left quickly. - -.,

Karen B.

A roll of the die provides students with information for this chap-

ter. The first type of information deals with treatment. Actual quota-

tions from such books as In Their Own Words and To Be a Slave (see list

of resources at end of chapter) can be used'to provide this information.

' Another roll of the die provides access to information on such

attitudes or activities as being hired out to work% goins_to a slave

breaker, being married, attending,a jubilee, singing songs and learning

their meanings, learning how, to act around the slavemaster, the inter-

action between house and field slaves, bad times and the selling of

friends or family, and dealing with fears, slave codes, and family life.

Students can incorp6rate this information into their char'acters' lives.

It is with this chapter and the nekt that sharing of writing again
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e becomes essential because of the wealth of information about slave life

that is scattered throughout the classroom., EkPerienoe indicates, how-

ever, that by now students are already shaling the information anyway.

Chapter TheThe End

One day I was sitting down to rest my bones and I heard
someone singing. I looked over and it Vas a white man
studying the birds. He told me about the Underground
Railroad and taught me the codes.--Suzie M.

After I was sold to a plantation in Kentucky, I was made
a house slave. One day our master qame.to talk to us.
He said, "Congratulations, I hear you both are getting
married." Then we both exclaimed, "What?" "Yep, you
are getting married, I just arranged it."--Indra K.

This final chapter requires considerable preparation through dis-
.

cussions thatAfollow the showing of filmstrips on Nat Turner's rebellion

and on.Harriet Tullman and 'the Underground Railroad, information sheets

on the slaves' perceptions of escape taken. from the writings of iErederick

_Douglass, and readings about the perils of escape, including slave codes,

patrols, catchers, and the Fugitive Slave Law. A selection from Rum,

Slaves, and Molasses dei6ibes runaways in the swamps and their life

there. Constructing a student-generated list of a slave's alternatives,

along with the apantages and perils of each choice, is'helpful at this

point.

'he students can then chOose what they wish to do with their lives-='

stay on the plantation; run away, or rebel. After choosing, each rolls

a die to find out the consequences of his or her choice.

Those who rebel have a very slight chance .of success and a very

good chance of dying. The information they receive basically involves

how they might'organize a rebellion, how it might proceed; and the out-

come.

'Those who choose to run away roll a die to find out whether they

will go on their own or with the aid of the Underground Railroad. Infor-

mation about the Underground Railroad includes data about prominent

conductors and their metheds and routes. For instance, Harriet_Tubman,

following Easttbast routee, had several narrow escapes. Calvin Fair-

banks in the central regions used many disguises, and Alexander Ross in

the West taught-slaves'a code to use. For those bn the Underground

Railroad, a final roll of the die givesr conclusion which might include
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recapture, escape_ and a job in a northern city, escape to Capada, near

recapture, or even recapture years later under the Fugitive Slave Law.

Fpr those running away.alone, a roll of the die determines whether

they will be recaptured; join up with the Underground Railroad

somewhere, find refuge in the swamps or with Indian tribes, successfully

escape only to be kidnapped later, or escape completely.

Those who stay face: ither division of their families, no change at

all, the Civil War; being-resold, repatriation in Liberia, or any
;

number

of other personal choices'.

Teaching thig type of unit effectively requires quite a bit of

preparation and research. The students need background material to read

before writing every "chapter, and the later chapters require a wide

variety of information. Most of this information can be secured from

any adequate school library: The syrces listed at the end of thig

I chapter, 'along pith encyclopedias, can provide all the information needed

in teaching this Unit. Although-the volume of initial w "o "is great,
the material is not consumed by the students, and'it Can be reused and

added to in future' years. A file of piCtures'and drawings can also be

built over- time to help the students visualize the situations about

which they write. Approximately one month is required for writing,

discussion, revision, ad sharing of written work.

During this unit, student writing proceeds from report writing, in ,e*

which facts'are merely reorganized and restated (as in chapters 1 and

5), to creative story writing and descriptive writing (chapters 2 and

3), to a personal narrative, resembling a diary or journal (chapters 6

and 7).. It is important to allow sufficient time for sharing and

revising--especiaily in the third and final two chapters, wh n the empha-

sis is on personal feelings and a larg variety of.informa ion. This

sharing protesp improves, writing by siimul students: to write their

best; it also gives students models of good writing emulate. However,

the value of this type of writing unit'lies.in the development not only

of the students' writing skills but also of their understanding of the

myriad fames of the slave experience. Sequential autobiographical writ-

ing can help students learn history as well as improve their ability to

write.

14 6
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Resources for Students

r
Alderman, Clifford L. Rum, Slaves, an Molasses. New York: Crowell-

Collier, 1972. (Follows the actual voyage of a 19th-century -

slaver, with excellent descriptions of the slave coast, ship
, conditions, and New World markets")

Buckmaster, Henrietta. Flight to Freedom. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1955. (Stories of the Underground Railroad, routes, people, tech-
niques, and history.)

David, Daniel S. Struggle for Freed 140. New York: Harcourt Bpace
*Jovanovich, 1972. (Study of abolitionist movements with some dis-
cussion of slave conditions.)

.

Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. New
Yofk: Doubleday, 1963. (Descriptive first-hand passages of life
as a slave; excellent soutce of_information on treatment.)

Everett, Susanne. The Slaves. New,York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1978.
(Bountifully illustrated book with photographs depicting .every
aspect of slave life from the capture on.)

Hughes, Langston, and Milton Meltzer. A Pictorial History of the Negto
in America. New York: Crown, 190. (Fully illustrated subject-
by-subject review of all aspects of black life in America, includ-
ing free blacks and the era after slavery.)

Ingraham, Leonard W. Slavery in the United States. New York: Franklin
Watts, 1968, (Easy-to-read description of plantation life and
rebellions, with good line drawings about slave life.)

Katz, William L. Slavery to the Civil.War, 1812-1865. New York:
Franklin Watts, 1974. (Much like Slavery in the United States in
scope and subject matter, but concentrates more on history than on
slave life.)

Lester, Julius. To Be a Slave. New York: Dial, 1968. (Collectidt of
quotations from slaves on every aspect of their lives.)

Meltzer, Milton. In Their Own Words, 1619-1865. New-York: ThoLs Y.
Crowell, 1965. (Collection o slave quotations describing every
aspect of their lives ansetreatment.)

In addition to the above books, a number of filmstrips can be used

in teaching this unit. Encyclopaedia Brittanica produces two sets of

relevant filmstrips, A PeoPle Uprooted, 1500-1800 (five filmstrips trac-

ing the African sxperience through the Slave trade to elavery in America)

and Chains of Slavery, 1800-1865 (five filmstrips on' various black

leaders and the black experience in America in the period before the

Civil'War). McGraw-Hill produces three filmstrips: one on-the African

slave. trade and two ad silvery in' America. A critiCalthinking film-

strip, Triangular Trade Route, by Modern Learning Aids, can be very Xse-

ful in stimulating thinking in this unit.-
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IV. COMBINING WRITING WITH SOCIAL STUDIES

/'
Merely using the techniques tuggesed in Parts II 'and III will not

go very faCtoward.improving either student writing or subject-matter

learning,in elementary school social studies. If we really wisfi to

achieve these two goals for most of our students, we must go further.

At least 'three specific conditions are required, in.addition to knowl-

edge and use of effective classroom techniques, in order to successfully

integrate instruction in writing and social studies content in the ele-

mentary school classroom.

First, as Nellie Quander points out in Chapter 18, teachers cannot

effectively use these techniques without due regard for the basic factors

that make lor,good classroom lessons. Quander writes as an experienced

elementary teacher and principal and past president of the National

Association of Elementary School Principals, Her concern is with the

quality of classroom learning and with students and their needs as well

as with lessons that have maximum meaning and purpose for students. The

considerations and guidelines outlined 'by Quander underscore what
. -

teachers and students need to know and do if the techniques presented in

Parts II and'In are to be productive in actual classroom use.

Second, in order to successfully teach viriting in elementary school

social studies, classroom teachers need certain kinds of pupport.

Language-arts curriculum specialist Betty Blaisdell and social studies

specialist Barry K. Beyer describe thred.essential supports in Chapter

.19--a detailed curriculum guide, inservice teacher training, and coop-

erative teacher/administrator assessment procedures.

Final*, effective writing instruction in elementary school social

studies musebe part of a coherent, systematic, developmental program of
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studies: As Barry K.. Beyer points out in Chapter 20, such a program has

three essential features: sequential development of specific writing

skills, careful integration of 'writing with social studies instruction,

and provision for direct'skill instruction throughout the program. The

deal elementary school social studies/writing curriculum isone that

1ps students in each grade level reinforce skills learned in preceding

grades while developing new skills needed to carry out tasks that will

be introduced in subsequent grades, all in the context of conten.t appro
.

priate to the specific grade and subject. What students write about- -

the content they use and the ideas they seek to communicate and develop- -

is as important in social studies teaching as how they go about their

writing. Effective integration of- writing and social studies requires

attention to substance as well as to technique. The final chapter in

the book outlines and illustrates the basic substantive elements of to

effective elementary 'school social studies writing program.

That, integrating instruction anNworactice in writing with elementary

school social studies content can be done--and is being done--is illus

trated by the articles presented in this book. Yet much rem6ins to be

done if we are to realize the full potential of this approach to skill

and subject - matter teaching. The three chapters that follow outline the

Most important factor's that must be considered and some steps that must

be taken in order to realize the full benefit of the techniques described

in Parts II and III.

44*
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18. BUILDING EFFECTIVE WRITING LESSONS

.By Nellie Quander

Teachers,often ask for new ideas that Can be used intheir class-

rooms. It is sometimes a status symbol to be the first oft' a staff to
,

bring a new idea into the school. But a lesson, to be educationally

sound, must consist of more thanthe'use of new techniques or materials.

A teacher must be sure that a lesson meets the needs Of the students,

incorporatet sound principles of /earning, and achieves the school's

curricululrgoals before introducing'it into the classroom.

How can a teacher determine a lesson's soundness? As a-principal,

I usually suggeSted nine criteria that should be met in order td have a

top-notch lesson. These criteria may be helpful to teachers who wish .to

use in their classrooms the ideas and techniques presented in this book.

Criterion 1: The Lesson ShoUld Build on Students' Experiences. We

know that learning and experience are clbsely interrelated. Experiendes

of many kinds provide a basis on which new'concepts can be.built and new

skills broadened or developed. Children '{,rho have lived on a farm, in

the inner city, in 'suburbia, at the seaside, in n ddsert, or in the

mountains have probably all shared some common experiehces. We might

guess that most have watched television, eaten cereal for breakfast,and

ridden or at least seen-a bicycle. We ,can also assume that children

living is each of these varied places have had, experiences that may ,not

be knoWn to or understood by,other children in this vast group. Even

children living in fairly' close proximity to one another may' have

significant differences in their past experiences. Thes4.,experiences

influedte the students' perceptions of new infoimation and eqcperiences,

In planning a lessdn, a teacher must ask, "What experiences have my

students halo that I might use to help them understand this activity?':

It is difficult to forget the panib that engulfed me during my very first

week'of teaching. I hard spent a significant amount of time studying the

teacher's glade and prepdring the reading lesson. The first question I

Was directed to aSk was; "How many oryou have.ever been on a train
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,ride?" When only two of the children raised their hands, I was shocked.

(.'certainly could not ask, the second question, whicheas, "How iany,of

you-remember the man who took your ticket?"_ Somehow, I recovered quickly

enough to arrange a simulated train ride in the classroom before proceed-

ing with'the"lesson. I learned a /aluable/lesson during that first week

of teaching: my-students' past experiences were critically important

when a new idea was introduced.

Sometimes teachers assume teat many of their students' experiences

have no value in mew learning, and they fail tNuse these experiences to

help children underJtand a'new idea. For example,..many young children

in poor areas have had extensive experience in handling money. They may

be sent to the store sevecal times in one day. They cross busy, streets,

`read labels on packages, and count change 'accurately. Their teachers

are often unaware of the valuable nature of these experiences as they

proceed'to cut-out pictdJ rea .rabbits in an attempt to teach count

Teachers needy to build on the experiences of their students. This Vs

especially title in teatbing-writing--in elementary school soci studies-
,

/d&in any o.ther subjetZ*area.

Teacheis especially need to use students'- experiences as basis,

of written work le students arA just beiinniegto'learn the writing

process: The reason' is simple: learning basic writing skills involves

considerable abstraction. When Studentsbegin Writing, they should not
P.

have to deal simultaneously with strange new .skills and new content. If
e

students\write about content with which ,they are already,familiar, they

can concentrate on learning a new skill. But tryibg to deal with pew

content unrelated to their prior- experiences as well ASs with new and

rather abstract skills often proves to be too much for beginning writers,

Criterion 2: The Lesson Should Be Related to Students' Inkerests.

It is easier to teach something new when the interests or preferences of

4t.

the learner are considered. Students usually have a broad range of

inierests, and a teacher shouldtmake every effort, to discover these

intilests in, order to use them in learning activities. If sports, ani-

mals; Illevisibn programs; comic strips, toys, fashions, automobiles,

detectives, food, and Space Invaders are of major interest to-students,

itteachers.shou work these topics into lessons from time to time.

on one occasion when I visited a classroom I.noticed that several
,

children ittthe group were not paying attention when the tedther intro-,



duce4 a new topic. When I talked with the teacher afterward, he said.,

"Well, there are always a few,who don't Ray attention. ,I will send their

parents letters immediately to warn -them of the consequences of theA
childten's inattentiVe behavior." I suggested that before letters were

sent to parentsive should examine the lesson to see whether changes in

the presentation mighf change student behavior. When we examined the .*1

lesson, we agreed that the students might have. paid more attention if ,

the examples used by the teacher had reflected topics of more interest

to the students. Within a few minutes, the teacher and T came up-with

seven or eight ways that topics of interest to the students could be
.

included in the introduction of the lesson and the examplek. Two weeks

later, the teathv told me, "I don't know how I'could have overlooked'

sCh an obvidustedhnive.,,but it really helps to ese the students'
. ,

concerns. Come to visit ain soon and observe for yourself the change

thatth has taken place.",
,

Usinetrterial of interest to students is one way of getting their

attention, but,it has additional rewards. When atetther is sufficient4

concetne0 to discover topics :of interest to students and Ilse those topics,

in the presenta4Con of a lesson, feeling of cat4ng is transmitted to

students. The feeling that the eacher really cares 'often seems Alp make

a .difference in student behavicir: This caring feeling is an important

part of a clasiroom climate that supports and encourages young children

as they begin to write.

Writing based on students' interests diffets from experience-based'

Writing in that the fOrmer utilizes or reflects what students like or

prefer, whether or not it is part of their past eXperience. Students

-may be interested in prehistoric animals, for example. Their interest

may or may not have led them to museums or books where they could see

renderings of such animals or to watch movies' that depicted these
411y

creatures - -all forms of experience. Even without such experiences, many

children 'ban conjure up imagesof how prehistoric animals looked,

behaved, or even felt/ They can write about these imagined creatures.

Sind& writing is an intensely personal act, it requires a trusting,

nonthreatening classroom climate. Lesso6d that,reflect students' inter-

ests help create and maintain the kind 94 classroom climate in which

student writing can flourish. MateoVer, students write more easily and

their writing flows more smoothly if what they write about istied to a

particular interest of the class or of individual children.
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Criteron-S: The Lesson Should Include Strategies for Motivating

Students to Participate. When a teacher reviews the curriculum for the

year, JA is easy to spot concepts or skills that must be taught but

which have never been special favorites of the majority of the students.

During this initial review of currtculum, the teacher should begin to

consider strategie's for motivating students' interest in achieving these

goals. 'The moreabstract the concept or skill, the more elaborate the

motivational cieviNi should be. Many children need something sptcial to

arouse their interest in topics presented to them. Students often do

not see a need to learn about Stone Ag eople, or their own community,

or America's past. The skillful teache ,.however, can make a difference

by presenting new content or skill lessons ih ways that motivate'inter-
--

est.
X,

Once, while observing a fifth-grade classroom, I noticed that the

teacher introduced a social studies unit by saying, "This is difficult,

but all boys and girls must learn this infOrmatian before they can be

promoted to the sixth grade." In the classroom next door, the teacher

approached the unit by announcing, "In about 20 minutes all of you will

be able to answer, questions about this topic that no one can answer now.

You will be so proud of yourselves that you will hardly be able to wait

to find out more about this tomorrow." mach teacherused a motivation

strltegy, but which teacher probably got the best results?

Obviously, the second approach encouraged the children to become'

involved in the lesson. They, were anxious to go on to the next .day.

Learners enjoy the challenge of solving a mystery or makting a discovery

or winning game or knoWing something that others don't know, and

motivational techniques that appeal to learners in these ways can inspire

participation.

When my own children were in .elementary School, they asked me .

Several times to buy the newest cereal on the market. I reminded them

of our rule: ."If I buy at, you must eat it." On this particular occa-

sion the' cereal was awful, and they begged me to relax the rule.-, At

that time I was an elementary school.teacher, and I was curious to learn

how they had been convinced that they wanted that cereal. They told me

that it had been advertised on television. I began to watch commercials,

particularly those directed at children. '1 concluded that Madison Avenue

had done its homework and knew how to appeal to children.. I de4ded
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that if a televisin cOmmercia..1,,could sell that awful cereal to my.chil-

dr Oren, I ought to be able to sell any item (n the public school curric-

ulum. Since thattime I have pointed out ,to teachersthat they might do

well to borrow the motivational techniques used in children's commercials

-as strategies for selling their lessons.

Motivation is.ah impoftant part of effective instruction. Examining

objects from an old trunk, questioning one's grandparents, creating

fantasy field trips-,-aIi these activities serve as effective motivators

fo'illViting instruction and practice. Not only do the experiences

help students become quickly involved in the writing .process, they also

provide a melningful context in which writing cip take place. Effective

motivation doesn't Merely draw .students into learnitg4 it also provides

a purposejor learning whicH carries Students through the entire experi-

ence..

diiterion lc: The Lesson Should Take Into Account. Knowledge About

Developmental Learning. We know that most children learn through a

developmental or cumulative, process. They learn step f, step 2, step 3,

and s000il. Although most teachers seem to be avge of the cAulative

nature of learning, teaching does not always reflect this 'understanding.

'Students at apyleyel'are frustrated when they are unable to connect

what is presented to:them with what they already know. Thus, choosing

and conducting lessons requires critical' professional judgments that

should be'based on intimate knowledge of the developthental stages of

students, -ix every subject area and at all levels of learning.

Moreover, teachers are sometimes driven by the desire to.cover a

certain amount of material, to follow the curriculum for a 'Certain

grade, or merely to provide a lesson appropriate for a particular time

period. It may be that a dayof review should precede the presentation

of new draterial. Teachers cannot assume that Students remember things,

fom.last month - -or, in some cases, last week or maven yester-

-day. #

Nor can teachers afford to overlook the red flags'that students

wave to indicate that there is a problem. When manyAgents are con-

fused, the problem cannot be assumed to be inattentive behavior.

Teachers must listen carefully to students' comments, observe their

facial expressions, consider reluctance to respond, and observe common

errors on comp tasks'in determining whether the lesson being pre- -

pent e appropriate for students and within their grasp.

,
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This caution is especiallY\iMportant in writing instruction. We

simply cannot assume that students-Viowhow to do what we'want them to

do. Teachers need to provide direct instruction in each skill that con-

stitutes the writing process. For best results, as Janet Cuenca notes

(see Chapter 10, they need to do so in "small bites." The writing

skills being taught,neod to be br6ken into small parts, each of which

builds from the preceding one to the next. Students_ued to be expli-

citly taught how to do each step, ant they need repeated opportunities

to practice each step' under supervision before-trying the next step.-

Teachers need to demonstrate the various skills as well as explain them

and to provide group instruction before sending students off to Work

Alone.

For example, children should be given an opportunity to contribute

to a collectively created sentence, paragraph, or letter before the

make their own attempts at these forms of writing., By doing this they

can learn ehe correct form, the kind,Af information that can be included,

and the ways in which it can be arranged. Then, working in pairs, stu-

dents can repeat the process and share the results. Only after they

have received the kineof guidance provided by such cooperative activi-

ties can students be expected' to work alone with confidence.

The exact developmental sequence for learning to write may yet be

in dispute; however, the idea of breaking the overall process into

sequential steps, to be introduced and reinforced slowlylover time, makes

sense in terms of developmental learning. The vast Majority of children

need careful,'repeated, specific instruction in order to develOp skills

and ideas effective/y.

Ciiterfon 5: The Lesson. Should Proceed From the Concrete to the

Abstract... Most teachers understand the need to present ideas with con-

crete objects or illustrations. Yet too often this step is missing when

a skill lesson is taught. Skills that teachers understandfro& years of

experience usually are,new to their students. It is necessary to,begin

with the-simplest possible iklustrAion and to add details as the skill
err

is practiced. Tilus,ein introducing any complex writing task,, the best

results will occur when it is gradually introduced in terms of concrete

examples and experiential learning acttitio.

The use of such content and experiences is extremely important in

teaching writing to beginning students in elementary tool social

stt
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studies. .The "old trunk in the attic" (see Chapter 8) approach is Ave.

example of a concrete learpi4gexperience that,..yuseful in introducing

writing. Making and using word caches or word banks (Chapter 10) is

another. Providing examples of letters that other students have written

before asking students to write their own is_ yet another (See Chapter.

-__TheLimportance of providing an array of specific examples before

presenting-Stract_idea or a new skill cannot be stressed enough.

CFiterion6: The Lesson:Should gctively Involve Students. As the

'steps of a lesson are put together, the teiCher-ahould conslier ways in

which students might participate in each ste In some lessons_ it liht

be useful to engage students in the introduction;, n other lessons it

might be best for students to develop') examples; in still other lessons

the students might be expected to provide conclusions. Many lessons

will present the opportunity to involve students in every step. The

point ,is that_ teachers must be aware of `need to provide students

with opportunities to participate.

Involvement is one way of giving students "ownership" of theaesson.

When student's are actively'involved, they pay attention and realize the

value of their contributions. They understand that they have something

to pffer, and they look forward to,participating in the next lesson.

Succassful participation allows students to take risks and to go beyond

what is required.- 13erhaps more important, involvement in' an activity
,

helps Students4rememher the reason.
,

-

However, sometimes it is easy to confuse involVement in a lesson

wilpthe completion of an assigtiMent, The- teacher introduces the lesson,

lectures, provides examples, andimakes an assignment. The teacher con-

siders the final assignment "involvement," when in fact the lesson is

over and students havelplayed no active part. Whether or not the assign-
;

ment is'graded, what the teachertailessentially done .is give a test on

the lecture.

Active student involvement is especiblly important in skill learn-

ing. Writing is an e%tremely active process that requires social aa

well as physical and intelleaqal activity on the part of every student.

Such prewriting activities as brainstorming and building word caches,

which involve students actively, not only lead to the invention of some-

thing worth writing about but also stimulate creative thinking in stu-
.

dents. The processes of sharing what has been written, participating in. 46
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peer reviewsfor peer editing, and compiling written work into booklets

also actively involve students and thus promote a sense of creative

ownership which sparks learning and skill mastery. 4

'Criterion 7: The Lesson Should Take Into Account Variations in

Learning Styles. Aillhough more research on learning styles is needed,

we do know some things about learning styles. First, 'students use all

five senses to learn. Second, some learners grasp new ideas quickly,

while others need repeated lessons.

Many lessons are designed to appeal to the visual learner. In fact,

many, teachers assign most lessons as reading assignments: "Read pages

37 and 38 and answer the questions on page 39." Students who are visual
(
learners can be expected to do well with this type of lesson. When the

teacher spends 90 percent of the class time talking, the auditory

learners can be expected to learn faster. But what happens to the chil-

dren who learn best when they have an opportunity to both see and hear

is being taught?

In early elementary school grades, teachers seem to give their stu-
.

dents, many opportunities to see, hear, touch, taste, and smell. As the

studentd progress. many teachers feel that opportunities to use senses

other than sight and hearing are not needed.

In writing in social studies, teachers need to create ,lessons that

use visual as well as written stimuli, oral as well as written composing,

and peer as well as individual feedback or evaluation. Opportunities

for group as well as individual practice should be built into lessons.

Differentiated assignments, such as those used in creating fantasy field

trips (see Chapter 14), allow for varied learning styles as well as

varied interests and abilities.
*

When a lesson is designed to appeal to

only one style of learning, it is safe to assume that many learners have
0

been excluded. If a new concept is presented with several learning

styles in mind and repeated with slight variations, many, students will

have an opportunity to learn the new idea.

Criterion 8: The Lesson Should Piovide Opportunities for Practice.

Then new skills are learned, they must4be practiced. Not even the best

possible.tea.ching techniques will ensure that students will retain what

they have learnedPlf they are not given adequite opportunity to practice.

Provision for practice should not be haphazard; practice must be

planned. When students, ave learned a skill and the teacher moves on to
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another skill, seat work must include opportunities to practice what has

been learned. Often, when teachers speak of students who' have "free

time" in the classroom, they mean undirected time. When some students

have completed an activity and are waiting for othes to-finish, that

time".Can be used fot planned practice.
..-

Teachers should not be relu ant to provide repeated opportunities,

for,practice, especially in writing. For example, students.can practice

punctuation skills by punctuating dittoed, unpunctuated paragraphs from

a jext or otilersource as they review a'social studies lesson and by

reviewing and revising the punctuation of other students' paragraphs.

Similar kinds of practice opportunities can baUsed in teaching most

o
writing skills. The value of such practice should not be underestimated;

however, it must be purposeful rather than just drill for the sake of

drill. Teachers need to constantly remind themselves that practice for

which students, see no purpose turns them off and may well inhibit skill

learning.

* Furthermore, mastery of a few skills is much more important than

superficial understanding of many, especially for beginning wtiters.

Teachers too often confuse quantity with quality. It is, much more impor-

tanttant for students t produce one really good sentence or paragraph than

to write a dozen sent ces orparagraphs merely for display. Practice--;'

well planned and reinforced with'instruction where appropriate--is a

vital part of the learning process in writing,.as it is in other skills

and knowledge areas.

Criterion 9:_ The Lesson Should Have Purpose and Meaning. Students

should be given many opportunities to use what they have learned in mean-

ingful ways. Every time I observed one teacher's Six-day process for ,

teaching spelling, I cringed. The spelling words were introduced on

Monday, examined on Tueklay, pretested on Wednesday, reviewed on Thurs-
.

day, tested on Friday--and forgotten on Saturday,,rarely to be seen or

heard again that year. -New,knowledge and skills are not retained unless

students a're provided with meaningful ways to use what they have learned.

Just as practice must be planned, however, opportunities to use new
.

skills must be planned: What have we accomplished if we teach stude ts

all'the rules of punctuation but provide few opportunities for thos

rules to be used? What difference will it make if our students cemembe

accurately the definit4s of 300 words, if they have no opportunity to

use those words inapeaking, reading, and writing?
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Writing in elementary school social studies in order learn about

social studied topics or skills gives meaning 'and purpose to Writing.

Such writing is not simply an. exercise. Writing a script for a simulated

field trip, writing a poem fpr an "ABC" book, writing a chapter for'a

larger story, writing a letter to request information--all are meaningful

uses of writing for content purposes. In adaition to teaching new skills.

and thought processes, writing activities can reinforce what stuflpnts

have learned as well as help them invent, use, explore; and evaluate new

information and ideas. When writing is used to accomplish such content-

related goals, it becomes a purposeful and meaningful activity.

This book presents sample lessons that will help teachers improve

student writing and their learning of social studies skills and knowl,-

edge. However, in order to be most effective, these sample, lessons' must

be adapted to meet the needs of students in any particular classroom.

If this adaptation process takes into consideration the nine criteria

presented here, we can be sure thatour efforts to use writing in ele-

mentary'school social studies will result in the highest quality possible

in the teaching/learning ptocess.

is

41.
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19. KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL SOIAL STUDIES WRITING PROGRAM

Dy Betty Jefferson Blaisdell and Barry K. Beyer

What- is required for a successful writing program in elementary

school social studies? That question brings to mind a conversation

between Humpty Dumpty and Alice in-Lewis Carroll'a Through the Looking .

Glass :

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather
.scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to
mean--neithsr more nor less."

"The cuestion is," said.Alice, "whether you can
make words mean so many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to
be master--that's all."

The teacher is the master of any successful writing program.. Given

apprapriste support, classroom teachers determine the success of writing

.programs in eldmentary school social studies. end, for that matter, in

other content areas as well.
)

74 have a chance for success, however, even the most committed

teachers need dre support of a carefully Irticulated curriculum guide,

an effective staff-development program, and a.cooperative teacher/

administrator assessment plan. Each dimension depends on the other.

The curriculum guide serves as a foundation for the program. It defines '

and describes the writing program. It also ensures continuity in learn-,

ing, with writing objectives for students specified at each grade level.

Such a guide is of little use, however, if teachers are not giVen the

opportunity an time to explore their own teaching strengths and ideas

in conjunction with, the curriculum'guide. A staff-development program

that assists teachers in implementing the writing program as defined in,

the curriculum guide'provides the link between, -the guide and classroom

application. Administrators who support the teachers in their endeavors

*
Reprinted with permission from,Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

and Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis Carroll (New YOrk: Collier
Books, a division of Macmillan Publishing Co.4, Inc.; London: Collier
Macmillan Publisher;, 1962). Copyright 1962 by Macmillan Publishing

. Co., Inc. .
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to improve student writing and who cooperatively plan an assessment pro--
gram withthe teachers provide the final support for a successful

Subject-matter writing program.

Curriculum Guide

A carefully structured and detailed curriculum guide is indispUt-
,k

ably an important key to the successful teaching of writing ineleMentary

school social studies. This guide be written by. experienced

teachers representing different grade levels and should contain five'

basic components.

First, such a guide should present a philosophy that articulates

the importance of writing and the importance of teachting writing. This

philosophy Could,welT be built around the importance of writing for

discovering ideas, for organizing information, and for,learning content,

much as is done in the prologue to this book.

Second, the guide news to clarify the nature of writing as done by

beginners. Student growth in writing occurs gradually. Students develop

best in classrooms where teachers provide many opportunities for practic-

ing and experittting /ith a variety of writing activities for a wide

range: or purposes7-tO organize ideas, too express opinions, to explore

feelings, to4emember information, or. to infczrm or persuade someone.

As pact of this description of writing, the curriculum guide should

outline the basic aspects of the writing process. A three- or four-stage

e process for teaching writing can be an effective model for teaching stu-

dents how to organize their thinking and communicate meaning clearly 4o

others. Prewriting, composing, and postwriting are the three basic \-

stages 'of' the writing process; a fourth stage; sharing, is sometimes

added AS well. By using*this Process when teaching students to write,

we proTide them with a framework thai they can use as they grow into

independent writers.

Prewriting activities hell:, students identify their audience and

understand purpose of the-particular. writing task. These prelimin-'

ary activities stimulate students to generate, expand, and focus ideas.

V Composing activities provide students with practice in Organizing their

ideas into written form.. Postwriting activities help students refine

and xevise their writing. Sharing activities allow students to slevelop

a sense of competency and a delight in their ability to write. The
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staged of the writing process do not necessarily follow a consecutive

order; theyare recursive in nature. For example, shating and revision

may occur during the compdsing stage, composing activities may begin

during the prewriting stage, or the prewriting activities of generating

and expanding ideas may extend into the composing and postwriting stages.

Third, to be most useful to teachers, a guide should delineate the

specific writing skills and concepts to be practiced at each level of

student learning. At eachlevg17 these skills should be sequentially

developed and should build on and reinforce' skills from preceding levels.

For example, at the primary-level, students may practice sentence devel-

opment in kindergarten by dictating one or more sentences that describe

pictures or objects; in grade 1 they may write sentences in response to

a simple question; in .grades 2 and 3 they may write 'sentences that

describe events or persons. At the 'upper- elementary level, students may

practice paragraph development in grade 4 by writing four or five sen-

tences to support a given topic sentence; in grade 5, they can write

paragraphs that.c.ont-ain a tapie-444tenceLseveral supporting sentsnces,

and a toncluding sentence; and, 5Aally, sixt s can be expected

to write effective-paragraphs which include interesting sentences that

vary in style and pattern.'

It is important that studefits have ample opportunities for trans-

lating their thinkini into clearly written expression. It is equally

important that students have guidance in learning how to write effec-

tively. Teachers need to provide instruction for students in developing

and expressing ideas as well as in using the conventions of edited

American English. In fact, teaching the conventions,of edited AmericaR

English should be done primarily during the writing process and only

secondarily through related exercises. The most significant instruction
ti

in writing should concentrate on generating, developing, and organizing

ideas effectively. Vr4ting'clear sentences and adhering to correct usage

are next in importance. Choosing the besf_5Lkto get across the

intended *meaning and using correct spelling, punctuation, capitalization,

indentations, and margins, as well as legible handwtiting,"are necessary

to produce a polished paper.

Fourth, in addition to identifying Specific skills, a useful guide

should identify the different forms that writing can take; for example,
4.

class notes, letters, reports, journals, diaries, personal essays,
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stories, poems, and.scripts. Teachers can introduce and teach these

forms at specified grades, and students can continue to practice them in

subsequent grades. For example, to ensure a variety of writing experi-

ences during the el:mdcEIry graded; the guide might'sequence these writ- '

ing forms as shown in Figure 6.

Finally, the guide should suggest writing activities that require

students to write for different reasons. Students learn to use a

variety of words and writing, skills when they write for different

purposes and audiences. The skills used to transmit information,

explanations, or instructions differ from those used to petsuade or to

express an opinion. When students record facts, they use and practice

writing'ski,lls different from those `used to express personal feelings,

Different audiences also require different approaches, When students

write persuasive letters to classmates, they use more-informal language

and possibly a different kind of'reasoning than they Could use with the

editor of the local newspaper.

To help students develop varied syntactic skills, teachers need to

use a variety of writing avivities. 'With guidance from the teacher,

students may undertake the following projects:
1 .

--Writing and illustrating stories or making books about themselves

for self-awareness units.' .

--Writing thank - you - letters after a field trip or following a visit

by a community resource person.

--Studying-pictures of historical scenes and then pretending to be

objects in the,pictures. (Discuss what historical event the object'imay

have witnessed and the circumstances which led up to the event. Write a

lively account of the event portrayed in ;he picture a$ though the object

is telling the story. As an alternative, select two objects in the pic-

t6re and make up a conversation they might have about the historical
vie 4

event and its significance. Share orally with clasimatss or dramatize

the event.)

--Interviewing family members to collect information about life

during their childhood. (Write a list of questions before the interview
7

and record the answers during or after-the interview. In written form,

compare and contrast the customs, Clothing, trans*pbertation, and communi-

cation systems of today with those of earlier times. Compile the infor-

mation into a class publ catior)

1 63
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BEST COY AVIA.11ABLE
Figure 6 .

FORMS OF WRITING IN THE ELEMENTARY GAADES

Children should experience a variety of expository, narrative, and
poetic writing in the elementary grigges. Beginning in kindergarten and
first grade, students` dictate sentences and simple stories, which are
written down by someone else. Toward the end of the first grade, stu7
dents may.work in groups to write simple stories and copy class-written
betters. The War listed below can' be introduced between grade 2 and
grade 6. After a, form has been mastere5 students should continue-to
practice it ip-subsequent'grades.

.
.

, Expository ' Narrative Poetic

Form
1

Grade
4e Form- Grade Form Grade

Personal experiences'

Letters
Invitation
Friendly

-youThank
SOcial note
Business

RePOrts ,
Chronological
Simple report
Short report on given

topic
!total

Bibliography
piary
JournalJou
Book report
liews report
Cutline
Biogr by
Autobi hys
Feature. article

Interview
Application (for job)

Directions
Two-step.

Location

Commercials
Radio or TV
Slogan or jingle

.

,Paragraphs

Explanatory
Ending for a story
Descriptive
Sequential
Anecdotal
Persuasive

.

2

2

2

4

5 .

5

i
'2

3

4

4

4

4

4
5

5

5

5

'6
6

6
6

2

5

.
t

5

5

3

3

4

4

5

6

Plays

Script dialogue
Dialogue for an

episode
SCript for skit

Storiei
Simple story
Fabl e

tir-11

Tall tale
Folktale
Adventure
Fanendtasy.

Leg .

Heroic adventure
Science fiction
Personal experience

.

./.

3

4

6

2

4

4 .

4

5.
5

5

- 6

6
6

6

Poems-

Cinguain
Rhymed verse
Concrete.
Patterned
Haiku
Limerick
Diamantg
Free verse

Acrostics

, ,

.

.

.

3

3
3

4

5
5

6

-6

4
""

.

..-

. *
Reprinted by permission from Guide for Teaching Writinj, K-6, in-

the Fairfax County Public Schools, Part 1 (Fairfax, Va.: Fairfax Coun
Public Schools, 1970).
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4 --Treeing an imaginary journey on a romia given,departure
._ .

point to a specific destination. (Keep a urnai during the "trip,"

40 desiritoing places visited al$rig the way.) -

--Pretending to be early settlera in America and writing letters to

friends to persuade them to emigrate to America.

--Writing biographies or stories of imaginary colonial children.

e (Include as much factual information as possible aboui events, wayS of
Et

living, and real people who made history:)

--Practicing giving-precise di'rec4onsfirst orally, then in writ-.

ing:\ ePtactice how to give' directions to school visitors to help them.

go from the classroom to other places in school! Use a community
. .

map with, cardinal{ and intermediate directions to practice,giiiing precise!
----- ,

oral and written directions/ier going from home or school to other places'.. ..-

. . L,in the community.)
,

-=Takidg notes during media presentations and usieii them as sourlist

'of information for class discussion or for writing paragraphs or reports.

--Writing progress reports on projects. ( dicate when the project

was begun., what Steps are necessary to compret the-Vesk,tancrwhen the
0

projects.wIll be completed..) a ,

, sk. , ^.e ,..

--Discussing cuwent ents.and issues a then writing persuasive

tatements of positions o issues that turr tly face school Children.41,17
:. ,.

(During the study of history, identify Iss es that faced children nt

adults in the pa9t and write persuasive statements that persons fr m

history might have written:)

--Writing f hpredictions for outcomes oficuxrent events or of

ical events being studied. (Confirm or' revise the prediCtiOns on th;\

basis.of new Information.)
T4 .

--Writing biographies of historical figu es studied or discussed iq

class. (Use several sources of information o gather the data and make
4w^.

a list, of soucces.. Dress'up as the pers s and have cl4ssmates read the

thiegrophies-to the clats.)

Brainstorming and listing careers related to social studies.

(Cheese careers for further study and take notes for.pn oral repor t.

4 Write a class invitation'to a person in one'of these career fields)',
4

requesptng a careex interview. Discuss And list qdestions for a career
4P

interview which Will help the person discuss the responsibilitiesmof the

'job, his'or her feelings about the job, preparation, for the job, and

11

4
114.
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similar topics. After the interview, evaluate interview skills both

vrally`andTip writing.)

When the writing activity ,is a natural outgrowth of the' content

being studied, learning in the content area can be reinforced at ,the

same time ihat'skills in written communication are strengthened.

Some writing activities(hould be created and structured by the

teachere Other writing 4ctivities should be initiated by the students

and based on their interests. Whether writing is assigned by teachers-
/

or initiated by students, teachers should help students generate,

'develop, organize, refine, and share their written ideas.

A detailed curriculum guide thus provides crucial support for

effective fAtructiOn in writing in the elementary school social studies

classroom. ...Such a guide should communicate the program of study in terms

of content.and skills to be mastered. .It also should provide much-needed

sets of BehaviorallOtated objectives and potentially\ useful student

learning materials. But it can do even more. A useful curriluluni-guide

in writing can also provide teachers with examples of study aid's, sample

instructional strategies, suggested tepching techniques, and evaluation

"procedure& needed'to translate the programof study into specifrC les-
.

son's. A truly-useful writing curriculum guide is much more than a simple

educational, program outline. Such a guide serves in effect'as an

iniervice training guide, for these added ingredients actually show
= .

teachers how to carry out the program components. Experience indicates

that such trainini..is indispensable to a successful writing program.

6Staff beve/ollent

Given the virtual absence of praservice teacher preparation for

.ceachi9,g writing,4inservit4 training is almost a peaessity if the

ingredients of a good writing curriculum guide are to become a classroom
=

reality. Inservice'training serves many purposes in addition to devel-
/

.oPing teachers' skills 4nd expertise. Probably its most important pur-

/pose is to help teachers internalize the concepts of a writing

1

program

/ and develop a sense of 4Lnership of the program. .

/
Effective staff-development programs in theteaChing of writi can

4
be cooperatively plannedwith.neyby universities. T4 that possibility

does not exist, a school district can establish its c& Program, drawing

on both outside consultants and the taleWts `bf its best teachers of wfit-

Jt (3G
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ing. Teachers working with teachers can provide an ,invaluable dimension.

to a staff-development program. Schools can also take advantage of out-
0

side help; community members who write well can share experiences with

teachers, as can master writing teachers from other school districts.

Inservice training may involve purely individual efforts,-infratal

teacher-sharing ef;Rrts, and more-formal organized staff-development

projects.

Teachers may initiate and design their own training in teaching

writing in "eir social studieg classes. A number of films, books, and

pAmphlets'ire valuable sourd00100f ideas and strategies:
2

Teachers may

wish to try some of'the specific: strategies described in this book or

demonstrated,in college courses or professional workshops.' Working with

'colleagues, individual teachers can apt these ideas for use with theft

own students. By observing classes where such strategies are being

tried, teachers can provide helpful suggestions N, one another. More-

over, by trying ideas generated by their colleagues, teachers can assist

each other while at the same time adding to their own repertoires of
4

writing instruction strategies.. Through independentreading.and informal

classroom experimeneation, teachers can develop a readirkess for teaching

writing in elementary school social studies. As this. readiness is d

oped or while it is developing, schools can move toward more-fo

inservice programs; 4e.

4

Opportunities to share ideas about writing in their classrooms pro-
.

vide teachers with a useful link between self-study and inservice train-
,

, .

ing.
't
No matter how unfamiliar they may ,be with the technicalixiet of

writing, most teachers can contrkte to such shariAt efforts. Teachers

may meet, for example, td`share assignments that have prodited sumessful

writing. A well-constructed assignment helps students focus their ideas

and produce better writing. Teacherefrom one 'school district identified

12 characteristics of a well-consteuc50 writing assignment:

- 7It is meanigful or significant to the students.

- -It is related to the program of studies.
c

--It concerns a subject about which the students have information

or can locate information.

--lit defines and limits the subject.

- -It clearly specifies the tasks fOr the students.
A

)0.

P '
.1)
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' --It encourages students to direct writing toward a spedific audi-

ence.

--It encourages thinking and originality.

--It enables students to discover pew understandingsvi,

--It suggests 'be..Wm (e.g., letter, script, speech, 5iiary, dialogue)

or lends itself to a variety of forms.

--It provides for differences in students' abilities.

,-It enables students to understana\.the basis on Which they are

,- being. evaluated.

41/
--It is appropriate to the grade level of-the student's.

U'seful guidelines for making writing assignments in social studies.

can also emerge from such sharing sessions. For exampleg,in planning

writing assignments teachers may want to proceed according to the follow-
+4-

ing steps '(with examples from atypical grades 5-6 social st les pro-
..

gram) '

Step 1. Review the body.of knowledge to delrrne the y conceRts

or fadts that are(to be taught.

--If a unit of study, determine the generalizations that old it

together (for example, southeastern United States).
A 411

1LIf a portion of a uni' determine the information or skills to be

learned (for exam e, life on a colonial plantation).

--If a generalization, determine the sections of the text that ,per-

tain to the generalization (for example, slavery).

Step 2. Identify, logical writing activities that will add to stu-

dents' understanding of the conceptic

Step 3. Consider lire 'purposes of the writing.

--If to motivate interest or to initiate learn ng, the whole class

can brainstorm data so that individtals Ean"write about the topic even

if theq have not studied it.

--If to determine' the present knowlidge ot_studentS, ask studentS,

to write aboilt_a topic.pridr,to studying it:

to .reinforce learding, students can write about their under-

standings of a.given topic.

--If to generate new knowledge or de elop new understandings and

insights, students can be asked to write about a topic that they must

research or to trrit4'aboUc,known data with.a new perspective (for
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gample,'w4ting about a topic from the viewpoint of two different

people or applying data to a new body of information):

Step 4. Use a variety of'writing experiences that offer students

opportunities to explore different forms, write for different audiences,

and write from different points of view.

--For grade 5: business letter, social note, news report, outline,
.

biography, commercial for radio, or.television, folktale, advent re or

fantasy story, factual paragrdph, haiku, limerick.

--For grade 6, autobiography,, feature article, interview, job
0 4

application, persuasive paragraph, script for a skit, legend, heroic

adventure, mystdry or science fiction story, personal experience, die-

mante, free verse.

Step 5. Increase the level of difficulty of writing assignments.

--Move from easy assignments to harder ones (for example, from

descriptive and sequenced or chronological paragraphs to persuasive and

analytical paragraphs).

--Move from short assignments requiring simple skills to longer

assignments requiring more-complex skills.

--Move from concrete to abstract ideas.

--Move from teacher-directed tasks to student-directed tasks.

Step 6. Match content objectivel with objectives naturally related

to the writing

Step 7. Plan appropriate activities for each phase of the writing

process: *prewriting, composing, revi4ing, and sharing.

Step 8. Write the assignment youAelf so that you can experience

the thinking proCess that,the students will experience and idAtify any

problems related to the clarity of the assignment.

Step 9. Revise the assignment.-_ .r.

'Teachers may also wish to meet toshare writing activities they
k

have read'abou or used. Depending on the depth of their concern and

involvevnt, t ey may wish to dissliss ideas about many other aspects of

writing as well. These,.sharing, sessions can be informally organized

around questions expressing common concerns. A series of questions such

as those that follow can form the basis for an open discussion on manag-

ing classroom time and space, evaluating student writing, and encourag-

ing students to write.
3

4%.
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`Managing Classroom Time and Space

--In wile* ways can language arts and social studieb,be integrated -4

to allow maximum use of instructional time?

--How can the classroom be structured so as to enHance independ'ent

4 -student writing activities?

--What cooperative student writing activities can be designed to

increase the potential of peer assistance?
0

Evaluating Student Writing

--How should student work be evaluated?

- -What are some different methods for evaluating papers?

- -Should every piece of writing be revised?

-rWhat are some productive alternativesato grading each piece of

student writing'?

--How often should teachers have conferences with students?

Encouraging Students to Write -

--What encourages students-to-write?

--What inhibits writing?

--How can teachers motivate students to write?

--What are some ways to share student writing?

--How often should students write?

To ensure the most effective teaching of writing in the elementary

ol social studies classroom, however, teachers should go beyond

.shating ideaed techniqUes. They should also engage in organized

efforts to correlate writing with social studies learning obi-ectives, to

design sequences_ of writing activities that can be .used in their own
.----

classes with their own texts, to develop Specific exercises through which

students can learn basic writingskills using social studies
1r

content,

and to practice creating effective writing a4nments. These efforts

may well require more-formal inservice training.

Organized, systematic inservice programs come in many forms, Tanginr

from a short one-time training session to a continuing series of sessions

over a period of weeks or months. Although one-shot teacher workshops

do not as a rule bring about much significatt classroom change, they can

sometimes serve useful purposes, especially when they stimulate teachers`

interest_in writing, make teachers aware of the possibilities for and

need of instruction in writing in their classrooms, and introduce

$
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teachers eo some useful teaching techniques. However, the kind of train-
.

ing that usually seems most valuable consists,of continuing instruction

by and feedback from teachers who are experienced inteaching writing in

their own classrooms (perhaps grahates of major writing projects or of

special college or university writing courses or programs) and curriculuni

specialists in writing and (in this case) social studies.

While such inservIce efforts may take a number of forms, the most

promising share the following foL/r features:

1. In these workshops, the teachers themselves write. Although

many are reluctant to4do so, they should write repeatedly, not only to

realize that they can write (and that they have, in fact, phinty of

things to write about, as do their stUdents) but also to try out the

procedutes that they will be using with students. During this process,

teachers begin to develop a feeling for what writing involves for the

yOungsters--a sensitivity to young writers' struggles to "find Something

I can write about" and the problems related to correct usage, grammar,

and spelling.

2*. Practical techniques are introduced, practiced, and analyzed

and adaptations are made.

3. SpeCific and varied teaching techniques are combined `to form

viable teaching strategies that accomplish specific objectives.

4. Such workshops not only transmit information about the curric-

ulum and teaching, they involve the participants in actually developing

procedures, materials, and lessons to use in their own classrooms.

This final point is most important. Teachers, like beginning

1).writers, must feel a sense, of ownership of a curriculum 1.f it is to

become a part of their classroom teaching. Thus, they need to engage in
4

workshop activities it which they experience, analyze, and discuss the

major stages of the writing process. They need to learn a variety pf

techniques that can be used in the prewriting stagetto help students

learn how to generate ideas, evaluate and accommodate a specific audi-

ence, and focus on topics. Teachers' study of the compqsing process

should include strategies for helping students organize written state-
/

merits and tips for making assignments that help students rather th'an

coausing them. In working with the revision stage of writing, teachers

need to focus oh ways to undertake,the various tasks that need to be
c7
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done at this stage, including providing peer as well as teacher feed-.

back, revising a draft, editing final drafts, and evaluating Students'

written work.

School principals and key teachers can provide instructional leader-

ship in conductihg staff- development programs that incorporate these
4

features. A strong program can evolve if several principals and teachers

Aq.the same school system joj.ntly plan a series of
0

inservice workshops

and exchange teacher talent from school to schobl.

'4 Under the guidance of central-level supervisors and specialists, a

large school district may plan a standard inservice workshop model in

order to ensure consistency in the progra Such a wo rkshop can be

designed in advance and ,taught to princip s ar other workshop leaders

in special training sessions. If they are provided with step-by-step

directions, a time schedule, and prepared handouts, principals y wel-

come the opportunity to serve as instructional leaders.

One possible format fo.r such an inservice pxogram might be a sefies

of 90-minute teacher meetings over the eours'tof a semester, each meeting

planned to deal in depth with a specific aspect of teaching writing.

Each session could consist of a general intTq.pctory ptesestation by the

workshop leader, a carefully structured large-group discussion, and a

small-group activity. One Aluch meeting, on t he topic o& developing

effective writing assignments, might be organized according to the

following pattarn.
4

Introductory Presentation (20 minutes)

1. Welcome teachers and introduce s elf. 11
4

2. Review workshop goals: (1) to. establish ghod reasons for

teaching writing in the social studies program, "(2) to provide teachers.

with strategies for teaching writing through.esoclal studies, and (3) to

provide teachers with concrete help in developing effective writing

assignments.

3. Present a brief rationale on the-importanCe of writing for

disCovering:ideas, organizing information, and l&arning conttnt.

Large-Group Discussion (35 minutes)

1. Discuss considerations for planning writing, assignments.

2.. Lead participants in brainstorming the characteristics of a

well-constrUcted'Writing assignmedt. List ideas on chalkboard.

t, 113
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3. Distribute hando.ut with list of characteristics. Ask partici

pants to review list, add new ideas, or revise listed ideas.

4. Distribute a handout of model writing assignments in ocial

studies. Ask participants to analyze each of these assignments

SmallGroup Task (35 minutes)

1.' Organize participants into groups of three, asking -them to

group according to the social studies texts they are teaching.

2. Ask participants towtite one or two assignments (following

the model) that they can use urttgh their students and their texts.'

3. Have a recorder write the assignments on paper and hand them

to workshop leader.

4. Ask the groups. to share the alignments they wrote.

Followup

1. Distribute` copies of all. assignments made at the workshop. to

each.teacher participant.

2. At a later session in the series, ask participants to describe

their experiences with selected assignments and offer suggestions for

improving them.

Such inservtce activities require instructional input by experienced

teacher/writers or by writing/social studies experts. They also require

sharing, hard work, and creative,energy on the part of teachers. How

ever, the results are well worth the effort and cost.

Teacher/Administration Assessment

A third key to successful elementary school social studies writing

instruction is a cooperative teacher/administrator assessment plan.

_Teachers may want to establish for themselves teaching improvement goals

dile jointly plan with their supervising administrAtors a method for

evaluating their prOgress in meeting these teaching goals.

It is helpful to establish a list of questions that will assist the

teacher andothe supervising administrator in reviewing the, clasSroom

program. Such a list may include some of the foilowing'questions:

Provisi n'for All Stage's of the Writing Process

--I4 there frequent writing in class?

--Is emphasis placed on the importance of gerierating, expanding,
1

and focusing ideas? 4
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- -Are students taught to organize their ideas?

- -Do students patticipate in An 4diting prodess by pr ofreading and

revising?

--Do students share their writing?,

Provision for the Needs of All Students

--Do assignments provide for the different abiliiiesof students?

- -Do assignments provide for the different backgrounds and interests

of students?

--Are different types of writing assignments given?

Evaluation of Students' Writing

- -Does the evaluative instrument' reflect the specific elements

stressed in each assignment?
kr

--Do students have a checklist of &e criteria by which their writ-

ing will be judged?'

- -Do studgats-have indiVidual folders containing compositions that

reflect their growth in writing skills?

Assessing the ,School Program

- TIs there bth pre- and post- testing writing skills?
9

- -4Are the results of the assessment used in determining whether

objectives have been met?

- -Are the results of the atsessment used in preparing objectives

for the following year?

- -Is the suggested procedure,used to assess the progress and needs

of particular groups of students?'

Assessment of a writing program can perhaps best be accomplished by

comparing papers written at the beginning of the school year with those

produced at the end of the school year. Using a general-impression or

holistic approach, three teachers can quickly read both sets of papers

(coded to conceal:students' names and dates), ranking,each paper in one

of thregtor four categories (from very' good to satisfactory to not-so-

good to poor). The paperd can'theil be decoded to determine how many

students improved and how much they improved between the fall and the

spring. Appropriate instructional activities for the next semester dan

then be planned:



Summary

And this brings us back to,Alice :

. . .and still the ueen cried, "Faster! Faster,:
and dragged her along. 'Are we nearly there?," Alice
managed to pant out at st.

"Nearly there!" dim Queen repeated. "Why, we
pasged it ten minutes ago! Fadter!,"-and they ran on
for a time in silence, with the wind whistling in

-Alice's ears, and almost blowing her hair off her head,
she fancied.

"Now! Now!" cried the Queen. 'Faster! taster!"
And they went so fast that at last they seemed.to skim! /
through the air; hardly touching the ground with theirl
feet,.till suddenly, just as Alice was getting quite
exhausted, they stopped, and she found herself sitting
on the ground breathless and giddy.

The Queen prOpped her up against a tree, and said
kindly, "You may rest a little, now."

Alice looked rouni her idlgreat surprise. "Why, I
do believe we've been under this tree the whole time!
Everything's just as it was!"

"Of course itlp," said the Queen. "What would you
have it?"

"Well, in our country," said Alice, still panting a
little; "you'd geAfrally get to somewhere elseoif you
ran very Last 1.6,24 long time as we've been doing."

"A slow sort of country!," said the Queen. "Now,
herd, you see, It takes allthe running 292 can do, to
keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere
else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!"

Writing inselementary school social studies need tot be a confusing
'

wonderland. Teachers can "run" with a writing program in this content

area, given the three basic supports noted here: a detailed curriculum

guide, inserVIce staff development, and an adequate teacher/administrator

assessment program- -and, unlike Alice, they can get somewhere.

ReprinEed.with pitmission from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
and the Looking_ Glass, by Lewis CrOroll (New York.:. Coll

a division of Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.; Londbn:, Coll
Macmillan Publishers, 1962). Copyright 1962 by Macmillan Publishing
Co.k,Inc.
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1: From Guide forTeach ng Writing, K-6, in the Fairfax County
Public Schools. Part 1 (Fairfax, Va.: Pairfak County Public Schools,
1970).

J

2. See the epilogue to this book for a list 'of some useful
sources.

3. Based on materials developed by Betty Blaisdell and Dolores
Bohen, English curriculum specialist in the Fairfax County (Virginia)
Public Schools.

. 4. From Guide for Teaching. Writing, 7-12, in the Fairfax County
Public Schools (Fairfax,Va.:- Fairfax County Public School's, 1977).
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20. THREE ESSENTIALS FOR A SOUND SOCIAL STUDIES /WRING PROGRAM --

By Barry K. Beyer

Attention to the prinolples of good classroom teaching, as Nellie

Quander explains in Chapter 18, is crucial to the success of any elemen-

tary
%

,school social studies/writing program. -And, as Betty Blaisdell and

I point out: in the preceding chapter, an adequate curriculum guide;

appropriate staff development, and continued assessment of student writ-

ing.and classroom teaching procAde indispensable support for the,class-

411

om implementation of such a program. Yet none of these factors--as

portant as they are--is as crucial to the success of a social studies/

writing program as the soundness of the program itself. This article ,

analyzes three essential features of a sound program.

1.et me make clear what I mean by a4,` }sound program." The measure of

any social studies/kriting program, in my judgment, is4the extent to

which such a program accomplishes two crucial goals: (1) student 'mastery

of progressively more-sophisticated and mature principles of written

discourse in social'studies subject-matter areas afid (2) student mastery

of basic social studies information, concepts, generalizations, and

skills. In elementary school social studies, writing should serve as a

means for learning social studies as well as a goal of learning. Con-

versely, social studies subject matter should serve as a vehicle for

learning or improving writing as well as a goa of learning. A- sound

social studies/writing prograe-leads to ased learning of both writ-

ing and social studies, as determined by all measures7of student achieve-

ment. These goals are not likely to be achieved unlessthe program is

constructed in a way that deliberately fosters their achievement.

Three features distinguish a sound elementary school social studiest

writing program. First, such a program must provide fer sequential skill

developmgnt across grade levels. Second, it musC4integrate skills with

subject-matter instruction. And third, it muse ,.explicitly provide for

direct instruction in both writing and subject matter.

The claim that an'eleMentary school qacial studies/writing program

should be sequential, integrative, and explicitly instructional isbased

1.77
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on neither whim nor theory. It is based on what we know both about

writing andand about the present state of teacher expertise in the teaching

of writing in the-elementary school.

Writing is not a skill; it is a complex process that makes use of a

repertoire of discrete skills., Nor is writing something that is mastered

4 once and for all at a particdtar time in one's schooling and then used

in 41changing fashion thereafter. Writing grows and develops over time

as it is used for a variety of purposes in a variety of contexts. Nor

is there only one kind of wilting to be used with all types of informa-
,

tioF or for all purposes. A variety of writing forms and styles exist

for use in achidving many different goals in many different content

areas. No single writing style or form is appropriate for all content

- areas and purposes. Acknowledgment-of these three major characteristics

of writing must shape the teaching of writing,if we are to improve the

quality 'of student writing and learning in our schools.

Furthermore, few elementary school teachers have had formal training

in the teaching of writing. Of course, most wrote when they were them-

selves students. Freshman English composition was and still is an

inescapable hurdle for most college students. The elier- present term

-1) ,continues to rear its ugly head in course after college course.

In spite of these writing requirementb, however, .most preservice teachers

received precious little instruction in how to compose--how to generate

ideas, how to organize- and relate information, and how'to put words,

ideas, and information together in ,order to accoMplish a specific pur-

pose for a specific audience. With the exception of the relativety few

teachers who have had the opportunity to become involved in such efforts

as the National Writing. Project and other inservice writing programs,

classroom'tachers in gene'rel know little about how to teach writing

effectively to their studentd.

School systems that are interested in improving the writing skills

bf their students must thus considei both the nature of writing and the

lack of teacher expertise in writing if they are to achieve the.learning'

goals they seek. Benign neglect will not,produce the long-run improve-

ment th NAEP' test scores suggest is needed.' Only by developing

system tde or building-wide :curricula which carefully sequence and

integ to writing with subject matter and which provide for direct clasS-

. t
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room instruction in writing can Schools be assured of- making improvements
. ,

in the learning of both writing and social studies.

Sequential WritingiSkill Delillopment

No K-6 program of studies in -any skill or subject area stands alone.

,Uat only must it relate to programs of study in'other K-6 subject - smatter

areas, it is also an integtal part of a larger K-12 learning prOgtam.

This` -is especially true' of a writing program. To -a large extent, a K-6
b. I ,,

writing3program seeks to deytlbp the skills and knowledge necessary to

achie've the skills., knowledge, and affective goals $aught at the secon-

dary and hither levels. Thus, planning-a K -6 1riting programi involves

determining whtt a student shOuld be ablip to do by way of writing upon

/ r graduation from high school and then planning backward to identify what

needs to );se doneat each preceding grade level to intraduce, deV'elop,

and reinfbrce whatever is prerequisite to that goal. If educators decide

th

that upon graduation from iltgh sdhooLthe average student shdold be able,

to write a coherent, error-free paragrapkyiwresearch report, or-an

analytical or persulrsivd essay, certain skills need to be developed .in

sequence at earlier grt.de levels in order to ensure the realization of
,

,these Any K-6 prograft in writing needs to be

an end inpself, but as apart - -a very funddmenttl

K -12" sequence of learning goald'and activities.

developed, not as

part--of a.larger

41 --
For optimum learning, skills should be introduced when appropriate

400the ability levas of, the students.', Instruction in each gra* level

should build on skills

tions for, skills.to be

students may move from

to writing more - Complex

introduced In ?arlier grades and develop foundat-

introduced in / later-grades. ,Thus,' for example,

dictating se4enees,to writi% ng a Simple sentence-

senttnces., In,paragraphoWriting, students often

move frbmyriting three-senteqe OstagraOs'to'five-sentence paragraphs

and then to three-paragraph statements and so on. Thay write first

,for entertainment or recreation,
..-
:- motp,or defend.

1r

N To illustrate the sequencing
. .....

repartIgritinl.' The report- is a common writing form in social studies.
41 . I

Report Writing .4 process copsitts of.a numher of skills%that'dan be
.

,i--:Asught in sequence as students move through_the elementary school ,social
, ,- . .

,'

. .
.

next to inform, and eventually' to pro-
,v

1
of writing skill instruction, consir

f..
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studies curriculum. The sepence*of such skill learnipg might

Ysecond gate and-unfold as follows:? .

,
,,

Grade 2.- The students will write about personlexperiences/ , relat-

ing the events in chronological grder.

Grade 3. The stud6ts will write short reports, successfuliycom-7

.pleting the following tasks:
10'

--Collect'and record itportant facts to be included.

--Organize the relevant facts in logical order.

- -Share thowritten report with classmates.

Grade 4; The students will write short reports on given topics,

successfully completing the following. tasks:

--Pdse two or three interesting questions about the topic.

--Find al.,:sw to the questions by gathering information from one

or more sources.

--Take brief 'notes while reading to find information.

--Organize the facts into logical order.

--Write the report,..using source notes.

--Provide a concise, interesting title.

--Prepare a brief bibliography, following a model.

' Grade 5. The students will write short f400tualreports, success-
-

fully completing the followint'tasks:
. - .

--Pose questions about the topiip.

- 7-Gather.information from-two or more sources.

It

.

4f0 . #
414444--Take brief notes to answer the que stions posed and- er

important information.
,

. 1
... . a

--Organize information into an outline which ntains topics and

subtopics. ik

--Write thereport,-using the outline.

--.Provide a concise, interesting title.
...

--Prepate a bibliography, supplying title,.euthor; and copyright

't datdfor eath entry. .46( 0 .

1 V.
.

Grade E. The students will write reports and biograph/Os, stictes-
.. . .

.
. fully completing the'following tasks:

-- Select 'a limited subject that is parsonallY interesting.

..--Research the subjewt, using several sourcel of information:.

-r-Take.brief notes, summartzinginformation on note-cards.

18? 1
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--Plan the report by organizing the notes and developing an outline.

--Write and proofread a preliminary draft.

-- Rewrite the report, refining style and correcting errors.

--Illustrate the report with maps, diagrams, transparencies4 Cr

other visual aids.

--Prepare a bibliography, supplying authbc, title, publisher, plate'

f publication, and copyright date for each entry.

Such a sequence obviousty does not stand alone but fits in tarefully

with similar sequential dev opment. ei sentence writing, punctuation,

and other skills. Furthermo e, while every writing activity should

attend to the three major stages of the writing process--prewriting,

coMposing,.and revising -- instruction might well be on only select*

aspects of each stage at each grade level. In the early grades, stu-

dents shbuld receive instruction in ho* to generate ideas to write, about

(a prewrtting e
skill0 and how to develop foCus. For' example, they might

move from natant btdrbifild word Cicfiei.fo Mbie:formii Viiinstorming,

using focus4gro4a and d a7gathering charts. Organizing ideas and

information in paragraph fo should receive attention when students are

ready for it--perhaps'in the early intermediate grades. Such specific

skills as forecasting and'5equencing should await attention until t

4 secondary grades. Iv

In planning an overall. d

shotifd thus consider at least s

tent, task, length,-skillfocus,

general rule, students in the primary grades.write first about real

experiences or concrete objects, events, or places (but, as Kieran Egan,

lle
argues'," real" experiences may also include the products of youngsters'

very vivid imaginations3), moving gradually abstract reprelentations
.

of these gs and to-mare abdtract ideas. terms of tasks, they may
11e4

velopmental writing program, teachers

variables at each gradeOlevel: con-

ect focus, and audience. As a

lirmove from iting descriptions' and narratives to explaining how and why

and to.writing persuasItir arguments. Initial writing assignmentalMild
i

be short, with tasks becoming longer and nitie:comPlex as students evi-

dence compercein the early writing tasksmoving gradually from

phrases to sentences, combinations of sentences, simple and then complex
.

paragraphs, short threerparagraph statements, grad finally to short
. .

essays.

: 4114'
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Young/Students can also attend to audience, at a simple level. Int's

the primary grades, they tray write to friends; parlats, siblings, and
, .

even government offici4s or famous people. Re arch suggests, however,
/4.

that "systematic analysis of audience dhould be pgstponed at least until

the. upper-intermediate grades. Finally, w )lat we ask students to write0,

about may move from their own selves or other specific individuals in

early elementary sdhool, to groups of clog ac

general in middle schooP to society as

_ ma

wr

re ated p rPoses. To accomplish the first, goal, a writing program must

'cre to a classroom climate that is suppOrtive of writing. It must also

gnize and utilize the dozens of opportunities for writing that exist

in tJhe normal classroom routine as wellas in elementary school social

studies course work. Students need opportunities to see written words,

tp hears them read aloud, and to see them written down and then read

aloud. Young p en need.to see others write -= especially parents,

teachers, and peers." -y need. to write in conjunction with other media,

ycluding pictures, films, music, oral reports, and reading. They need

to write even when what they write is undecipherable. Moreover,, all

these actirtiesmeed to be conducted in a nonthreatening atmosphere of

trust'andsupport.. The products of students' writing need to be
01

uaintances and groups ini

in high-school.

Elementary school writing programs wist also attend to .two other

concerns, in turn: (11 cresting in the students a willingness to

and 44`helping them use writing for meaningful, subject-mattex-
.

rec

with theirweers and with adults irk positive w)Ys,

shared
N,

1
After the Proper atmosphere i established, students can write in

specific socAl studies area's for subject-matter learning putpdses 'rather

than merely for self-expression or OrcreatiOn: They can write to develop

plans for further learning by inventing ideas, to study later. They can,

write from different points of view in order to develop mew insights

into what they are Studying. And they can write to pull together loess\

studied earlier. The writing skills taught or employed in such activi-

ties must be appropriate hot only to the abilities of the students but

also to the content being stugied and the substantive goals thai the

writing seeks to accomplish.

'Thus, a Carefully sequenced writing program shotrld,_move students
oo.-

from simple, basic skillstd more-complex onet,'.5.r.v-akill-by -skill use

184 1 ,S,,9
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to conscious use of the entire writing proceiS, and from competence in
A t .

one technique to f miliarity with a variety of techniques and folios,

Such a program mus.t so move, students gradually from highly teacher-
. .

directed to increasingly. self- directed writing. Finally,'in terms of

social studids, it ahouldftmove'students away,from self-centered writing.

20and thinking toward othe-centertd and socially focused Concerns.
, 9

Skill and Content Integration

A sound writing program integrates the development of, writing skills

with other aspects of the program of studies. This integration can occur,

in at least four areas'. In eletentary school social studies', writing

instruction should be combined with Social studies learning objectives,

with social :studies content and subject matter, with other skill

development-- especially reading comprehension--and with a variety of

other learning activities. Skill development and subject-matter learn-

ing should proceed together for motivational as well as for learning

P.urposes.

First, writing skills objectives must be intArated with social

studies learning objectives.4 If, for instance,, a major elementary

scholAssocial studies objective is "to identify the roles and contribu-

tions of famous Americans): a. writing skill objective that can:be accom-

inished simultaneously might be "to expand basid sentences by.adding

information that tells where, when, ho3,, what kind,'and_ so osl" An

activity that seeks to achieve Ihesetwo'objedtives.simultaneously might,

present students with a simple sentence about a famous American and ask

them to expand the sentence by adding appropriate-information about that

individual's roles-or contributions. For example:

Given: George Washington was the first presi=
dent.

a
Expanded7, George Washington, a Virginian and a,

plantation owner, was the fir9t president
of the Unified States.

Many common writing and sdcial studies objectives can be. combined'

in similar 'fashion. ti,mintary seho61 students are oftep asked to

identify an explain the significance of ,important evetts in American

history. .Combining several short.sentences to produce a single, more-
% .

0
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complex sentence is a wrieinlk task that can be accomplished during this

process, as illustra$,ed by the following fifth-grade assignmenv,--

Match each item from Column'A with the item in Column B that
best tells its importance in American history.'

Column A Column B

1. 'Eli Whitney invented .- A.

.the cotton gin:.

2. Jamestown was a colony. B.
4

Se

3. The United States
bought land from

C.

France in 1803.

The Louisiana Purchase
more than doubled the

11 size of the United
Stew.

the cotton gin made
it'possible to grow
more cotton, and so
more plantations
spranglup using more
slaves.

This was the first
peirmanent English
coldny in the
Americas.

After you have matched,these items, rewrite- each pair
(combine them) into one sentence. You can add or change
words, but dp not leave out any information.

Example: Eli Whitney's iriNliion of the cotton gin made
it possible to grow more cot n, and so more planta-
tions sprang up using more slaves.

.

41`

Combining writing with social studies objectives is a crucial felf-

ture of a sound elgMentav school social studies 'Curriculum if students

are to develop writing skills and4learn social studies in the process.

Students-caA use writing to learn the infoLation and ideas ,they are

studying about. They can use writing to invent ideas about a topic

which can,serve as hypotheses for testing by further study. They can

also write 'about an event from the points of view of the different people

. involved in order to develop empathy for these people as well as to

acquire new insights about the subject. This process is illustiated by

the following assignment:

,After reading the assigned pages.in your text, pretend
.: that"you are a settler in Jamestown Colony who is living

- 'in a ba'rk but during his first winter-lin America. Write
a short letter ~your brotier or sister in'England,
describing what your life in America is like so ,far.
You may wish p share how you feel about what has
occurred or what ypu hope will occur in the spring s .

(
well as tell some of thethilpgs that have happened -

110
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In more-analytical fashion, students" can write short paragraphs

: about a series of related topics and then, using data from their para-

graphs, compare these topics and make generalizations.

1. The natural resources of the South
ltvel of the people whd lived th
times.

fluended the
in colonial

2. The-natural resources of e South influence the
lives of people 144 ere today. '

3. The natural resources f the South -shave affected
the lives of people w o. lived there in colonial
times and Southerners day in aifferent ways.

Writing can be ysed to teach basic social studies concepts as well

as -to clarify insights into key themes and topics. By writing specific 't

examples of ideas or concepts, students can develop important social b

4

studies generalizations.
0

Writing instruction .should be combined with efforts to develop other
.._

skills; for example, skimming, observing, and
...

care
Ii_

ful reading. Children

can quickly examine one or more study prints or piCtures oricskim-a brief4 .

4
reading and t o write about what these items seem to "say." Later,

1they can study hese same items in depth to see if in fact they do "say"

what the students' thought they said.. Students can then revise their
. . .-

'original statements, changing their conclusions if necessary o'r using

their initial conclusions as topic sentences. ,

Finally, writing should be integrated with other learning media and

techniques as students seek to accompliSh social studies learning goals.

(While the writid4 process may serve. as the strye ure of social studies.

lessons, such media as filmstrips, documents, oral reports, and texts'

can%beused in conjUpction with specific writing activities, asshown by .

the fbllowing learning sequence:
5

1., Students view the filmstrip Life on a Plantation to observe

what life as like :for whites and blacks.
®-

2. Th

4
class brains_ torms lists (recorded on stlie board) of what

ii
they saw u i'il- headings "Life of Slave Owners," ,"Life of Slaves,"

and "plantation Activities.;'

3. Small groyps evaluate the lists on the board to prepare two

other lists: "Btnefits of 'Slavery" and "Epile, of SlaverY."- The small

.groups then repott to the claps. e

1
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4. The class lists (411 the board) s me arguments that a person

opposed to slavery might have made.

4
5. Students pretend that they have just visited a plantation in

the mid-1800s. Half the class, as individuals, write letters to friends

describing life on the plantation from the point of view of someone

favoring slavery.

b. Working in pro /con slavery pairs, studets read each other's

letters to learn the arguments used by the othertside. Each student

suggests oue additional item to be included in the partner's revised

ketier.

J. The class analyzes two documents
4
(a letter critical of slavery

and a newspaper editorial defending plantation slavery).to"find examples

of arguments that might be used in.their lettef-s. Each student chooses

one fact or argument to include in a revised letter.

8. Students revise their letters to include suggestions made in

class aM trY the-documents they'snalyzed:

9. Students read each other's revised letters and suggest cortec-

dons in spelling, punctuation, and sentence structure (by .circling sus-
.

pecied eAors). When letters are returned, students discuss reasons for

the changes, and make changes that they believe should be made.

10. After letters have been graded, they are posted. Each student

reads four letters representing each side of the issues involved in the

arghment over slave4t1. 0

11. Working with partners, students write a paragraph that explains

three issue's involved in the slavery debate.

12. After a list of these. issues is posted on the,boatl, the class

uses them to make three, generalizatiops about slavery. -St clerks hen'

read the assigned pages in the text to assess whether their ge liza-
4

accurately:summarizethe major issues that led to the Civil War.

This sequeUce of classroom activities illustrates sting can:

be integrated with other media and techniques to acc mplish social

studies Iwning goals and to develop writing -skill

Direct Skill instruction

Making explicit provisions for 'direct skill. instruction constitute

the third, and most essential featute of a sound writing program in ele-
.
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mentary school social studie. ' Children do not earn new skills 'simply

by attempting them to the best of their abilit s when they are required

to do so.- They learn a skill when they use he skill to accomplish a

meaningful substantive goal, when they atte d 'to how.they execute the

skill, and when they receive corrective fe dback and instruction as they

do so. .Any ffective writing skill prog am requires direct instruction

in the various skills that constitute writing as youngsters deal with

the subject matter o4 the program.

Direct instruction in writing can be proliided at every phase of the

writing process. Such instruction may consist of (1) using a,strategy

specifically designed to introduce and reinforce skills, (2) froviding

frequent supervise) practice accomplished by immediate feedback and

reinforcement, (3). providing supervised skill practice that is analogous

to as.well as equivalent to the form in,which the skill is normally used,

and (4) providing such instruction at each major stage of the writing

pr.cPss

To introduce, review, 9r provide additional instruction about any

writing skill or form, a teacher can use*a five-step precessan which

the teacher (1) introduces the skill'to be taught by label4,

and/or example, (2) explains the specific steps involved iri''Usinvthe
1!*-

skill, and (3) demonstrates (using appropriate subject matter) the skill.

The students then (4) practice the skill repeatedly with other appro-

priate content and (5) r4view after each practice how they did the skill

and how tdeY engaged in the various operations that constitute the

skill. This skill-teaching strategy cant'y be used repeatedly to provide

direct instruction in any aspect of

While instruction, in writing should be frequent, it should not be

long and.drawn out. As Janet Cuenca notes in Chapter 16, it should be

in "small bites " -- lessons or activities requiring no more than 15
4

or 20
/'

minutes. Students should receive. immediate instructive and reinfording,.

feedback from the teacher or their peers. Instruction can be Provided

during any prewriting, composing, or revising activity, depending on the

emphasis of the program at each grade level. For exaiple, students can

receive instruction in-organizing their writinvby following models as

they compose -- model's such as those used in, the poetry-writing activity

described by AnnGibson in Chapter il. Teacher-made feedback models or

497
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Figure 7

SELF - DIRECTED WRWING GUIDE

Topic: The Jamestown Settlement

IP
.

1. List three pieces of information about this topic that you find in

Chapter 1. You'do not have to write them in sentences. Just.write

down bits and pieceseof information that you find as you skim the chap7'

ter. Three sample items haye been provided to help you start your list.

--shortage of corn

-7-many people died ofkmalaria

--fighting betwein Indians and Europeans

g

2. Now wrip[a sentence that summarizes the information above. Do not

just copy the pieces of information you isted.' Instead, put the

information into different words so that the facts are connectedgo

one another.

4.

^

4

3. Next, write a paragraph. Use the sentence from task 2 as your topic).

A sentence. Add sentences giving at least three of informa-

tion from task. 1. These sentences should support or expl;ainjour

topic sentence. Be sure to show6hcw each piece of information is
4. . ..

connected to your topic sentence.

1

J
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4. Write a sentence that sums up the importance of the paragraph you

wrote in task 3 (above). It should answer the question "So what?"

if

5. Now reread Chapter 1 carefully to answer these questions:

a. What facts can you find to prove th-at your last sentence is

true?

46

b. What facts can you find to prove that this sentence may 114

(completely) true?

c. What three new ideas about this topic did you get by rereading

this chapter?

491189
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questions written on a chalkboard may provide guidance during the revi
,-. -.

.

sion process, as can more direct instruction following the fivestep ,

procedure'oUtined above.

Not all'ilitstruction need be teacher directed, however. Teachers°
. _

cah provide indirect assi

Z
tance by preparing various types of guides .fox

students to use as they ite. The handout in Figure 7 illustrates one

form that -such a guile might take for use in fourth, fifth? or sixth
/

grade social studies. .This guide leads students through 'the prewriting

and compos,ing p of the writing process in combination with, a read
.

ing activity. The students use their conclusions (irem 5) as hypotheses

io'be ,tested by further reading in their texts>and then again as topic

sentences in revised versions of their original paragraphs. When this

type of guide is used in the classroom, the teacher is free to move from
0

student to student'proViding individual instruction as needed. .

. 7/
-Finally, instruction and prac ice in writing can be provided in

rs.,

forms analogous to but not .equivalent to the way a particular skill is

used in'writing. In order to learn how to organize a paragraph by

assentling details that support a topic sentence, it is not alwayS

necessary for students to invelv appropriate sentences and details.

Students can examine existing sentences to identify these parts of a

paragraph and then resequence them in a more desirable order. Exercises

such as the following may serve this purpose:

Which of the following sente' es best includes all the
others?

I. Captain Smith forced settlers to make fish nets and
to plant corn,

. 2. Ile also ordered people to gather oysters and pi0c
wild berries to eat.

3.- John Smith ruled Jamestown Colony with a firm hand.

4. Smith punishea settlers who traded tools for Indin
corn. L.

Underline whichever of the followini& sentences support,
(prove) this idea: Captain John Smith ruled the- James
town Colony witIVai: iron; hand.

1.. John Smith ordered people to make fish nets and
animal traps.

1 LOJ
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tice

2. John-Smith made people /gather wild berries and col-
lect oysttrs.

3. Christophel Newport and John Smith argued over how
best to deal with Indians..

Similar activities can be developed to help students learn or prac-

the skill off writing conclusions:

Whichl!f the sentences below best sums up the importance
of th s paragraph?

Captain John Smith ruled the Jamestown Colony with'an
iron hand; He orderdd people to make fish nets and
animal traps when food supplies ran short. He also made
them gather wild berries and-dig roots.

1. 'Smith punished those who sold
for corn.

2. Smith's main concern was that

3. Smith made the settlers do'as
a

tools to the Indians,

the colony survive.

he ordered.

When content used in such activities is drawn from content. current to

the social studies topic under study0',writing instruction and subject-
,

matter.instruction reinforce each other.

Itshould-be noted that instruction is not complete until students

discuss' and share how they identified tdpic or concluding sentences or

Axvi they sequenced other sentences as they did. Mixing such analogous

activities as these with direct_ experience in generating,,composlyg, and

revising their own paragraphs not only introduces variety into /earning

but also enables students to work with the maximum possible amount of

subject matter.
a

Finally, instruction needs to be provided at

writing process in the specific skills required o

When students are given a writing assignment, they

generate something worthwhile to write. Students

how to brainstorm as well as.opportunities to do

each stage in the

complete that stage.

must be shown how to

need instruction in

so, and they need

instruction in the many other techniques they can use to tuin a topic

into a topic sentence. Children'also need direct instruction in hem/ to,

organize their writing, whether it be single paragraphs or three-

paragraph reports. They, need to be shown how, to rewrite in order to

clarify-their ideas, how to edit for grammatical and ,content'accuTacy,

and how to evaluate their own writing.. Skill instructioh that is'prdfr

vided when the skill is needed to accomplish a substantive writing



assignment frequently produces better learning than does drill-and7

practice skill, teaching, because students have a reason to learn the
c

skill which is directly connected to the subject matter.
6

Summary

An effective writing progtam in elementary school social studies

4

must exhibit many features. CerteVy the principles of 'good classroom

instruction'must be employed. Detailed curriculum guides, appropriate

ineervice training, and organized assessment of classroom instruction

and student achievement are,necessary supp6its for such a program., But

behind all these lies the prograth that is the target of instruction.

For best resulik this grog must follow an explicit sequeriCe for

develbping writing skills, must integrate skill instruction with social

studies subject matter and objectives, and must provide for systematic

direct instruction in writing. The development and articulation of, such

a program is. an indispensable ingredient in any effort to improve both

instruction and.learning in writing and social-studies in the elementary

grade's.

Notes

1. . The National Assessment of Educational Progrdss iadicates that
fearer than 50 percent of U:S.. 17- year -olds in school can write an, accept=

able paragraph. While' slight improvethents ,in writing performance have,
been recorded for stud at some age levels in some areAs of the
country over the past dende, much remains to, be done. See "Implica-
tions of NMI' Writing Results for ASCD Methbers," ASCD Update 23,
(Mapeh-1981) pp. 1, 6.

2. From Fairfax County prograii Of,Studies, K-6 (Fairfax, Va.:
Fairfax County Public Schools, 1978),

3. Kieran Egan, Educational Development (New York: Oxford
University Fss, 1979) .

I

4. The following two examples are IEsed.on a format devised by
Dolores Bohen and Thomas Ward, curricUl specialists in the Fairfax
County, (Virginia) Publlic Schools.

5. Based on a sample' lesson developed by social studies curriculum
specialist Buddy Wishon, Fairfax County ('Virginia) Public Schools.

6. C1 Bereiter, '!Elementary School: Necessity or Convenience?,"
gleientary .St of Journal; May 19,73, pp. 435-446.
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EPILOGUE

1/4

Clearly, we are not where many people--parents, educators, and even

students --believe we ought to be in terms of either writing or social

%studies im our elementary schools., However, as the preceding pages indi-

cate, some classroom teachers are using strategies that can move us in a

direction favored by many. As noted in the prologue, this book seeks to

stimulate and/Or improve student writing -and mastery of social'studies

in elementary schools by suggesting and illustrating practi9A classroom

techniques for integrating instruction in writing with social studies.

For educators who are interested,in improving the quality of student

writing and social studies education at this level, the ideas presented

here may be most useful. But these ideas will remain only ideas unless

they are tried repeatedly in the classroom and unless they are made an

explicit part of a coherent social studies writing curriculum taught by

trained teachers across all elementary grades. To do this fruitfully

will require more than random, tuferitical trial of these techniques; it

Will require thoughtful'curriculum development and classroom teaching.,4

It also requires.further'study of the theory, research, and learning

principles w d2rgird these practices. (

Ty assist educators in conducting=eucha study, we have listed,some

sources that stem to us to be readable, informktive, and immediately
t

useful. Study, analysis, and diicussion of the ideas and information

contained in these' sources will provide a useful context for the tech-
C)

niques described in this
,

bodk. Moreci;er, such a study can also lead to

the development of additibnal useful teaching techniques for improVIng

writing in elementary school social studies and to the construction and

implementation of curricula designed to achieve this goal. Once we have

done thisi\we can integrate writing and social studies lubject matter so

that each; plays a functional pie in learning the other as well as serv-

ing a goal in itself. Accomplishing this goal is the challenge before

us today.
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RELATED RESOURCES IN THE ERIC SYSTEM '4'

The resources despribed in this section have been entered into the

ERIC (Educational Resourdes Information Center) system. Each is identi-

fied by a,six-digit number and two letters: "EJ" for journal articles,

"ED"'for other documents. Abstracts of and descriptive information about

all ERIC documents are published in two cumulative indexes: Resources

in Education (RIE) for ED documents and the Cumulative 'Index to Journals

in Education (CIJE) for EJ listings. This information is also accessible

through three major on-line computer searching systems: DIALOG, ORBIT,

and BRS.

Most, but not all, ED documents are available for viewing in midro- 0,
V

fiche (MP) at libraries that subscribe to the ERIC collection. Micro-

fiche copies of these documents can also be purchased from ERIC Document

Reproduction Service .(EDRS), P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA'22210. Paper

copie C) of some ED documents may also be purchased from EDRS. Irkfor-ett
%

mation a

:

out the availabili ty of every ED document listed is included at

the beginning of the abstract, along, with prices for both microfiche and

f paper copies. If a document is. not available from EDRS, the source and

price are provided.

Journ4 articles are not available in microfiche.

library does not have file relevant issue of a journal,

or more reprints.to University Microfilms, 300 N.one

If your local

you may write for

Zeeb Rd., Ann

A bor, MI 48106. The following, information is needed: title of the

period cal or journal, title Of article, name(s) *f,author(s), date of
4

issue/, volume number,' issuesue number, and page numbers. All orders must

be accompanied by payment in full, plus postage. Contact University

Microfilms foi current price infOrmation.

Beyer, Barry K.-, "Pre-writing and Rewriting td Learn." Social Education
43, no. 3 (Mgrch 1979), pp. 187-89. EJ 198 671.
This articlAdescribes prewriting and postwriting activities

designed to aid students in submitting a polished social studies paper
rather than merely a first draft. Data analysis, questioning strategies,
games, simulations, and values education strategies provide sources for
focusing on the topic. -Rewriting involves evaluation, revision, and
editing.
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Beyer, Barry K. "Teaching 'Basics in Social Studies.". Social Education '

41, no. 2 (February 1977), pp, 96-104. EJ' 152 384,

Beyer addresses the question of which basics to teach in the social
studies and how to find time to teach basics as well as everything else
required in the curriculum: He gives practical hints on ways to inte-
grate basics into conventional social studies objectives.

. - .

Beyer, Barry K. and Anita Brostoff. "The Time It Takes: 4naging/
Evaluating Writing and Social Studies.". Social pducation 43, no. 3
(March 1979), pp. 194-97. EJ 198 673. 1

The authors suggest methods to help social studies teachers inte-
grate writing into courses along with and in place of verbal activities.
They also suggest ways to decrease time spent in-the evaluation of stu-
dent writing. One method is to focus on a few primary features of writ-
ing as they are defined in the goals of the assignments.

1

Brostoff, Anita. "Good Assignments Lead to Good Writing." SOCial
education 43,.no. 3 (March 1979), pp. 184-86. tJ 198 670.
Brostoff describes principles which achieve good writing. assignments
Ain the cial studies: (1) &eine the content and. skills teachers want

students o learn, (2) devise assignments in which level of difficulty
of task f is the level of the goal, (3) let students speculate on the
topic, and (4) present the topic so that students know how and what to

b,do. 7-

Diamond, Ilene M., Nancy S. Hauget and John M.Clean, eds. A Guide to
Helping the Gifted Student Write. Madison: Wisconsin Writing Proj-
ect, 1980.. 51 pp. ED 193 657. EDRS price: MF 0.91, PC $5.30;

-plus postage.

This booklet on teaching composition to gifted students in kinder-
.

garten through2grade 12 begins by defining the term "gifted student" and
stressing the importance of a good writing curriculum to those students.
It then di cusses (1) guidelines for creating a writing program for
gifted stud s, (2) Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy applied to the writing
process,. (3) assessing growth in the gifted student's writing, (4) pur-
poses for writing expressive, referential,%literary, awl persuasive
forms, and (5) essay writing for gifted and talented students. An anno-
tated bibliography lists extensive resources for teachers of gifted stu-
dents.

Diamond,- Irene M., Nancy S. Haugen, and John' M. Kean, eds. A Guide to
Helping the Reluctant Writer. Madison: , Wis6spsin Writing Project,
1980. 98 pp. ED 193 654'. EDRS price: MF $0.91, PC $6.95; plus
postage. X

This guide examines the characteristics of the reluctant writer and
Puggests strategies for teachers4ito use when dealinfwith these charac-
teristics. It also reviews the writing/ process, categorizes the reluc-
tant writer according to grade level, and provides appropriate writing
activities for each level. Each activity containso (1) a statement of
its objective, (2) a list of materials needd, (3) the procedure to be
followed, and (4) additional 'suggestions for using the'activity.
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Diamon , Irene M., 'Nancy S.,Hadgen, and John M. Ken, eds.diA Guide Al
' . Tiloring Writing Assignments for the Mainstreamed Student.

Madison: 'Wisconsin7Writing Project,:1980. 87 pp. ED 193 658.
EDRS price: MF $0.91, PC $6.95; plus postage.
This booklet offers teachers of mainetreamed edwcationally disadvah-

. taged 4d learning-disabled-students some practical strategies for
tailori4g general writing assignments to meet individual needs. The
concept of mainstreaming is discussed in part 1,, and general,strategies

, for comAopition teachers are listed Jai part '2. Part 3 describes 13
ispecificsWriting assignments that feature extensive prewriting activi-
ties.for.the'elementary/ividdle'grades, ordered from easy to difficult,
and a nine-week expository writing course for-high school students. The
last section suftests using writing to improve students' coping skirls
.and presentsthre case studies to support that use. . ,

Economics Cah'Be Elementary: 30 Jumbo Activity Cards for Teaching Read-
ing /Writing Skills Through conomics. Bloomfield Hills, Mich.:
Sandra Schurr Publications,, 78. 3,2 pp. ED 152 602. -EDRS price:
MF $0.91; plus postage. 'Piper copy not available from EDRS; order
from'Sandra Schurr Pub3Aations, 2800 N. Woodward Ave., Bloomfield
-Balls, MI 48013 ($4.,95; $4.50Yoi 10 or more sets).
These activity cards present supplementary ideas and resources

related 'to 'economic education for use by classrooOkteachers in grades
K-8. The main purpose of the cards is to encourage student discovery of
bAsic economic and consumer concepss Aprough activities which stress
reading and writing skills. -Students create bullet4n hoards'and dio-
ramas, summarize ideas related to4the topics, draw charts and graphs, --

take field trips to commonly stores and markets, define and illusp-ate
terms on flash cards, simulate consumer roles, and write product'revieN4.

'r

Fader, Daniel, gt al.
.1976. 294 pp. ED
Berkley Publishing
($1:75).

The New Hooked on Books. New York: Berkley,
139 021. Not available from EDRS.;forder from
Corp.', 200 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

This annf rsary edition of "Hooked on Books" adds new materials
abodt the ggenera`1 educ4ttional context necessary for the success of the
approach describeein earlier editions. Discussions center on the dif-
fictltis of reading instruction ,,caused by the decreasing importance of
reading in a televisionera; growth,in.the importance Of peer teaching
as class size-increases; approaches to the teaching of writing; the need
for teachers to 'develop a greater senmof professionalism; and'practidal
guides to usingand7adminis1ering the program inelementary,and secondary
schools,

Ferio,.Judy. "Balance Conteht And:Skills ih,the Social Studies." Social
Studies11, no. 3 (May/June", 1980), pp. 118-120. EJ 226 491.
The author suggests.that ehe teaching of skills should be a major

goal of all social studies courses and presehts a list of activities
which hel?to develop's,dch skills 10 gathering and sharing information.

Giroux, Henry A. ."Teaching'Content and Thinking Through Writing."
Social Education 43', no.3 (March 1979)f pp. 190-93: EJ 198 672.
'This article outftnes a'Procedure for teaching writing.which_helps

st6dents learn the content and thinking skills necessary for the reason-
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ing and learning tasks required in the social studies. Sample lessons
in a secondary American history course involve students in discussing, /
reading, problem solving, and synthesizing information.

Giroux,'HenrY A. "Writing an-a-Critical Thinking in the Social Studies."
Curriculums Inquiry 8, ho. 4 (41neer 197-8), pp.. 291-310. EJ 199
416.

Giroux examines traditional theoretical assuMptiOns about the peda-t
gogy of writing and critical thinking and shows thatthey are linked
dialectically. He illoastrates how a pedagogy, of writing can be used as
a learning vehicle to help students learn anetbink critically about any
given Social studies subject'.

Goolsby, Thomas M.., Jr., rand Joseph P. Stoltman. "Some Writing Experi-
ences of Third Grade Students in Social ScienOe and Reading." 1971.

83 pp. '.ED 058 278. EDRS price: -MF $0.91, PC'$6.95;-plus postage.
t ,Three silts of instructional materials were prepared"bly third-graderS

after working with and, responding to similar' xperimental materials in
reading and social science. The curriculum begins At a point when most
children,are able to read; however, suppleme5tary listening passages and
other readiness training and assessment are provided for those who can-
not. The material generally consists ofrshort passages followed by
multiple-choice questions.

Gregory, Emily, and Mary.J. Tingle, eds. Foundations for a 'Curriculum
in Written Composition, K-6.. Athens, Ga.: English Curriculum .Study
Center, University of Georgia, 1967. 250 pp. ED 026 364. EDRS
price: MF $0.91, PC $16.85;, plus postage.
Background information on the composition curriculum prepared by

the English Curriculum Study Center/at the University of Georgia is gi en
in this book. Specific subjects ¢Overed include the theoretical basis,'"

. objectives, and structure.of the icurriculum in written composition for
grades K-6; the contributions of anthropology, sociology, and psychology
to the understanding of language; the structure of English; and the
process of composing.

Haley-James, Shirley M., ed.
4

Perspectives on Writing in Grades 1-8.
Urbana, Ill.: National CounCil of Teachers of English, 1981. 131

PR. ED 198 565. EDRS price: MF $0.91, PC $10.25; plus postage.
Also available from NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Rd., Urbana, IL 61801 ($5.00
member, $5.50 nonmember).
Shmmarizing the best current thinking about what classroom

approaches produce sound writing experiences in the first eight grades,
this book offers teachers a means of checking on their own practides and
perceptions about how writing can best belearned. The first chapter of
the book presents a historical review of authoritative opinion regarding
appropriate instruction in written composition. The recommendations of
those authorities are distilled into 11 observations about effective
writing intruction, and these observations, in turn,_ provide. philo-
sophiFal framework for the'remaining ,chapters. Chapter 2 cites data
gleaned in a random survey of teaching practices in use in fourth-grade
classrooms, and suggests that while some of the teaching practices
utilized are in concert with those recommended by the authorities cited
intchapter 1, other practices are in direct conflict with a substantial

19"
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body of professional kiterature. Reports of other successful classroom
teaching practices and writing programs are 'detailed in,chapters 5,
throughthrough 6. These chapters discuss the importance of a-specific purpose
and audience for a piece of writing as well as the necessity of prewrit-
ing, rewriting, and evaluating writing. Chapter 7 details the trends of
writing - related research in the past'50 ;rears, the' role of the classroom
teacher in such research, more- recent developments in research practices,
and future'research needs, emphasizing the necessity of conducting writ-
ing research in cottext.

Howard, Deborah Fox, et al. ."Writing Local Aistory: A New Look dt%Old
Portsmouth." Childhood Education 56, no 5 (April/May 1980); pp.
264-67. EJ 226 130. 1

The author presents a' learning activity for involving 9- to 11-year-
old children in history writing. Children toured Portsmouth, New Hamp-
shire, interviewed residents, inspected hiStotical doCuments and arti-
facts, kept field notes, and wrote a final narrativa. Applicability to
other sites is favorably assessed. Reference materials ford a case study
of-PortsmoUth are -supplied. /4

, .

.,
.

--,___
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.Integration of Content and Problem Solving Sills. Schenectady: \,

-Nitkayuna Central School District 1, 1979. 1,1 App. ED 179 479.
EDRS price: MF $0.91; plus postage. Paper cop not available.
114s brief guide is designed to help teachers learn how to integrate

content. and problem-solving skills, in the social studies curriculum.
Problem-Solv,ing skills include analyzing an in-depth queition/problem,
selecting a format "for recording informatiOn, gathering and recording
information, and writing a summary. MatitriaIs in the guide includira
chart showing the basic problem-s4ving ykillf process and'associared
subskills, an overview of one unit showing questions/problems, a sample
student guide sheet showing integrcion of content and skills, end a

'Sample teacher guide sheet showing answers expected'from students.
eleven question /problems used to organize a unit on the American Revolu-
tion are presented.. A student guide for one question provides detaile
directions for problem solving. Students?Icalyze the question through
labeling nouns, verbs, and limiters; defining unfamiliar words, and
'restating the question. An organized foFm is devised by writing implied
and Subquestions of the llrger question. A net of resources for gather -

ing information, and an outrine for writing the factual summary are pro-"'
vided. ;4 , ,

Klasky, Char,les. "The History Mystery." Social Studies 70, no. 1

(January /February 1979), pp. 41-43. EJ 197 113.
This article describes a method for making the study of history

'more int-vesting. Based on student research and composition, the Method
involves students in writitng both- true and false "autobiograph'esd of
famous peopte. Students ,ften exchanseautobiographies and
which accounts are true and which are false.

v, Kroen,. William C., Jr. "The Here and Now." Teacher 96, no. 5 (January
19,79); -pp: 82-84, 86 -87. EJ 205 8P1.

Activities are described for developing students', interest in cur-.
rent events through teaching about the news media, introducilig major

newspipers'and magazines, encoufaging analysis and forecasting onlcurrent
issues, 'and teaching news reporting, interviewing, and writing tech-

, 4

siowes, culminating in a mock presic P.al press conference.

w.
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Murrow, Casey, ed. Using Our Communities! An Outline for Action in
Vermont Schools. Montpelier: Vermont Department oftEducation,
,,1977. 64 pp. TD 174 371. EDRS price: MF $0.91, PC $5.30; plus
postage.

Outstanding community-based*yk now going on in' Vermont schools is
described in this booklet, 'Which also suggests ways to dei/elop similar

in other communities. The term "community studies" is fused to
enco ass a ,broad range of activities carried gut with the local com-
munity as the focus of and-location for students' Rork. The booklet
discuses ways of obtaining program 4upport frdM school administrators,
parents; and the local community; outlines the wide variety of experi-
ences possible in community-based studies; and gives guidelines for
planning successful field trips. The section titled "Community Studies
Activities" describes 50 projects undertaken in Vermont schools which
succeeded in the eyes of the, teachers and children involved. Final
chapters cover student writing (often the most striking success of
community-oriented work), record keeping, and lqcal and- regional
resources.

Page, Dorothy H. "Yankee 6bodle Noodle Co. Needs You.", Teacher 95, no.
6 (February 1978), pp. 82-93. EJ 182 636.
The author describes an activity-centered approach for an elemen-

tary language-arts project with a careers th,s-me. It.begins with exd,-
cises in which students identify different ends of 4obs .and discuss and
practice techniques of interviewing and culminates in the study of a
specific fob area--advertising. All activities emphasize,the importance
of subject-area skills basic to most careers,

Parker, Robert- P. , JII

ing of Composit
pp. 32-37..

This article
tion and the impact

'From 1putnik to Dartmouth: Trends in the Teach=
English Journal 68, no. 6 (September f97.9),

6.

trends in the teaching of grammar and composi-
he Dartmouth Conferhce and the "new English" on

the teaching of compos tion. 4

People, Parties and Politics: 35 Jumbo Activity Cards for Teaching
Reading/Writing Skills in Social Studiesc:Bloomfield Hills, Mich.:

t. Sandra Schurr Publications, n.d. 38 pp. ED,152 603. EDRS price:
MF $0:91; plus postage. Paper copy not available fromrEURS; order
from Sandra Schurr Publications, 2800 N. Woodward Bloomfield
Hills, MI 48013 ($4.95; $4.50 for 10 or more sets).
These 35 supplementary activities on American politics are designed ,

to be used by social studies classrobm teac hers in:elementary and-junior
high schools. Topics include voting, elections, presidential qualifica-
tions, presidential activities, congression41,duties, plblitital partici-
pation, terms of office, political terminolOgy,, candidatO qnd issues,'
party affiliation, and political heroes. Students are involved in a
variety of actit,Ities, many of which stress reading and writing skills.
Activities include creating bulletin-board and scrapbook displays of-
newspaper articles,' drawing voter timelines, 'inventing games around
political themes, writing letters,,to congressmen and political party-
headquarters, composing essays, summarizing information 'gained ,from
cLassroom4speakers, making flash cards which define political%terS,
describing the background of various"presidents, and'writing research
papers. For each activity, information is given on the background -of

, the topic, materials and procedures, and additional learnkn'iact;ivties.
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Roselle, Daniel. "Ten Basjc Suggestions to Social)Studies Students for
Improving Your Writing." Social Education 41, no. 2 SFebruary
1977), pp': 113719; -E.J./52 38r7.

This article'presakits ten guidelines .to help stunts improve their
writing: /clear expression, specificity, originality, avoiding stereotyp -'
ing, linking paragraphs, setting time by parallel events, linking past

.and present, using primary sources, giving evidence for generalizations,
and reading to increase sensitivity.

Icardamalia,Marlene, et al. Writing for Results: A Sourcebook of Conse-
quential Composing Activities. Toronto: Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, 1981. 166 pp. 'ED 198 566. Not available
from" ERRS; order from OISE, 252 Bloor St. W., Toronto,' Ont.'145S
1V6, Canada ($10.50).

Sixty consequential writing tasks are described in this sourcebook
to help elementary and secondary school stuaents develop their abilities
in written composition. The activities foster thinking by posing game-
like writing problems that require students, to use their minds in the
ways that good writers do, and to solve the problems-that good writes
manage to solve. Features of this sourcebook(include a table oftcontents
that organizes the activities according to genre, topic developient,
coherence, style, evaluation, and revision. An applications index cross-
references activities according to a greater variety of language-arps
curriculum objectives, including spelling, grammar, reading aloud, proof-
reading, paraphrasing, and writing topic sentences. Activities are also
cross-referenced for subject-matter.fieldsto which they can be applied,
such as art, second languages, geography, and history. Detailed direc-
tions for each activity include its aim, the organization, procedure,
conseqUEnces and feedback, examples, 'variations, and applications..

Smelstot
'

r Marjorie, ed. A Guide to Evaluating Students' Writing.
Madison: Wisconsin wiaa-i-Project, University of Wisconsin, 1978.
47 pp.' ED 176 275. EDRS price: MF $0.41, PC $3.65; plus postage.
One of a series of guides to the teaching of writing at the elemen-

tary and'seCondary levels, this publicatiom describes methods used in
the evaluation of students' writing. Two brief introductory sections
present quotations from educators which stress the value.of positive
evaluative comments. The third section describes procedures, advantages,
and disadvantages of 11 major evaluation methods: traditional evaluation
using correction symbols and letter grades, evaluation of mechanics and
form, measurement of intellectual processes in writing, teacher/student
conferences,'peer evaluation, self-evaluation, holistic evaluation, all-
staff grading, public evaluation (by an audience beyond the classroom),
T-unit evaluation, and computer analysis. A fourth section describes
three types of holistic' evaluation scales--an analytic scale, a-dichoto-
mous scale, and a scale for assessing personal narrative writing--and
presents a chart for recording mechanical errors, a composition rating
scale, questions to consider in evaluating writing, and a grading guide.
The final section s ggestt evaluation t savers, methods for creftive
correcting, and va sotvaluation gimmi . The publication includes a
list of resources teachers.,

4

Smelstor, Marjorie, ed. A Guide to.Teaching the Importance of Audience
and Subject. Madison: Wisconsin Writing Project, University of

.

Wisconsin, 1978. 29 pp. ED 176 273. DRS price: MF` $0.91, PC
$3.65; plus'postage.
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This publication focuses on beaching the importance of audience and
subject. An introductory statement, on the need to mike students aware
of the audience for whqm they are'writing is, followed by.a brief over-
view of the research concerning audience/subject relAtionships and lists
of pertinent student needs and instructional goals.] Nine suggested
learning activities are-then outlined; the activities-are designed to
instruct students in such areas as identifying purposes for writing,
identifying types of audiences, and cqnstructing messages fot given
audienoes.1, Lists of resources for teachers, of possible writing forms

A. and audiences, and of magazides that publish children's writing 'are also
provided.

Smelstor, Marjorie, ed. A Guide to Teaching the Writing Process'From
Pre-Writing to Editing. Madison:4 Wisconsin Writing Project,
University of Wisconsin, 1978. 45 pp. ED'176 271+. EDRS price:
ME $0.91, PC $3.65; plu"scrpostage.

This guide suggests activ4ies to use in teaching the three stages
of the compositiOn process: prwriting, writing, and ppstwriting. The
first four sections discuss the steps invo'ved in the three stages of
Composition, research findings an the composing process, and pertinent
stud4'nt needs and instructional goals. The fifth section describes
learning activities for the prewriting stage (including activities for
motivation, listening, observatidn, and gathering and organizing materi.,
als), for the writing or composing stage, and for editing and proofread-
ing. The final section suggests specific writing activities for use in
the content-areas of kscience, social studies, mathematics, English, fine
arts, home economics, and business. The publication concludes with lists
of suggested_teacher resources.

Smelstor, Marjorie, ed. A Guide to Using Models to Teach Writing.
Madison: Wisconsin Writing Project, University of Wisconsin, 1978.
87 pp. ED 176 272. EDRS price: MF $0.91, PC $6.95; plus postage.
This publication focuses on teaching writing through models that

. introduce ideas, patterns, and styles through specific examples. TINL.

major portion of the publidation describes learning activities,(grouped
into seven categories according to purpose: stimulating interest f5r
writing; developing standards fo writing; showing the ,relationships
among writer, subject, and audi ce; showing main ideas and supportive
evidence; showing idea order an connection; shoFing how precise obser-
vation leads to clear, concise wording; and showing how to draw conclu-
sions and make judgments. Within each categofy, activities are further
subdivided according to four age leVels:, kindergarten through grade 3,
,grades 4 through.6, middle school, sand high school. Other ctions of
the publication suggest writing models for content areas other'than
English, present a brief overview of research on using mo els to xeach
writing, and provide lists of sources of activities .fox fferent grade
levels, stories for young children that,teadhmathemati al concepts,
"repeater" books in'which sentence patterns are repeated, and recommended
readings to aid in the understanding of models.

Van Nostrand, A.D. "The Inference Contract: A Model of the Writing
Process." ADE Bulletin 57 (May 1978), pp. 13-20. EJ 177 586.
This article presents a taxonomy of writing instruction, a model or

paradigm of the writing process, an application of this model to the
teaching of writing, and an explanation of the empirical basis of the
model.
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Van Nostrand, A.D. "Writirig and be Generation of Knowledge," Social
Education-43, no: 3 (March,1971), pp. 17.97-180. EJ 198 668.

,

The author contends that studerkts.gain knowledge through the act pf
writing as they join bits of information intoa whole. This artici0
presents a model for scanning students'..written materDal to determine
the way ideas are yelated.

Ventre, Raymond., "Developmental Writing: Social Studies Assignments."
is Education 43, no. (March 1979),pp. 181-183. /EJ 198 669.
s article pFesents guidelines for social studies,ieaphers and a

sample writing assignment to encourage students' developmental writing.
The author suggests that students emphasize the,:significance of ideas
and information rather than the information itselfA' He establishesthe
relationship between thinking processes and writing and the need to break
these processes'inruanageable steps for student,,,,.
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